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FOREWORD

Contributing to an understanding of children's cognitive learning and im-
proving related educational practices is the goal of the Wisconsin R & D Center.
One of the Center's three major research and development programsConditions
and Processes of Learningconsists of laboratory-type research projects, each
concentrating on certain basic organismic or situational determinants of cognitive
learning, but all united in the task of providing knowledge which can be utilized
in the construction of instructional systems.

One reason that computer modeling has proved to be a valuable approach to
gaining knowledge of cognitive processes is that explicit questions are raised
and must be answeredin programming. During the four years he spent modeling
the concept attainment process, Professor Baker encountered increasingly complex
questions whose answers required, finally, further basic research on learning be-
fore he could proceed further in computer technology. His project generated many
ideas for gaining knowledge about the psychological processes in concept learn-
ing, research ideas to challenge the most inventive psychological experimenter.
Although many questions remain to be clarified, the sophisticated model described
in this Theoretical Paper represents a major forward thrust in computer technologY.

Herbert J. Klausmeier
Director
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PREF ACE

The pioneering work of the group at the Mellon-Carnegie Institute of Tech-
nology. lead by A. Newell and H. A. Simon, had aroused considerable interest in
non-numeric computing; however, the lack of readily available list processing
languages limited the number of persons able to engage in this activity. In early
1962, Dr. R. K. Lindsay and J. H. Dauwalder, the University of Texas, programmed
IPL-V for the Control Data 1604 Computer, thus making it available to the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin. With this new capability at hand, the present author decided
to develop computer programs which simulated some aspect of cognitive behavior.
Concept attainment was chosen for a number of reasons, paramount of which was
that Dr. H. J. Klausmeier and his students at the University of Wisconsin had
been working in this area for several years and would provide knowledgeable re-
source persons; Hunt's book [19621 provided an entry into an unfamiliar litera-
ture; and, finally, the concept attainment process appeared to be easy to simulate
by means of a computer program.

The first program, which I wrote myself in the fall of 1963, served primarily
as a device through which IPL-V was learned. The experience gained from this
program convinced me that much could be accomplished and a computer simula-
tion project was written into the original R & D Center proposal. A long-term
project in this area was planned during the summer of 1964 with support from a
graduate school research grant, and many of the fundamental ideas were devel-
oped that summer. Two years were spent in what seemed to be an endlesz loop
of running subjects, writing programs, and redesigning the model. Since the
initial program was written, considerable progress has been made; however, we
are far from our goal of modeling the processes of human concept attainment.

The purpose of the present-final report is threefold. It is first to describe
where we currently stand in our research efforts and perhaps provoke some re-
search in the areas we feel are important. The second purpose is to provide
others with some insight into the nature and magnitude of the problems a neo-
phyte encounters when developing computer models of cognitive behavior. The
third is to illustrate that the "state of the art" is very primitive and much remains
to be done.

I would like to emphasize the crucial role played by Mr. Tom Martin, who
has programmed all but the first in the long series of programs. He has con-
sistently worked to prevent the programs fmm becoming what programmers refer
to as a "kludge" and has forced me to vastly sharpen my rather fuzzily conceived
ideas. Many of my pet schemes have fallen apart and others have been coalesced
into vastly improved schemes by his penetrating inquiries. He has also inde-
pendently developed programs such as MIMIC whicY! are significant contributions
to the programming art themselves.

Mr. Alan Pratt collected the first two sets of protocol data and Miss Carin
Cooper has collected the remaining five sets. Miss Cooper has also thoroughly
reviewed literature in simulation and memory, thus relieving me of a tedious
task. Mrs. Eva Bradford conducted the planning experiment and prepared the sev-
eral levels of program narratives.

Although much remains to be done, this project has been terminated. The
two reasons underlying this decision are: First, the "state of the art" limitations



in psychological research have been reached, making it impossible to collect
the type of data needed for this computer model. Second, my background is in
psychometrics, statistics, and computers; but progress in the computer model
requires a learning theorist and I did not wish to change my professional orien-
tation to fit the needs of the project. I hope to pursue the linguistic model on
an informal basis as the approach is too interesting to drop completely.

F. B. B.

Madison, Wisconsin
1 September 1968
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ABSTRACT

Development of the model described in this final report was begun to obtain
a better understanding of the psychological processes underlying human concept
attainment. The model has been based upon theoretical grounds, "think-aloud"
Protocols, and speculations as to the nature of concept attainment. The model
develoPed is embodied in a computer program written in the IPL-V language. The
program exists primarily as a device for expressing complex ideas and relation-
ships in a convenient form. The current version of the program, call rci Mark IV.
Mod :., exhibits a wide range of the behavior observed in the "think aloud" proto-
cols obtained from human subjects.

The modal as currently developed consists of three major aspects: context-
ing, operations, and memory. The contexting aspects of the model are concerned
with the higher level cognitive behavior associated with selection of appropriate
behavior, maintenance of goal-directedness, and evaluation of completed be-
haviors. Such functions were labeled contexting as the associated computer
programs essentially analyze the current situation and define the context within
which the operational routines are executed. The operational aspects of the
model are those behaviors which are performed during the execution of a concept-
attainment strategy. Such behaviors as creating a search criterion, comparing
objects, and presenting concepts were considered operational. The memory com-
ponent of the model was designed to facilitate the other aspects of the model as
well as form the basis for a model of human memory. The memory was divided
into three types of storage, each used for a Particular purpose. The working mem-
ory was a buffer-type memory which received information from the external world
and acted as a communication device for the transfer of internally created infor-
mation. The short-term memory contained all of the information relevant to the
attainment of a particular concept The short-term memory was constructed as
a "circular memory structure" with a modular format; such a structure enables
memory to grow as information is created. The long-term memory will retain
learning strategies and descriptive information necessary to implementation of
these strategies.

On the basis of the present model it appears that the most fruitful area of
future inquiry would be development of a computer model in which the higher
level information processing is handled at a verbal level. Such an approach has
been labeled a "linguistic model of concept attainment." The salient features
of the linguistic approach have been discussed but the corresponding computer
programs not written.

Because existing psychological theories and published research do uot pro-
vide the types of information necessary to further development of the model, a
number of areas of fruitful research have been described. For example, the model
suggests that the majority of the information processed by human subjects is in-
ternally created; hence new techniques are needed to elicit this information.

When compared to earlier versions, the current model s considerable power
and seems sophisticated; however, when compared to human concept attainment
it is very rudimentary. Hopefully the current model can serve as the basis for
further interestim research.

xi



INTRODUCTION

GOALS OF THE PROJECT

The fundamental purpose of the present
project has been to obtain a better understand-
ing of the psychological processes involved
in the attainment of concepts by humans. The
particular vehicle through which these under-
standings have been acquired is that of com-
puter programs which serve as models of the
concept attainment process. The use of com-
puter programs as models of cognitive behavior
has its origins in the early work of Newell,
Shaw, and Simon [1958] who proposed that the
"Logic Theorist" program was a model of human
problem-solving behavior,. Later work by this
group and others has resulted in a well estab-
lished field which is generally called simula-
tion. But because the word simulation is
widely used in fields other than psychology,
most authors currently prefer to use the term
corn foster models. The use of computer pro-
grams to represent a psychological process
involves a number of factors which make the
technique extremely valuable. First, because
of the small steps by which computers proceed,
it is difficult to write programs for something
which is ill-defined. Hence, the computer
forces one to probe very deeply into a psycho-
logical process in order that it be understood
well encugh te be programmed. Second, the
computer program can be manipulated in a
number of ways such that it can assist one in
understanding the ramifications of the avail-
able klowledge about the processes involved.
Third, the computer program serves as a repos-
itory of the understandings one has acquired
up to any given point in time. The ideas are
preserved in a language form which is unam-
biguous and open to study by others. Fourth,
in any modeling process one is forced to make
assumptions and in a computer program it be-
comes quite apparent what role these assump-
tions play in the model. Briefly, the computer
serves as an extremely strict task master who
forces one to commit to paper what one under-
stands and, more importantly, what one does
not understand.

Because one can approach a problem from
many points of view the emphasis in a project
of this type is a function of the interests of
the investigator. In that the present author is
firmly committed to "process" psychology rather
than S-R psychology, no attempt has been made
to study the relation of the model to stimulus
materials. The interest here is in how a human
subject performs the concept attainment task,
not in what variables the experimenter can use
to manipulate the subject's responses. Using
S-R terms, the attempt is to model the inter-
vening variables not the gross S-R connections.
In the long term an understanding of the internal
processes of a human subject holds consider-
ably more promise for yielding new teaching
techniques, classroom materials, etc. than
does the traditional S-R approach.

At the present time there appear to be two
general :,pproaches to the design of a computer
model of cognitive behavior, and these are
referred to below as the basic premise approach
and the surface approach (see Baker 1967).
Under the basic premise approach one postu-
lates a minimum set of operational rules or
procedures and then designs a computer pro-
gram around the successive application of the
basic premises or their derivatives to the data
presented in the p z,jrara. The underlying idea
is to ascertain how much interesting behavior
can be generated by a set of basic premises
deviset by the investigator. Computer pro-
grams which perform pattern recognition [Uhr
and Voss ler, 1961], the sequence learner of
Simon and Kotovsky [1963], and the concept
learning system [Hunt, Marin and Stone, 1966]
are clearly of this type. Such programs assume
that a human has the basic premises and the
ability to apply them built in or acquired from
past experience, and that the investigator has
made a reasonable assumption as to what basic
premises are involved. An additional some-
what contradictory assumption usually involved
in such programs is that the program, i.e. sub-
ject, begins a given computer run with no past
experience relative to the data it will process
by means of the basic premises, the "clean-

10
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1;1-, :" assamption. A considerable amount of
inteiligeace, to u3e the term loo3ely, is built
into the proeram in regard to how to procesc
the ;eta, but none is butit into the program in
regard to previous ..r-.!eentetions of the data.
The tesulting behe of such a program is
typically tne construction and modification of
decision-trees which are completely dependant
upon the seteoence of data fed into the program.

The surface approach tends to be asso-
ciated with computer programs oased upon
human "think-aloud" protocols f.Leughery and
Gregg, 1962; Johnson, 1964j. Under this ap-
proach one attempts to use the pnotocols to
ascertain the gross behtwior patterns of humans
in a particular problem-solving or learning
situation and then to write computer programs
which reproduce these gross behaviors. Such
prcgrams can usually reproc'une the overt be-
havior3 observed in humans, and the computer-
generated protocols can be reasonable fac-
similes of corresponding human protocols under
the same conaittons. In contrast to the basic
premise approach, the surface approach does
not postulate any specific linderlying mechan-
isms; rather it follows some well defined
overall plan, euch as the concept-attainment
strategies of Bruner, G000nore and Austin [1956).
in addition, it does not make the clean-alate
assumption of the former in that knowledge
about the data known to be relevant to a par-
ticular phoncmenon is built into the program.

In that so lIttle is known about how hu-
mans solve concept-attainment problems, it
was not felt appropriate to make the assump-
tions necessary for the Oasie premise approach.
In addition, if one follows the basic premise
approach, one has very little likellhoed of
discevering new urderstandings cr obtaining
new insights as the total system is based
upon n preconceived set of basic premises.
However, starting from a surface-type approach
one can change the system to match the new
understandings acquired as one digs further
into the problem rather than being constrained
hy an artificial set of initial basic preraiseE.
Throughout the current project a surface-type
approacn has been followed, but this is not
to say that basic assumptions concerning sucn
things as mem( Ty and other facets were not
made. However, these assumpticns have nor-
mally grown out of difficulties encountered
within a computer program rather than being
preconceived assumptions about the process
itself.

In view of the investigator's commitment
to the surfaee approach, n method of attack
has been developed whieh allows one to elicit
as much information as possible from the con-

2

traction of the computer program and at the
same tine "keep control" of the computer model.
The procedare followed is given in the para-
graphs 'below.

One begins with a computer program which
corresponds to the behavior of an intelligent,
erverienced subject performing a particular
type of concept-attainment problem after hav-
ing had considerable practice. One then slowly
builds into the model various types of behavior
which are not as efficient as those used by the
experienced subject and thus degrades the per-
formance of the computer program. What one
attempts to do is work backwards toward a
computer program which will be as inefficient
and stumbling as a person attempting the prob-
lem for the first time. ay deliberately intro-
ducing a perticular change into the computer
trogram and then observing how the subject's
perfcemance of the taek has been degraded by
that change, one gets an understanding of the
rainificatiors of each change made to the com-
puter model. Such an approach is somewhat
at variance with a large number of other simu-
lation projects which have attempted to writs
a computer proeram for a subject who is ini-
tially very inefficient and inept at solving a
problem and then improves to the performance
level of an experienced subject. The latter
approach appeared to the present author to be
a more difficult task as at the current state of
knowledge one does net have a good grasp of
what causes the subject's inefficient, inept
performance. It seemed much more appropriate
to start from the experienced subject and slowly
work backwards with a good understanding of
each backward step and its effects upon per-
formance. Thus, the amount of variability in
the behavior built into the computer program
is a function of our understanding of the con-
cept attainment process. Eventually the com-
puter program would become as inefficient as
a human attempting a problem for the first
time, but at that point one would understand
the reasons for this level of performance and
the processes by which a subject improves
his performance over a sequence of problems.
Then, ono would expect to have an extremely
good model of the concept-attainment process
wl.ich could serve as a guideline for further
educational-psychological investigations in
the classroom.

The so-called backward approach has
proved to be very feasible and quite rewarding
in terms of the understandings of the concept-
attainment process we have been able to ob-
tain. The backward approach allows one to
continually tie the computer model back to
actual subject behavior and to insure that



what has been built into the computer program
does in some manner represent actual subject
behavior. It does not imply that the mechan-
isms are true representations of the subject's
internal processes; however, the external be-
havior of the program can be observed in subject
behavior.

THE EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION
TO BE MODELED

The type of experimental situation for
which a computer model has been developed
is that described by Bruner, Goodnow and Austin
[19561 and used extensively by psychologists.
In such experiments, a subject is seated before
a board containing a number of objects. Each
object contains m dimensions and each dimen-
sLon has values; thus a complete board has
en different objects. The experimenter ex-
piates to the subject that the objects can be
divided into two mutually exclusive groups,
members and nonmembers of the set defined by
a classification rule (concept) consisting of a
particular combination of dimension values.
The experimenter designates an object (the
focus object) as a member of the set. The
subject's task is to discover the classification
rule by choosing objects and having the ex-
perimenter designate their set membership.
When the subject feels he knows the under-
lying classification rule, he tells it to the ex-
perimenter. If the rule is correct, it is assumed
that the concept has been attained; if not, the
subject continues until he can present the cor-
rect classification rule.

Bruner, Goodnow and Austin [19561 iden-
tified and labeled a number of strategies which
subjects employed in this experimental situa-
tion and two, the "conservative focusing" and
"wholist," are of interest to the present paper.
Using the conservative focusing strategy, a
subject chooses an object from the board
identical to the focus object except for one
dimension whose value has been varied. When
such an object is designated as a member of
the set, a "yes" object, he knows that the
dimension is not included in the classification
rule, hence is irrelevant. If the object so
chosen is designated as not being a member
of the set, a "no" object, he knows that the
dimension is relevant, the dimension value of
the focus object is included in the classificae
tion rule. In the conservative focusing strat-
egy, the subject varies one dimension at a
time and systematically checks each of the m
possible dimensions. Thus, the minimum
number of object choices to attain the con-
cept is m , the number of dimensions.

using the whclist strategy, the subject
determines the classification rule through the
intersection of all objects designated, as mem-
bers of the set by the experimenter. If an ob-
ject chosen by the subject is designated as a
member of the set, it will have certain dimen-
sion values in common with the focus object.
Thus, a "yes" object is of value to the subjeet
and a "no" object is of no value under this
strategy. The subject continues developing
the intersection of a series of "yes" objects
and the focus object until he feels he knows
the concept. Typically, under this strategy,
subject will present a concept for designation
by the experimenter after each 'yes" object.

Altheregh both strategies had a concept
attainment, they differ in two major aspects.
First, the method for choosing objects under
the conservative focusing strategy is well
defined and quite obvious to the observer,
whereas under the wholist strategy the object
choice mechanism is not so clearly observable.
Second, the meaning of a "yes" and "no" desig-
nation of an object choice is reversed in the
two strategies. In ithe conservative focusing
strategy a "no" is the desired designation,
and in the "wholist" a "yes" is the desired
designation. Programs Eor both of these strat-
egies were developed in the present project,
but the primary emphasis has been upon the
conservative focusing strategy.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE
COMPUTER MODEL

The books by Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin
119561, Miller, Galanter and Pribram [19601,
and Hunt [19621 and journal articles on the
concept-attainment process were read to de-
velop some understanding of what others had
done in the concept-attainment area. On the
basis of this initial investigation and the
author's own intuitive understanding of how
he would solve a concept-attainment problem,
a computer program was written which would
"simulate" concept attainment. The initial
computer program called Mark 1, Mod 0 was
published in early 1964 [Baker, 19641. On the
basis of this program protocols were collected
to ascertain how sophomore subjects from the
University of Wisconsin, who had not pre-
viously seen this kind of problem, would solve
it. The "think-aloud" procedure was used to
collect data which was then analyzed by the
Project staff. On the basis of the analysis
of the protocols, it was determined that the
majority of the subjects very rapidly developed
a conservative ex.using strategy. Therefore,
the computer program was redesigned to

3



incorporate c coaserva tivri focusing stratew.
A computer progi am to model a specific_ subject
has not been devoloped; rat ier many subjects,
both male and females, have been ued anti
the "Cormative" behavior of the sUbj(cts was
modeled.

THINK-ALOUD PROTOCOLS

The data gethering dovice used th:oughout
the project has been the think-aloud protocol.
A. the expetimont is beieg run, the subjects
verbalize what they a:e doing and why they
are doing it. Such a procedure has been a
standard practi-oe amonr: those developing
simulation promotes even though it is not held
in high esteem in many psychological circles.
It was found quite early that the raw protocols
were not very rich in information and a modi-
fiea system was adopted in which the experi-
menter asked preplanned questions at certain
points within the problem The questions arose
from the computer program and were designed
to help fill the gaps in the program. For ex-
ample, at one point the interest was in whether
subjects remembered specific aject choices,
thus after the fifth object choice, they were
asked to identify the second object chosen.
Such information would not be yielded by the
usual protocols, yet is easily obtainable
through selective interrogation. A total of
seven sets of protocol-gathering sessions,
each involving five male and five female sub-
jects were conducted, tape recorded, and re-
produced in mimeographed form. In each of
these seven runs a different set of questions
was used to aid in development of the com-
puter program.

Analysis of the early protocols revealed
that the materials used by Bruner et al. [19561
and Klausmeier, Harris, and Wiersma LI9641
involved psychologically dependent dimen-
sions; subjects were unable to treat shape as
an independent dimension. To overcome this
problem new materials, consisting of animals
whose dimensions were ears (long-short),
neck (It-rig-short), body (thin-fat), color
(yellow-blue-brown) and tail ( straight-bent-
curly) were devised. Figure 1 presents one
of the 72 possible animal configurations.
Two of the dimensions were three-valued to
overcome the artificiality of all binary valued
dim- -sions. The new materials proved very
successful and were used throughout the re-
mainder of the project.

4

Fig. 1. One of the 72 Possible Animal
Configurations

UTIUZING THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS

After writing a computer program to model
the behavior of the subjects in the concept-
attainment task, one spends a considerable
amount of time analyzing the computer program
itself in order to reduce it to a simple struc-
tum. It is very easy to become trapped with
a computer program which is so complex and
clumsy that it does not lend itself to the con-
tinual modification required by the so-called
backward approach. Therefore, extreme care
has been exercised to avoid a situation which
requires periodically starting from the beginning.

A vast amount of effort has been devoted
to the mechanics of the computer program it-
self in order to facilitate the modeling process.
Data representation schemes, methods of com-
munication within the computer program, and
methods of executing the computer programs
representing various types of behavior have
been devised. What has been developed is
essentially a small computer programming
system within which a model of the concept-
attainment process may be developed. Strange
as it may seem, much of the understanding of
the concept-attainment process has arisen
out of attempts to develop a systematic com-
puter program for use in the modeling process.



After a particular version of the computer
program has been reanalyzed, rewritten, and
polished to the point where it is a reasonable
representation of our cument understanding of
the concept-attainment process, considerable
effort is devoted to looking at the points where
insufficient information exists. Questions are
then devised to be asked during the next proto-
col run which will help clarify the particular
point of concern. Thus, a large feedback loop
exists in which attention shifts from subjects
to computer program, to subjects, and then to
the computer program again.

SUMARY

The goal of the present project was to
develop a model of the various cognitive proc-
esses involved in human concept attainment,

and it was toward the end of understanding
these processes that the above procedures
were directed. A lesser interest was in a
computer program which would be an interest-
ing tool in developing further understandings
and insights into the concept-attainment process.
There was little concern with developing a
computer program which could generate large
amounts of interesting data for later analysis
or reporting in "See what our computer program
can do" fashion as has been so typical of
past efforts. The computer program is con-
sidered to be a repository of ideas about the
processes involved in concept attainment
exPressed in computer programs in the IPL-V
language. Recording ideas in this way may
seem peculiar, but in a problem as complex
as concept attainment it is virtually impos-
sible to verbally represent all of the facets
involved.

14 5



II

A COMPUTER MODEL OF THE CONCEPT-ATTAINMENT PROCESS:

CASE MARK IV, MOD 2

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter several levels of descrip-
tion of the most recent model of the concept-
attainment process produced by the project
staff are provided. One level will be rather
gross so that the internal structure of the pro-
gram can be seen without the clutter of mechan-
kal details. The second will be at the sub-
routine level to provide the reader with some
appreciation of the formidable problems faced
in implementing a computer model of cognitive
behavior. In order to present the latter level
it is necessary to discuss various mechanical
details underlying the actual computer program.
A full understandthg of the model can only be
obtained through a detailed study of the listing
of the computer program which is presented in
Appendix B. Although the computer program
has been written in IPL-V [Newell, et al.,
19 641, a serious attempt has been made to
describe the program without involving more
than a bare minimum of the IPL-V language.

Assumptions

In order to program the present model a
certain number of assumptions were made.
The foremost of those was that the subject's
perceptual processes are perfect; thus, the
processes of perception were ignored. Even

though a large proportion of the errors made
in the concept-attainment process can be
attributed to perceptual errors of one type or
another they were not modeled. Secondly,
the assumption has been made that memory
is perfect; i.e., the computer model does not
contain any forgetting processes. At some
later point in time, it is anticipated that both
decay and interference-type forgetting can
be introduced into the computer program, but
at the current time such mechanisms would
obscure other more crucial aspects.

A major effort in the development of this
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computer model has been devotud to elimi-
nating the necessity for large numbers of input
parameters and prestored informatibn. At the
current time only three types of information
are prestored for use by the computer program.
One of these is the dominant dimension values.
knalysis of the initial protocols indicated that
subjects possess a preerence for certain di-
mensions and certain values of these dimen-
sions. For example, it was found that female
subjects invariably will utilize the dimension
of color rather early in the solution of their
problem, and certain people will prefer yellow
over blue or brown. Built into the computer
program is a selection device based upon prob-
ability values assigned to the dimensions and
to their values. However, this information is
used only at one point in the computer program
end is not crucially involved in many of the
psychological processes. It should be noted,
however, that considerable variability in be-
havior can be accounted for by these dominance
values. Three constants have also been pre-
stored in the program which help mechanize
certain types of within-problem variability.
These constants are associated with the num-
ber of dimensions that a subject will use during
a particular concept-attainment problem and
the number of dimensions he will add to his
initial approach when he discovers that it has
not worked. The third and final prestored
parameter is one known as an awareness factor.
The protocols have indicated that many sub-
jects use less than the total number of dimen-
sions in their problem solution and that some
of these people are aware of the fact that they
are using less, others are not. Therefore, a
flag is used to indicate whether the subject
is aware that he is using less than the full
number of dimensions in his approach to the
problem. Other than these three types of in-
formation, all data gained by the subject is
stored in memory as it is either received from
the external world or created by the subject
himself.



Representing Cognitive Process

In order to describe the computer model
of the concept-attainment process it is neces-
sary to explain a certain amount of symbolic
representation used internally by the computer
program. In that this project was influenced
quite heavily by the earlier work of Bruner et al.
[19561 and that of Miller, Galanter and Pribram
(19601, the program is built around the idea of
strategies, and the mechanics of the program
are designed to implement strategies or plans.
Ouite early in the project it was discovered
that the programming system must have the
capability to minimize the impact of significant
changes and simultaneously to maximize the
ability to make such changes. Therefore, a
pseudocode system and an interpreter, both
using IPL-V, were developed as a reasonable
solution to this technological problem [Baker
& Martin. 1965a1.

The strategy consists of an IPL-V list
containing symbols representing routines which
are to be performed as well as local symbols
which indicate branches in the program. These
lists, however, do not contain any FPL-V prim-
itives and are not executable IPL-V programs.
Table I contains a list of symbols representing
a typical concept-learning strategy.

Each symbol on the list can be the name
of a list of symbols; this representational form
can be carried to any depth desired. These
symbols are referred to as pseudocodes as
they are merely abstract representations of
psychological processes. In the current pro-
gram there are three levels in the list structure
which constitute a learning strategy. The
highest level, the S level, is essentially an
executive level description of the overall
learning strategy. The second level consists
of major procedures, the Z or D routines, which
perform salient tasks such as hypothesis gen-
eration. The third and lowest level are the P's
and Q's which are executed to perform the in-
formation-processing tasks necessary for
concept attainment. The P's and Q's are con-
tained within the Vs and D's and the Z's and
D's are contained within S. Throughout the
list structure a distinction is maintained be-
tween programs which do things, the Z's and
rs, and those which provide decision-making
information, the D's and the Q's. The former
are analogous to the 0 routines and the latter
to the T routines in TOTE units [Miller et al.,
19601. Only the lowest level routines can re-
sult in the direct execution of subroutine
coded in 0L-V, and the higher levels serve
only to hold together various combinations of
executable routines. The underlying principle

Table I. Symbolic Representation of the
Conservative Focusing Strategy List
as Used in Mark IV, Mod 2

82 9-0
20 Process focus information
C21 Create procedure Z7
Z7 Establish search criterion
D4 Determine whether subject

should proceed
9-2 No, error exit

9-1 Z1 Construct search criterion
Z2 Select object from external

environment
C37 Create decision procedure DI
DO Determine whether object

selectt.d meets subject's needs
9-1 No
Z3 Experimenter designates set

membership of the object choice
C38 Crdate routine 24
Z4 Process information gained

through object designation
DI Determine whether a concept can

be presented
9-1 No
Z5 Form a concept
Z8 Experimenter designation of

correctness of concept
C22 Construct procedure 26
Z6 Subject's reaction to designation

of concept
D3 Determine correctness of concept
9-1 No
0 0 Yes

9-2 X21 Error exit
0 0

is that the P's and Q's are the basic informa-
tion processing capabilities possessed by a
subject, and various tasks are performed by
assembling the proper s quence of P's and Q's
into the Z's or ]Ys. The Vs and D's are then
assembled into the strategy list (5). Such a
strategy list is then executed by a special
purpose interpreter [Baker & Martin, 1965a1
which works its way through this list st....:ture
until it finds a routine which is executable,
namely at the lowest P or Q level. It executes
the routine and then returns up to the next
higher level to ascertain the next executable
routine. Fundamentally the interpreter is an
ordinary IPL-V recursive program which cails
upon itself to work its way up and down the
branches of the list structure representing the
learning processes.
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Memory Structure

Quite early in the development of the
concept attainment program, it was determined
that memory plays a crucial role in the concept-
attainment process, and it was necessary to
design a rudimentary model of memory. Under
this model, memory was divided into three
major aspects: working memory (WM) which
is a temporary, buffer-type memory; short-term
memory (STM) in which all information relative
to a given problem solution is stored; and long-
term memory (LTM) where the subject stores
information which is to be retained over a
longer period of time. Thus, the partitioning
of memory is a function of the duration of time
over which the information is to be retained.
Such a three-part memory does not correspond
directly to the memory model ordinarily used
by psychologists, which involves only a short-
term memory and a long-term memory. Most
of the functions of what was called short-term
memory are embodied in their long-term mem-
ory. However, investigation of the protocols
seems to indicate that subjects retain informa-
tion about a problem only long enough to solve
that particular problem and then do some re-
coding to save the salient features over longer
periods of time. Therefore, it was suggested
that there is a distinction between short-term
and long-term memory which psychologists do
not normally recognize.

The short-term and long-term memories
have a highly interconnected net structure
which is developed by the program as informa-
tion is acquired. The dynamic nature of the
memory structure is an important feature of
the three-level model, but discussion of the
actual mechanics of this system will be de-
ferred to a later section in the present paper.

The Contextieg Hierarchy

The internal organization of computer
models constructed under either the basic
premise or the surface approach is focused
upon implementing a rather specific psycho-
logical phenomena and does not take into
direct account a higher level of cognitive be-
havior, namely that which in some sense
directs, maintains, and evaluates the overall
problem-solving or learning behavior of a
human subject.

In order to clarify this issue, let us briefly
examine a problem-solving or learning experi-
ment as it is usually conducted. In such an
experiment there is a fairly typical sequence
of events which transpire in roughly the fol-
lowing order:

.s

(a) The experimenter explains the nature of
the task, the characteristics of the ex-
perimental materials, and the types of
products the subject is to produce.

(b) The subject relates the given information
to what he already knows.
Once the subject has assimilated the in-
formation to his own satisfaction, he em-
barks upon an approach to the task which
is resplendent with errors and inappropriate
decisions; fal ;e strategies, and unproduc-
tive acts; nonetheless, his behavior is
goal directed.

(d) The subject is able to evaluate, in some
sense, how well he is doing by means of
both internal and external clues.

(e) With sufficient experience on the same
task, the subject is usually able to modify
his own behavior to the point where he
becomes proficient at the task and his
once clumsy performance becomes smooth
and effortless.

(c)

In that such a pattern of behavior is es-
sentially independent of the particular task,
it is very difficult, for the present author at
least, to conceive of a realistic model of
human behavior whose internal organization
does not provide for some form of a central
executive to account for this communality.
The relevant issue is the form of this central
executive and the internal organization of a
computer program necessary to represent it in
a computer model of cognitive behavior. Un-
fortunately, it is extremely difficult to obtain
direct evidence from either protocols or psy-
chological experiments from which to develop
a model of such a central executive. In addi-
tion, how to create one is not obvious; as
Newell [1962] said, "In attempting to create
such a central organization we foundas we
had in the problem of communicating strat-
egiesthat we had no concepts and no formal
language to discuss the variety of results and
their uses [P. 4101."

In earlier editions of the program such a
central executive was confounded with the
strategy list; however in the current version,
the supervisory or executive aspects of the
program have been separated from those of
the operational aspects. The C routines repre-
sent this executive function and constitute a
hierarchy of control whose role changes as a
function of the stage of the task performance.
Because the function of the supervisory pro-
gram changes often, the term contexter is
probably more appropriate for these routines
than central executive, which carries an un-
warrarited connotation of a single supervisory
program. Although the role of a contexter is



a function of the situation in which it operates,
there is nonetheless an uneerlying communality
throughout all levels of contexters which can
be described by a series of questions which
a context routine attempts to answer; i.e.,
(a) What is the current situation ? (b) What
does it mean? (c) What could be done ? and
(d) What will be done? Thus, whether the
contexter :s dealing with a gross overall plan
of approach to a task, or to some small opera-
tion within a subtask, the fundamental frame-
work of a contexter routine is irivariant; what
varies is the situation in which the contexter
functions and the procedures by which it at-
tempts to answer these questions. It is worth
noting that the definition of the current situa-
tion includes not only the ..Ivailable data but
also the sequence of behaviors leading up to
the present point in time. The result of calling
a contexter routine is to execute some behavior
for which an appropriate context has been es-
tablished.

A contexter may be said to create a plan or
a strategy for behavior. At high levbls in the
model, it creates a plan for overall behavior
such as the S list, and at low levels it creates
plans for very specific actions such as P lists.
Such a planning hierarchy was first envisioned
by Miller, Galanter, and Pribram [19601 when
they suggested the existence of plans which
create plans. Because of the rather complex
interrelationship between the contexting pro-
grams and the strategy lists, a detailed dis-
cussion is deferred to a description of the
actual computer program itself.

THE CURRENT PROGRAM-MARK 1V. MOD 2

The preceding paragraphs have acquainted
the reader with some of the major considera-
tions in the design of the simulation program;
the overall picture of the operation in the cur-
rent version of the computer model of concept-
attainment is as follows. First, the experi-
menter verbally describes the experimental
situation to the subjectwhat the experiment
is about, what the board looks like, the dimen-

C11 E95

Translate Experimenter
Entry 0 experimenter s presents

instructions focus object

Process
/task spe-
cification

sions on the board, and their values. The
experimenter also indicates to the subject
that he is to select objects which the experi-
menter will designate as to their set member-
ship. When the subject feels he understands
the concept, he is to present it to the experi-
menter for designation. Upon receipt of the
instructions, the subject proceeds to try to
attain the concept. The computer program is
set up with an initialization phase which
utilizes the subject's past experience and
his particular characteristics, namely some of
the constants mentioned earlier and the dom-
inance values, to establish an initial set of
conditions within the subject. After completing
this initialization phase, the computer program
creates a search criterion and locates an ob-
ject in the external environment which :t also
feels is a member of the set. If the object
found meets the requirements of the subject's
search criterion, it is presented to the experi-
menter for designation. After receiving the
designation, the subject processes the meaning
of yes or no in light of his own understanding
of the problem. If the subject feels he can
present a concept he proceeds. However, in
most cases the subject takes several object
choices before he has enough information
available to decide whether or not he under-
stands the concept. Therefore, at this stage,
the computer program returns to creating a new
criterion and locates other objects from the
board visible to the subject. The final phase
of the program occurs when the subject feels
he has enough information to present the ex-
perimenter with a concept for designation. If
it is incorrect, the subject then has to con-
struct a reaction to this incorrect designation
and return to the first phase in which he
searches for additional objects that will en-
able him to ascertain the correct concept. If
the concept is correct, the problem is ter-
minated and the subject then evaluates what
he has accomplished during the course of this
particular problem. So much for an overview
of the concept-attainment process. Let us
now turn our attention to a discussion of the
flow chart which is given in Figure Z.

C61 C12

Process Process defini-
behavior tion of designa-
specification tion information

C50 C51 C52

Create and execute Problem solu-
concept attain- tion post-
want strategy aortas analysis

Fig. Z. Flow Chart of the High Level Contexter List 53

.7

Exit

9



1his flow chart will be discussed in terms
of the particular routines which are in the flow
chart. No attempt to go into all the program-
ming or mechanical details is made, but a
verbol description of what occurs within the
program is given and any relevant assumptions
which havo been made by the particular pro-
gram are indicated. The highest level program
list in the computer model is called S3 which
is the high level contexting list. This program
essentially contains a gross description of
what is te occur in the attainment of a conce:/t
and consists of four computer programs: C11,
which creates a tentative strategy from the
experimenter's instructions; E95 in which the
experimenter presents the focus object to the
subject; C61 which creates and executes a
strategy phase-by-phase until the concept is
finally attained; and C12, a prcblem solution
postmortem analysis in which the subject ties
together what he has done into a workable
learning strategy for future use. It should be
noted that Cll. C61, and Cl2 are contexting-
type routines.

The messages from the experimenter ex-
plaining the problem to be solved have been
coded in terms of attributes and particular
attribute values which essentially describe
major behaviors; such coding gets around the
syntactical-semantic analysis problems nor-
mally associated with translating English lan-
guage into a computer program. This particular
problem was completely by-passed because it
is a major research project in itself. Rather,
experimenter messages have been created
describing behavior in terms of attributes and
values so that the long-term memory can be
searched to see whether other behaviors carry-
ing this description are available for assembling
into a strategy. Such an approach is rather
crude, but it enables a form of translation of
instructions to behavior to be introduced, into
the model.

The C11 routine accomplishes the trans-
lation of experimenter messages to a descrip-
tion of a rough skeleton learning strategy. In
the first problem attempted by a subject, the
C11 routine creates a skeleton strategy list
which describes the gross behaviors neces-
sary to attack this concept-attainment problem.
In subsequent problems, C 11 searches the
long-term memory to obtain a strategy list
from a previous problem which can be utilized
as the approach to the problem. C11 consists
of three major subroutines, each one asso-
ciated with a different type of message which
can come from the experimenter. The first
subroutine, called C50, creates a problem
list, indicates what the problem is, and stores
descriptive information such as which problem
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it is. The second subroutine, called C51, cre-
ates a description of a skeleton strategy for
solving the problem. The skeleton strategy
does not include all of the behaviors necessary
to attain the concept, but stores the major
framework of the experimental situation con-
tained in the experimenter's messages. The
third major subroutine, C52, Ls designed to
store specific types of information which the
experimenter presents, such as that he will
designate set membership of an object by the
words yes and no. Thus, CI I takes in a par-
ticular message from the experimenter's verbal
instructions and translates it into descriptions
of particular behaviors which the subject must
perform in order to attain a cencept. Which of
the three C50 routines used is a function of
the message that has been received from the
experimenter, and there are decision processes
within C11 enabling the program to call the
Proper subroutine for a given message. There
are two major outputs of the CII routine, one
of which is the beginning of the short-term
memory structure which the program will grow
during its solution of the concept-attainment
problem. The second is a skeleton strategy
list containing symbols representing the major
procedures within the concept-attainment task
as indicated by the experimenter. The initial
point of the short-term memory, the symbol
L100, represents the problem and carries the
description of the problem obtained from the
experimenter messages. The skeleton strategy
list contains symbols which are not executable
routines at this point, but are merely symbols
which hold descriptions of the kinds of be-
haviors necessary to accomplish the task. If
the subject has previously attained a concept,
rather than constructing a skeleton strategy
CI I locates the recently used strategy in long-
term memory and places its name in memory.

When CI I has been completed the subject
knows in a general way how he is to perform
the concept-attainment task. To specify a
particular concept-attainment task, the ex-
perimenter must identify the focus object,
which is an exemplar of an object belonging
to the set defined by the unknown classifica-
tion rule. Routine E95 performs this function
by placing the name of the focus object in the
subject's working memory. The name of the
focus object is accompanied by descriptive
information indicating the set membership of
the focus object. Upon completion of this
action, control of the program returns to the
subject.

The major contexttng routine in the current
program follows E95 and is called C61. At the
time this routine is executed, the short-term
memory contains the symbol L100 which



represents the problem to be solved, and the
contents of the working memory are either the
name of the skeleton strategy or a previously
developed strategy. The routine checks a flag
to determine whether this is the first problem
it has solved or not. If. it is not the first prob-
lem, C61 assumes that the contents of working
memory are a fully developed strategy which is
given to the interpreter for execution. If it is
the first problen.. th program must translate
the description cf the skeleton strategy cre-
ated by CI I into executable behavior. The
C61 routine creates a symbol for the strategy
list and then creates a symbol for the first
phase of the strategy. Having created a phase
symbol, it then searches long-term memory to
find a routine whose behavioral description
matches that of the first routine on the skele-
ton strategy list. In this situation it will be
routine ZO which receives the focus object and
its designation from the experimenter and
stores them on the problem list. Because ZO
receives infonnation from the external environ-
ment, it is followed by a contexting routine.
It should be noted that one of the rules of the
computer program is that a contexter routine
follows whenever information is received from
the external world. In this case contexter C21
is inserted on the phase list after routine ZO.
The function of the contexter C21 is to create
routine Z7 which uses the focus object and
characteristics of the subject to establish the
initial working hypothesis. Because C21 will
create routine Z7 at execution time, the C61
contexter will plaoe a symbol on the phase
list to hold a position for this future routine.
The symbol for Z7 is followed by routine 04
whose function is to determine whether the
information yielded by Z7 is adequate. If it
is adequate, the next phase can be constructed;
if inadequate, C61 will have to attempt to cre-
ate a new Phase 1. The basic process em-
bodied in C61 is one which creates a phase
list containing routines matching the behaviors
described by the experimenter. Routines pro-
cessing infcrmation from the external world
are followed by decision routines which ask
"Can the strategy proceed?" These decision
routines also terminate the phase list. Thus
C6I creates a phase, executes it, and, if it
receives the go-ahead, creates the next seg-
ment of behavior.

Phase 2 created by C61 is the object-
choice phase, consisting of routine Z1 which
creates a search criterion by varying one or
more dimension values of the working hypoth-
esis, routine Z2 which chooses an object from
the board, C37 which establishes the test
conditions for the last routine, DO,which as-
certains whether or not the object choice
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meets the subject's needs. If it does, CO
continues to Phase 3; if not it returns to Phase
2 and re-executes it.

Phase 3 is the experimenter designation
of the object phase, containing routine Z3
which presents the object to the experimenter
for designation and routine C38, a contexter
that establishes the routine 24. The procedure
Z4 processes the information piovided by the
experimenter's designation of the set metnber-
ship of the object chosen. Following the logic
of the conservative-focusing strategy, Z4 flags
the dimension or the dimension value as rele-
vant or irrelevant, depending upon whether or
not the object was designated y.t's or no. The
last routine in Phase 3 is routine DI which
ascertains whether or not a concept can be
presented at the current point. DI checks each
of the dimensions of the working hypothesis
and determines whether the subject considers
them relevant, irrelevant, or untested. If all
dimensions have been flagged by Z4 as either
relevant or irrelevant, sufficient information
is available for the subject to present a con-
cept to the experimenter. But DI is also con-
ditioned if the subject is using less than the
total number of dimensions and all those he
is working with have been flagged. If a con-
cept can be presented, Phase 4 is entered. If
not, the program returns to Phase 2 and exe-
cutes Phases 2 and 3 over again.

Phase 4, which is the final phase, consists
of procedures Z5, Z8, C22, Z6, and D3. In
routine 2.5 the subject searches the dimension
values of the working hypothesis for those
values which are relevant and from the rele-
vant dimension values creates a concept, i.e.,
a list of dimension values which it believes
defines the classification rule. The next
routine is Z8 which presents this concept to
the experimenter for his designation. Upon
designation, a contexting routine, C22, is
executed because 2.8 brought in information
from the external world. C22 is very similar
to C38 in that it will create a sitLationally
dependent routine Z6 for utilizing the informa-
tion provided by the designation of a concept;
Z6 is only created if the concept is incorrect
as a subject then has to ascertain what is
wrong with his prior behavior. Z6 primarily
looks for dimensions which have not been in-
volved in the concept itself. In other words,
it looks through the dimension and dimension
values of the focus object searching for un-
tested dimensions. If it finds untested dimen-
sions, it then adds them to the working hypoth-
esis list. For example, if a subject initially
only used three out of the five possible dimen-
sions, 2.6 will add one or more dimensions as
a function of the number of untested dimensions
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available and the value of the parameter K97
which specifies how many dimensions are to
b. edud. 11 7e, discovers that all the timer,-
sions have been flagged and the subject still
has not attained the concept, it then aSSUIlles
that he has misflagged e dimension. Insteao
of adding untested dimensions to the working
hypothesis, it will unmark dimensions on the
working hypothesis list so that a new search
criterion will include those which have been
used in the past. The last routine in Phase 4
is routine D3 which ascertains whether or not
the subject should continue to attempt the
problem. The phase lists created by C6I are
presented in Table 2.

Upon the completion of Phase 4, C6I re-
alizes it has a list of executable routines for
all the behaviors from creating a search cri-
terion to testing the concept; therefore, it
treats this list as a substrategy, i.e., the
strategy is complete except for the initiliza-
tion phase, but because nothing has to be
reinitialized, this subprogram can be executed
as if it were a total strategy. Hence, if the
concept were incorrect, the substrategy would
be executed until the concept is attained.

All four phases created and executed by
C61 from the skeleton strategy list have the
same general structure. There are one or more
major procedures at the Z level. When informa-
tion is received from the external world, a
contexter routine creates a situationally de-
pendent routine to determine the meaning of
the external information. The final routine in
each phase is a D routine which essentially
asks whether the subject can proceed or must
return to the object selection phase to get
further information.

In review, C61 proceeds step-by-step and
performs the behaviors indicated by the skele-
ton strategy as being involved in the concept-
attainment process. It picks its routines from

long-term memory by comparing the description
of what needs to be done with the description
of the capabilities of routines stored away in
long-term memory. Each phase is created to
handle logical units of behavior within the
concept-attainment process, and the phase is
given to the interpreter for eyecution. If

progress can be made, C6I wi:1 move on to
create and execute the next phase within the
problem, and repeat this process until it can
Present a concept. If, upon completion of
Phase 4, the concept is correct, the program
is terminated; if incorrect, C61 treats what
it has already created as a strategy and exe-
cutes the strategy until a concept has been
attained.

The routine following the successful com-
pletion of a strategy is a postmortem analysis
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routine called C12. Because the model has not
progressed beyond the within-problem analysis
stag, this a spe-t of the process has not re-
cewed more than eursory attention. At the cur-
rent time the task of C12 is to tie together the
total strategy which has been created rather
piecemeal by C6I. It places symbols repre-
senting Phases I, 2, 3, and 4 all in a common
strategy list and puts links front each of the
phases to Phase 2. It was intended to have
C12 do an analysis of the execution of the
program, ascertaining whether there were un-
necessary behaviors and smoothing out a suc-
cessful strategy. Cl2 also stores the success-
ful strategy on the long-term memoty so that it
can be used by CII when a subsequent problem
is attempted.

The computer program described above at-
tempts to model the salient features of a subject
performing a concept-attainment t-Ask. The
initial stages are quite slow because experi-
menter instructions must be understood, a rough
idea of how to proceed must be constructed,
and the subject proceeds step-by-step. Once
the full process has been gone through the
pace quickens since the subject repeats be-
haviors established durieg the early phases,
thus eliminating most of the C61 level (.:011-
texting previously required. Hopefully what
has been developee is a reasonable framework
within which investigations of the concept-
attainment process can continue.

THE STRUCTURAL DETAILS

OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

Symbolic Representation of Behavior

In order to present a detailed discussion
of how the computer program attains concepts,

is necessary to elaborate furthee upon the
internal structure of the computer program.
Attention will be given to the representational
scheme for subroutines, the attribute system,
and the memory structure.

Let us examine one process within the
strategy list, routine P61 which appears in
procedure ZO. The list of symbols represent-
ing the routine P61 is given in Table 3. The
symbol P61 represents a nonexecutable routine
whose function is to hold the description of
the executable routine P60. Thus, the P6I
symbol is a pseudocode whose description
defines the context within which the executable
routine will function. A given routine may ap-
pear as the executable routine of several dif-
ferent pseudocodes. Such a featnre permits
the development of powerful generalized rou-
tines which are independent of a particular



Table 2. Phase Lists to the P-Q Level as Created by the 061 Context Routine

9-0 C3n 9-1
70 9-1 039 Create procedure Z4

P21 Copy focus object 0 0
P61 Remember name of focus object
C31 Put name of focus in memory Z4".` 9-1

entry point P501 Recall object designation
P62 Remember set membership 041 Pep memory entry point

0 0 list
P91 Mark relevancy of

021 9-1 dimensions
020 Create Z7 P171 Revert dimension values

0 0 0 0

Z7* 9-1 DI 9-1
P191 Construct working hypothesis Q101 Determine whether con-
P63 Remember name of hypothesis cept can be presented
031 Put name in memory entry point 0
P64 Remember how hypc theses forme

0 0 4 9-0
Z5 9-1

D4 9-1 P121 Form a concept
D40 Determine whether subject ?67 Remember concept

should proceed 031 Put name of concept in
0 0 memory entry point

yfe 9-4)
P68 Remember how concept

formed
ZI 9-1 0 0

P151 Select dimensions to vary
P141 Select new dimension values Zs 9-1
P151 Create search criterion P72 Transfer concept to
P64 Remember search criterion experimenter

0 0 E94 Designate correctness of
concept presented

Z2 9 -1 P69 Remember designation of
P51 Search board for object concept
P65 Remember object 0
C11 Put name of object in memory

entry point 022 9-1
P66 Remember how object found 023 Construct procedure Z4

0 0 0 0

C37 9-1 Z6* 9-1
036 :Ireate procedure DO 041 Acquire untested dimen-

0 0 sion
P181 Add dimension to working

DO* 9-1 hypothesis
Q50 Determine whether object meets

subject's needs
031 Put name of hypothesis

in memory entry point
0 0 P64 Remember how hypothesis

formed
;13 9-1 0 0

Z3 9-1
P71 Transfer object to experimenter D3 9-1
E93 Designate set membership of

object
Q31 Determine whether prob-

lem completed
P62 Remember object designation 0 0

0 0

Routines created at execution time by the precede:1g context routine.

rt,
ra
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Table 3. Symbolic Representation of Routine P61

P61 9-0 Pseudocode
P60 0 Executable Routine

9-0 0
Al Input Attribute
VI 0

M1 Working Memory
F3 0 MI, N Ylag

AZ Output Attribute
V2 0

MI0 Memory Entry Point
AZO 0 Focus Object Attribute

A3 Process Description Attribute
V3 0

A305 0 Remembering

context. The description list 9-0 of the pseudo-
code P6I contains attribute Al whose value VI
is a List of the inputs to P60. The attribute AZ
has on its value list V2, the names of the lo-
cations at which the outputs will be placed.
The attribute A3 has the symbol A305 on its
value list which describes P60 as a routine
involving remembering. The descriptions held
by the pseudocode can be used by higher level
context routines to ascertain the characteristics
of the routine. Such a system provides a rudi-
mentary description of behavior. Whether they
are contexters, strategies, procedures, or proc-
esses, all routines are represented in the
computer program by means of this scheme.

The special interpreter [Baker & Martin,
1965a) extracts the inputs from the description
list of the pseudocode and places them in the
IPL-V Communication Cell HO, it then executes
routine P6i IPL-V. The outputs created by
P60 are left in the location named on the out-
put list of P61. Except for the memory proc-
esses, all P and Q level routines leave their
outputs in working memory.

The pseudocode and interpreter system
permit the development of general purpose
programs which can be used in a number of
different situations. For example: Processes
P61, P62, P63, P64, etc. contain the same
executable routine P60 and differ only in the
information contained on their respective
input-output lists. Thus, P61 may store the
focus object in short-term memory, whereas
P62 may remember the experimenter designa-
tion of an object choice. Such a scheme was
designed to permit eventual development of
contexter routines which will place informa-
tion on the input-output lists of a pseudo-
code rather than having the human programmer
code in the information, a step toward programs
which can create programs.

14

e.)

4.0

Memory Structure Mechanics

Much of the design of the computer model
is dependent upon the mechanics of the three-
level model of memory employed. In the para-
graphs below the working memory and short-
term memory are examined in detail. Long-term
memory was never constructed.

The working memory consists of only two
cellsMI, N and MI , Dwhich are on a list
called MI . MI, N contains the name of a par-
ticular piece of information, for example, the
name of an object chosen from the external
world or the name of a search criterion by
which the subject is scanning for objects hav-
ing certain characteristics. Ml, D contains
what we have called an unattached or dummy
description list (DDL). The dummy description
list contains a description of the symbol within
the Ml, N portion of the short-term memory, the
idea being that subject has not attached the
description to the item itself, but rather he has
created a description which later routines wL1I
process and attach either to the element named
in MI ,N or to some other item of information.
The rationale is that the dummy description
list corresponds roughly to a chunk as dis-
cussed by Miller et al. [19601. However, this
chunk will not necessarily be attached to the
item named in MI, N.

The working memory plays two roles within
the simulation program. In the first role, it
acts as an input buffer from the external world.
Ail information from the experimenter such as
the focus object or the designation of an ob-
ject choice or a concept comes to the subject
through the working memory. For example, in
the case of the focus object, Ml, N would con-
tain a symbol representing the focus object
and Ml, D would contain a dummy description
list which designates this object as being a
member of the set. The information left in
working memory Is then acquired by a subse-
quent processing routine and can be stored or
processed further within the concept-attainment
processes themselves. The second role of the
working memory is that of an internal communi-
cation device between various subroutines
within the computer program. In the early days
of the present computer program, it was felt
that most of the information processed was
obtained from the external world. However,
protocol analysis very quickly showed that a
major portion of the information processed by
the subject was created internally, therefore
a requirement existed for some means of tem-
porarily storing a piece of information so that
a series of processes could work upon it.
Most of the low level routines within the
computer program receive their information
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from the working memory and, having proc-
essed it, leave their outputs in working mem-
ory. In many cases a subsequent routine
remembers the information in short-term mem-

ory. From a programming point of view, the

working memory, acting as an internal infern.a-
ten buffer, solves many mechanical program-
ming problems which otherwise would become
enmeshed in the idiosyncrasies oi ;PL-V itsell.
Working memory is very similar to the HO
Communication Cell of the 1PL-V T.xcept that

it is in the program rather than the prooram-
ming language.

The second major portien cf the memory
structure is short-term memory which contains
all of the information relevant to aoivino a
particular problem. The current structure of
this memory is one that can best be described
as a highly interconnected net. The short-term
memory structure shown in Figure 3 is designed
to grow as the information in the problem is
acquired. However, the growth is constrained
by a modular memory structure as shown in
Figure 4. For example, in Figure 3 the symbol
L100 represents the problem which is currently
being solved. On the description of L100 is
an attribute A302 whose value describes the

problem l,y n'e371.5 of the curr.:,ht l;trategy.
DescriLiN thr: eurrea stiategy is an attnI7uto
AIS whose value Iist contains the riaLlics of
the seztrch criter., used. Elch ,,eatch
has an attribute AIG whose value list c.ontains
tPt: +11-_-ILets wrach 1.een iokanci, Deseribiny,
eacn object whicn has boon found Is a "from-
tu lists" 1.-efitainia9 the dimension that ha
been vatied In order to fivd this particulor ob-
;ect. The memory strlicture is, in reality, a
trek.; however. the information on one branch
of the tree is not unique to that branch. For
example, the from-to hst on one branch de-
scribes what dimension was varied to find a
particular object is also contained on another
branch of the tree which describes how tho
search criterion was createe from the focus
object. The highly connected net of memory
was origthalli conceived of as what on might
call a circular meraory, in that once it has

grown over a period of time there is no real

beginning and no real end to it because in-
formation is crosslinked and interlinked so
heavily that the structure of the tree has be-
come obscured. At the present time, because
of the single problem solution involved, the
tree does not get overly complex.

820 9-0

Fl

F2

F3 0

9-0 0

All

VII 0

9-1

A21

V21 9-2

Y2

YI

9_2 0

A31

V31

bodied list

class attribute

Y2 9-3 0 non-bodied list

9-3 0

A4 specific
attribute

V4 0

3671

2011 0

A5

V5 0Ilb,.. Fen11.
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For clarity, Ire.: syrnb.-As in Figar.fs and
IPL-V r,gronal symbols, but in tne actual

pro:,yran, tr,:se symbols art, creark_-a 1,y tne pro-
into:matron Is acqui.. Tht, mem-

ory r:, t In Figure tio-s in
611..! t-tt.t,.11 rn mory prior to :: iuu ut the
proerem. The computer program ,inly possesses

capability to create memory as it needs to
inforeemen. Such mamory copubility

differs considt2rably frrm: that usually employed
in computer programmlny where the programmer
accounts for every memory location used. The
dynamic ewmory structure originating here
ri.pr,sents a first step toward a computer pro-
gram which can store and recall information
without outside intervention.

Various attributes under which infoimation
is stored constitute some of the basic assump-
tions of the current computer program. These
attributes are felt to be an intermediary step
between current status and desired status, in
that the investigators understand neither how
to describe behavior nor how people store in-
formation in memory. Therefore, this is an
approach to these particularly difficult prob-
lems. In order for the memory recall processes
to work, a memory structure was developed
which enabled the program to tell when it
reached a point at which information was
available, hence class and specific attributes
were devised. In Figure 4 the attribute A21
is a class attribute as its function is to hold
a series of specific descriptions on its value
list V.11. The symbols on the body of list V.
are dummies whose sole function is to hold
a description list containing specific informa-
tion. Thus, the description of list V2 contains
specific attributes A4 and k5 whose values
are lists V4 and V5. Such a memory structure
is symmetrical rbove and below the dashed
line, thus permitting a single set of remember
and recall routines to function at all levels.
It should be noted that usable information can
only be obtained from the specific attribute
level, all higher levels are merely symbols
representing larger units of information. The
class attribute value list V21 is also time
ordered with the most recent data at the top
of the list. The description lists contained
to the left of the brackets describe a particu-
lar list and are themselves of the same modu-
lar structure.

The long-term memory has not been de-
signed because the between-problem variability
stage of the project has not been reached.
From the iniUal protocols and from the current
computer program, it appears that what is
stored in long -tA .rm memory are strategies
and key pieces of information necessary to

execute a particular strategy. It does not ap-
pear that a great wealth of detailed information
is ever stored .41 long-term memory. Later
development of the computer program will be
devoted to studying the program of long-term
memory anti trying to realize an adequate model
for this aspect of the memory structure.

The Memory Entry Point

One of the major problems in developing
the circular memory structure was some means
for entering the memory or at least keeping
track of a present position in the memory hav-
ing entered it. The device invented was called
the "memory entry point." If one looks at the
concept-attainment process, it becomes evident
that as the subject goes through the various
phases the information created is normally
about a particular point within the process.
For example, if an object is chosen from the
external environment, the subject spends a
fair amount of time processing verioes types
of information about this objectwhat dimen-
sion was varied, what the experimenter's
designation of the object was, etc. Much of
the information to be stored or recalled is
related to the particular item. Therefore, the
object chosen serves as the memory entry point.
As the process moves on to another piece of
information, for example, the creation of a
concept, the memory entry point changes. How-
ever, this change is normally either upward or
downward on the branch of the anort-term mem-
ory so that the memory entry point is really a
push down, pop up list in which the subject
keeps track of where he has been in memory.
The problem of how to initially enter the mem-
ory structure has not been resolved, but once
in the memory structure the computer program
can keep a record of where it has been. The
problem of initial entry was also encountered
by Quillian in his memory net project; how-
ever, he chose to avoid it and entered memory
at arbitrary points by manual means. Because
several of the context routines have to revert
to previous levels, there are two small rou-
tines, C30 and C401 which add names or take
them away from the memory entry point list.
The memory entry point technique is not a
very satisfactory solution; however, at the
present time it is a feasible one to program
until a better understanding of memory proc-
esses is obtained.

Remembering of information in short-term
memory and recalling of infomiation from it
are accomplished by generalized C.xecutable
processes P60 and P50(1, respectively. The

'
404 C
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psuuciocvoe containing P60, say P61 in Table
3, has on its input list the symbol representing
working memory (MI) and a flag indicating
whether MI, N or M1 ,D is to be remembered.
The output list of the pseudocode contains the
symbol representing the memory entry point
(M10) and the descriptive attribute (A20) under
which the information is to be stored. All
storage operations are assumed to describe
the symbol named in the memory entry point,
and the basic process is unaffected by the
type of information stored. The distinction
between storage under a class attribute and
storage under a specific attribute is handled
within the basic P60 routine, thus the Program
does not need to concern itself with this dis-
tinction. The basic recall routine is P500
which is the converse of P60 and shares much
of its internal programming.

The communication of the subject to the
experimenter is one of the points in the con-
cept-attainment process of little concern from
a psychological point of view. Therefore, all
communications to the experimenter take place
through a special output register called El
into which the subject puts information and
from which thj experimenter removes informa-
tion in order *.o designate objects or concepts.
It is mechanically simple, but not necessarily
psychologically sophisticated.

THE DETAILS OF THE PHASE

LISTS TO THE P LEVEL

Having described some of the underlying
mechanics, let us turn our attention to the
details of the phases created by routine C61.
Some of these phases will be skipped over
rather lightly, others will be described in
some detail so that the reader may get the
"flavor" of the program without excessive
tedious detail. Table 2 above presented tlie
lists r2presenting behaviors to the P level
which are constructed by C61. Reference to
this table will aid the reader in following the
discussions below.

In the initialization phase, three routines
are involved, ZO, C21, and D4. ZO remembers
the focus object and its designation as a mem-
ber of the set of objects defined by the con-
cept. C21 creates routine Z7 which establishes
the initial conditions within the "subject."
1)4 determines whether the subject is to con-
tinue onto Phase 2.

The processing of the focus of object
information by ZO is accomplished by four P
level routines, P21, P6I, C31, and P62. Be-
cause the subject and the experimenter both

18

manipulate objects, it was necessary to design
the program so that information received from
the external environment could be separated
into its external representation and the sub-
ject's internal representation of the same in-
formation. Thus, P21 creates a copy of the
focus object with its dimension values in
dominant dimension order and also creates a
dummy description list indicating that the focus
object is a member of the set defined by the
unknown classification rule. If this separation
is not made, descriptive information created by
the subject becomes attached to the object in
the external world, an undesirable situation.
P21 leaves the name of the subject's represen-
tation of the focus object in MI ,N and its set
membership on a DDL in MI , D. The memory
process, P61, remembers the focus object under
an attribute of the problem list and C31 places
the name of the focus object at the top of the
memory entry point list. P62 then remembers
the set membership of the focus object under
an attribute of the focus object. At the present
time routine 1)4 is a dummy routine as the
decisions subjects make at this point have not
been ascertained, but it has been inserted to
keep the phase list structure consistent.

The procedure Z7 is created by the con-
texting routine C21; a detailed discussion of
contexters is given later in the present section.
In Z7 the first routine is P191, and the inputs
of this routine are the name of the memory
entry point and K99 which is an input constant
specifying how many of the possible dimensions
are to be worked with throughout this attempt
at attaining the concept. The function of P191
is to create a working hypothesis from the
focus object remembered by ZO. The working
hypothesis is created by selecting the first
K99 of the m dimensions on the focus object
and placing them on a separate list, the ra-
tionale being that some subjects deliberately
work with less than the total number of dimen-
sions and other subjects do so inadvertently.
The working hypothesis is a list in its own
right; a description of how it was created from
the focus object, namely the dimensions which
have been removed in order to obtain the work-
ing hypoth;sis, is made into a dummy descriP-
tion list. P191 leaves the name of the working
hypothesis and the name of the description in
working memory MI. Following P191 is a rnem-
ow process routine, P63. P63 remembers the
name of the working hypothesis under an at-
tribute of the problem list devoted to the
working hypothesis. At this point, the program
needs to remember the description of the work-
ing hypothesis rather than something about the
problem, hence P63 is followed by a memory



process, C31, which will put the name of the
working hypothesis into the memory entry point
list, pushing down the list and saving the
name of the problem. C31 is then followed by
a memory process, P64, which remembers how
the working hypothesis was formed from the
focus object. Thus, the problem was described
by the working hypothesis and the working
hypothesis was described by how it was cre-
ated. The rationale underlying this type of
description is that other routines and context-
'mg operations can utilize the information to
determine what has happened and then modify
or create routines to change the behavior, if
necessary. It should be noted that the con-
tents of working memory remain unchanged
during P63, C31, and P64 from the time P191
creates the working hypothesis and the dummy
description list for describing it; however, the
memory entry point changes from the focus ob-
ject to the working hypothesis to make it
available to the next routine or the next phase.

The second phase is the object-selection
phase which consists of three routines, ZI,
U, and C32. Routine 21 creates a search
criterion from the working hypotheses; 22 lo-
cates an object matching thia search criterion;
and C32 creates the routine DO which deter-
mines whether the subject can proceed to the
next phase. The procedure ZI consists of
four routines: P131, P141, P151, and P64.
The inputs to P131 consist of M10, the memory
entry point, and a constant, 1(98, which speci-
fies the number of dimensions to vary. In the
normal conservative-focusing strategy 1(98
would be one; however, it can be set to any
number up to the number of dimensions on the
working hypotheses. Note that 1(98 < K99.
MIO contains the name of the working hypoth-
esis at the top of its list and it is from this
hypothesis that P131 will select the dimen-
sions to vary. Because P2I had arranged the
working hypothesis in dominant dimension
value order, P131 merely needs to select the
first 1(98 of these dimensions, thus imple-
menting the dominance feature in the program;
i.e., the first dimension value on the list is
the most dominant and the last is the least
dominant. P131 creates a copy of the working
hypothesis and Puts the name of this copy
into working memory on Ml, N. It also cre-
ates a DDL on which it lists the names of the
K98 dimensions which are to be varied at this
point. The DDL is only a partially completed
list which eventually will become a from-to
list; i.e., it will name the dimensions, tell
what their values were originally, and tell
to what value they were changed. However,
P131 only places the names of the dimensions

to be worked with on the DDL. The output from
P131 is left in M1 N and MI , D. Routine P141
takes the information from MI and extracts the
dummy description list containing the names
of the dimensions to be varied. It then enters
the dimension list, M13, which has been stored
on the problem list L100 under the name of the
external environment, ascertains a given dimen-
sion, determines what values are available
other than that of the focus object, and, if
there are more than two values, selects a
dimension value on the best4 of its dominance
value. The value found is then added on the
DDL under the "changed to" attribute and the
value on the focus object is stored under the
"changed from" value. Upon the completion
of P141, the name of a copy of the working
hypothesis in M1 , N, and the name of the dummy
description list is in MI , D. P151 is the routine
which varies the dimension values to create a
search criterion from the working hypothesis.
It receives the working hypothesis and the DDL
through MI and will use the from-to list to
change the dimension values on the copy of
the working hypothesis to their new values,
thus accomplishing the dimension variation.
If an initial input flag dealing with awareness
indicates that the subject is aware, the DDL
is placed in M1,D with the name of the search
criterLon which has been created in MI , N. It
should be noted that the working hypothesis
had not been disturbed because the changing
of dimension values has occurrec on a copy of
a working hypothesis known as the search
criterion which is used to locate objects on
the board. If the awareness flag indicates
the subject is not aware, it is then assumed
that he has inadvertently varied more than one
dimension, even though he believes he is only
varying a single dimension. It was very com-
mon in the protocols for subjects to choose ob-
jczts which varied in more than one dimension
even though they believed they were searching
for an object which varied in only one dimen-
sion. Possibly this is a perception problem;
however, because perception has been elimi-
nated, awareness is handled in this somewhat
mechanical fashion. If the subject is unaware,
routine P151 will then delete from the dummy
description list all of the dimensions and their
values other than the first one. From this
point on the subject's description of what he
has done indicates that only one dimension
has been manipulated even though multiple
dimensions were actually varied. P151 is
followed by a memory routine, C32, which will
place the name of the search criterion on the
memory entry point list with a push down of
previous information. C32 is followed by a
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rncrnori' process routine, P64, which describes
the search criterion with the DDL from the
working memory.

The remainder of the simuletion program
operates in a fashion quite similar to what has
been described above; as information is cre-
ated or received from the external world, it is
initially left in the working memory, and the
routines which process this information create
a description and leave it in the working mem-
ory. Depending upon the information and how
it is used, it is either left in working memory
for subsequent routines to pick up and use as
information or, usually at the end of a series
of routines, attached to a previous unit of in-
formation through a memory process and the
memory entry point list.

As Phase 3 involves the use of an inter-
esting contexter, the operation of this particu-
lar routine within its situation will be described
in detail. At the time Phase 3 is entered, rou-
tine Z2 has located an object meeting the
search criterion and has stored it in short-term
memory under an "object found" attribute of
the search criterion. The name of the object
found has been stored in the memory entry
point list, and the object has been described
by the dimensions of the working hypothesis
that were varied in order to find it.' The first
routine in Phase 3 is procedure Z3 which con-
sists of processes P7I, E93, and P62. Routine
P71 is a memory output process which trans-
fers the subject's name for an object to an
output buffer called El from which the experi-
menter will receive the information. Routine
E93 is an experimenter routine which acquires
from the El buffer the subject's name for the
object chosen and compares the dimension
values of the object with those of the concept
to ascertain whether or not the object contains
the dimension values of the underlying classi-
fieetion rule. E93 creates a dummy description
list similar to those previously used which
will contain a designation attribute and a
value of yes or no for the set membership of
the object choice. E93 also returns the sub-
ject's name for the object to MI ,N so that
the subject may associate the designation
with the object he has presented to the ex-
perimenter. Because the memory entry point
contains the name of the object found, a mem-
ory process, namely P62, can be used to attach
the experimenter's designation in working
memory to the object choice in short-term
memory.

'The reader should refer to Figure 3 to
trace the levels of short-term memory in-
volve.d.
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The experimenter's designation of the ob-
ject is information from the external world,
hence it is mandatory that C61 insert a con-
texting program at this point. Again some cor-
ners have been cut in that the appropriate
contexting routine for this situatson, C38, has
been preprogrammed whereas in a more sophis-
ticated program us. LO1 contextcr would ana-
lyze the total situation and create the context-
ing routine C38. However, this level of sophis-
Ueation in the program development has not
been reached. The contexting routine C38 will
create the routine Z4 which is the reaction of
the subject to the experimenter's.designation
of the object. Initially it creates, a description
of the characteristics of the required Z4 routines.
C38 then receives from tilt input list its own
location in the phase list that the interpreter
is currently executing. Using this information,
C38 ascertains whether or not the next symbol
on the phase list has a description matching
that of the routine Z4 which it wishes to exe-
cute. If the routine following the C38 contexter
is a 24 routine, it will be removed from the
strategy and its symbol replaced by the sym-
bol representing the new Z4 which will be
created. If no Z4 symbol follows C38, as in
the first time through the phase, a symbol to
hold a position for the Z4 routine is inserted
on the phase list. Notice that at this point
the phase list merely contains a symbol whose
description indicates what the behavior should
try to accomplish; however there is no exe-
cutable subroutine associated with the particu-
lar symbol. The phase list is also described
through the use of the DDL technique to indi-
cate that a routine has been either inserted or
replaced on the phase list. The long-term goal
is for contexters to utilize this change de-
scription to ascertain what has occurred during
the execution of the program. The contexter
C38 uses the memory entry point to obtain the
name of the object and through a descriptive
attribute ascertain whether it is a yes object
or a no object. If the object was designated
a no, C38 determines whether or not the sub-
ject was aware; if the subject was aware, C38
checks to see whether the number of dimen-
sions varied was equal to one or not. If it
was greater than one, no information has been
gained; the subject consciously varied more
than one dimension and received a no so he
does not know which of the two dimensions
is the relevant one. In this situation, C38 will
pop the memory entry point back to the working
hypothesis so that Phase 2 can be executed
again. If the subject was aware.and only one
dimension was varied, or if the subject was
unaware, the program returns to the creation
of Z4. Again, difficulties have been circumvented



by merely inserting routines that we know are
necessary to accomplish the reaction to object
designation. A routine called P502 is ir .erted
which will recall the object designation. It
is followed by C41 which pops up the memory
entry point from the object found to the weCe-
ing hypothesis. Popping the memory entry
point is necessary because 24 must have both
the object designation and the working hypoth-
esis to react to the object designation. The
next routine inserted is P96 which uses the
information about the working hypothesis and
object designation to flag the dimension values
involved as relevant or irrelevant, depending
upon the designation. Following P96 is P91
which looks at all possible values of a dimen-
sion and checks whether they are marked rele-
vant or irrelevant. If all values are marked,
the dimension itself is then marked as rele-
vant or irrelevant. However, if any dimension
value is still untested, P91 will not attempt
to mark the total dimension. We have found
that many subjects will not consider a dimen-
sion to be relevant or irrelevant until they
have checked all n dimension values. If the
subject is unaware of the number of dimen-
sions actually varied, no further processes
are required in 24. However, if the subject
is aware, he then also normally realizes that
any dimension flagged irrelevant is longer
of concern in selecting objects and a routine
called P100, which removes an irrelevant
dimension from the working hypothesis, is
inserted after P91. The net effect of P100 is
to enable the subject to choose objects in
Phase 2 which vary in two, three, or four
dimensions from the focus object even though
he is varying only one relevant dimension;
the remainder no longer enter into any of his
decisions. One can obtain what looks like
rather peculiar object choice sequences;
however, the subject is truly varying only
one dimension. If routine P100 has been in-
serted, it will be followed by a memory process,
P64, which remembers the description of dimen-
sions removed from the working hypothesis so
that at some later point a routine can put these
dimensions back in again if necessary. The
final operation performed by C38 is to put a
terminal symbol on routine 24 so that it can
be properly terminated by the interpreter at
execution time. At this point a rather tricky
operation takes place. C38 creates the next
routine to be executed and places its symbol
on the strategy list; when C38 terminates, the
interpreter executes this routine from the strat-
egy list.

Phase 3 is terminated by procedure DI
which determines whether enough information
is available to present a concept. DI consists

of a single decision process routine, Qiel,
which uses the memory entry point to obtain
the name of the :vorking hypothesis. Each
dimension of the working hypothesis is checked
to determine whether it has been flagged rele-
vant or irrelevant. If all dimensions have been
flagged, sufficient information is available to
present a concept. Such a test is rather strin-
gent as it requires the subject to vary all dimen-
sions of the working hypothesis prior to forming
a concept. Experienced human subjects using
the conservative focusing strategy do vary all
dimensions, as they know the concept must
consist of the relevant dimensions. The re-
sult of DI is an indication to the interpreter
to either continue to Phase 4 or to return to
Phase 2 and vary additional dimensions. Note
again that a phase terminates in a decision
routine.

There is actually little variation in the
routine 24 created by the contexter C38 during
the first pass through the program. However,
once Phase 4 has placed previously unused
dimensions on the working hypothesis, the 24
routine can vary slightly depending upon the
decision net through which it passes. C38
could be made much more extensive in the
future; however, the rather rudimentary con-
texting operation used reflects current lack of
understanding of mechanisms in reaction to an
object designation. The only other contexter
of any consequence in the program is C22 which
creates process 26, the reaction to a concept
designation. C22 operates in much the same
fashion as does C38, using factors such as
the number of dimensions varied, the number
of untested dimensions, and whether or not the
subject is aware to create Z6.

Procedure 26 is the subject's reaction to
a concept which has been designated by the
experimenter as incorrect. The procedure con-
sists of P level routines Q41, PI81, and C3I.
The contexter routine C22 has returned the
memory entry point to the focus object so that
Q41 may inspect it. Q41 uses the dimension
values of the focus object to ascertain which
dimensions have not been varied and creates
a dummy description list containing their names.
The number of untested dimensions to be used
is controlled by the parameter K97, which
specifies how many of the available dimensions
to use. P18I uses the dummy description list
created by 041 to restore K97 dimension values
to the working hypothesis. It partially undoes
the work done by P191 in procedure 27. if all
dimensions have been varied and the concept
was incorrect, Q4I assumes a dimension has
been misflagged and PI81 makes a copy of the
focus object for the next working hypothesis.
C31 places the name of the new working
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hypothesis in the memory entry point. P64 re-
members how the new working hypothesis was
crested. The strategy now returns to the be-
ginning of Phase 2 and is reexecuted. It should
be noted that the high level contexting per-
formed by C6I is no longer needed as a com-
plete strategy list is available for execution.
C61 merely presents this strategy list to the
interpreter for execution.

The paragraphs above presented the major
features of the computer model. To describe
the lower level programs which the computer
program actually executes would require a
sophisticated knowledge of IPL-V and is be-
yond the scope of the present report.

SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER

The computer model of concept attainment
embodied in Mark IV, Mod 2 consists of two
parallel fractionizations of the behaviors in-
volved in a learning strategy and a memory
mechanism which facilitates those two as-
pects of the model. The parallel breakdown
consists of the contexter routines and opera-
tional routines. The former represent the higher
level cognitive processes associated with
developing strategies, maintaining goal-
directedness, and improvement of learning.
The latter represent those aspects of the
model which actually perform the tasks in-
volved in attaining the concepts. Routines
which perform tasks required by the informa-
tion-processing language rather than behavior
required to attain a concept have been hidden
at a lcwer level within the program. One of
the difficult tasks in the present project was
to recognize that operational information
processing had to be separated from those
higher level cognitive behaviors associated
with attaining the goal. The latter have been
embodied in the computer model as a hierarchy
of contexting routines. The high level con-
texters have been designed to translate the
experimenter's verbal instructions into a
skeleton strategy for behavior. The second
level contexters create routines associated
with initializing a problem and analyzing the
behaviors in a completed problem, and the
third level contexters create situationally
dependent procedures in an attempt to adapt
behavior to the situation. Although the hier-
archy of contexting routines is rather rudi-
mentary at the current time, the distinction
between operational aspects of learning and
the contexting aspects of learning is a crucial
one not previously made.
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Because information, both acquired and
internally created, plays such a crucial role
in the concept-attainment process, it was
necessary to create a model of memory which
would enable the computer program to both re-
member and recall this information. The mem-
ory model created consisted of three levels:
a working memory, which is an internal buffer-
type memory; a short-term memory in which
all of the information relative to attaining a
given concept has been stored; and a long-term
memory in which learning strategy and certain
crucial Pieces of information relating to them
are stored for use in solving subsequent prob-
lems of . e same or similar types. In the
present model, the working memory serves
primarily as a holding or communication device
for information which is to be passed from one
behavior to another within a section of the
computer model. The short-term memory has
a circular structure so that any given point
in the memory structure looks as if it were
the beginning of an information storage tree.
Several generalized memory processes have
also been programmed to permit the model to
remember and recall information within this
circular memory structure. Although the model
has not solved the problem of how a human
enters memory under a given set of circum-
stances, it does include a memory entry point
scheme for keeping track of the subject's lo-
cation within memory, once memory has been
entered. The majority of work on the model
has been devoted to the working memory and
short-term memory; the long-term memory has
not been modeled. The memory model developed,
although somewhat rudimentary at the current
time, has been designed with considerable ex-
pansion capabilities which provide internal
flexibility without sacrificing much of the
capability already acquired.

The Mark IV, Mod 2 version of the concept-
attainment model can reproduce a wide range
of the behavior observed in the think-aloud
Protocols collected from human subjects. The
range of behavior is accomplished with a rela-
tively small number of computer routines, some
of which, such as the memory processes, are
completely general; others, such as the con-
texters, are very specific. Unfortunately much
of the variability is controlled by the three in-
put constants a.id the awareness flag; however,
even this is encpuraging in that so much varia-
bility can be controlled by so few parameters.
The long-term goal is to eliminate such para-
meters and utilize only generalized routines
to accomplish what Newell 119621 has called
a "solution by understanding."



POST MARK IV, MOD 2

The completion of the Mark IV, Mod 2 ver-
sion of the computer model was accompanied
by a sense of frustration. The stnicture of the
contexters was not consistent with the basic
format followed in the re,bt of the program,
hence the computer program needed a consid-
erable amount of worx. In addition, numerous
ways of cleaning up the operational programs
were apparent. A period of time was devoted
to studying the program and sketching how
adjustments could be made, but the changes
were never programmed as they were not
deemed worth the effort. It was felt that any
major programming effort should be made only
to implement a better conceptualization, not
to improve the mechanics of an old one. Prior
to Mark IV, Mod 2 the importance of the higher
level cognitive processes within the computer
model was not understood, but the development
of the contexters emphasized how crucial these
processes are to a computer model. The im-
portance of these processes and their imple-
mentation in the contexters meant that further
exploration was needed in areas such as how
persons select behaviors from their repertoire
of behaviors, how they maintain goal-clirected-
ness during a problem, and how they structure
their attempts at problem solving. Classical
psychology does not appear to be interested
in these problems at a level which would con-
tribute to a computer model of concept attain-
ment. Thus, we had reached "state of the art"
limitations with regard to psychology. The
final frustration was that the computer pro-
grammer who had written all of the IPL-V code
and made major contributions to the total
project completed his degree program and
departed. It would take at least 18 months
to bring another programmer up to his level of
sophistication with regard to the problem and
its programming techniques. The net result
of these frustrations was a considerable let-
down in enthusiasm for the project. Our data
were about exhausted: the programming capa-
bility was diminished; and the "state of the
art" in psychology seemed to have been

reached. After some thought it was decided
that the last area seemed more worthwhile to
attack. Perhaps some psychological experi-
ments could be devised that would yield data
upon which a better conceptualization of the
contexters could be based. Therefore, atten-
tion was directed toward preparing some ex-
periments involving human subjects. The initial
experiment was called the planning experiment.

PLANNING EXPERIMENT

One issue raised by the development of
a computer model of the concept-attainment
task was that of the processes used by a sub-
ject to create plans or strategies, and the role
of instructions in forming such plans. What
was needed was some way of externalizing
the development of a plan, and the processes
involved therein, as the subject proceeded to
solve the task Presented him. One way of ac-
complishing this was thought to be to vary the
instructions given to the subject, specifically
with regard to the formation of plans, and to
note the resulting effects on the subject's
performance. It was hoped that by providing
subjects with differential amounts of clues as
to the formation of a plan, some light might
be shed on the processes involved. It was
hypothesized that the more complete the in-
structions concerning the formation of a plan,
the better the performance of the subject.

Methodology

Subjects. The subjects were 20 female
University students whose names were ob-
tained from the Student Employment Service.

Materials. The subjects were presented
with a board on which were mounted 36 photo-
graphs of cartoon animals which were basically
similar but varied along four dimensions.
These dimensions and their values were body
color (yellow, blue, or brown), neck length
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(short or long), ear length (short or long), and
type of tail (straight, bent, or curly). The 36
animals were randomly arranged on the board
in rows of six.

Desigtt._ A completely randomized design
employing four treatment levels was employed.
The treatments consisted of four levels of in-
struction ranging from the introductory overall
instructions all subjects were given to a brief
outline of the conservative focusing strategy.
The treatments were defined as follows:

INTRODUCTORY INSTRUCTIONS, ALL SUBJECTS

What you will be doing in this experiment
is trying to find out what animals go to-
gether to form a category that I consider
correct, in other words, to find out what
the rule is that describes the category of
objects that I have in mind. The rule is
based on some systematic characteristics
of the anima/ itself.

To start off, I will point out one object
that does belong to the category I have
in mind. From then on you will attempt
to discover the rule by choosing one ani-
mal at a time, and I will tell you whether
it belongs to the category or not. When-
ever you think you know what the correct
rule is, tell me and I will tell you whether
you are correct or not.

It is important that you think out loud
during this experiment so I have a way
of knowing what you are trying to do.

TREATMENTS ADMINISTERED AFTER FIRST

PROBLEM

Treatment I: No further instruction (control
group).

Treatment II: "Before you begin the next prob-
lem, it might be of help to you if you take a
minute to think ahout how you will go about
solving the next problem."

Treatment III: The instructions of Treatment II
plus: "... so that you will get the most infor-
mation from each choice that you make."

Treatment IV: The instructions of Treatment III

plus: "One efficient way of doing this is to
vary only one characteristic of the animal at
a time from the one that I first give you."

Treatments II-IV: "Let me know when you are
ready to begin again."
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Procedure. All subjects were run individually.
The subject was seated before the board anei
given the introductory instructions, followed by
the first problem. In brief, the experimenter
designated one card that did belong to the
concept and from then on the subject indi-
cated which of the cards he wanted membership
information about. Although only the data of
those subjects who did not appear to be plan-
ning in the first problem (according to criteria
that will be detailed below) was to be analyzed,
all subjects completed the experiment. After
finishing the first problem, subjects were given
additional instructions depending on the group
they had been assigned to (or in the case of
the control groupno further instructions), and
continued to solve five more problems. All
subjects received the problems in the same
order. See Table 4 for the list of concepts and
the focus card given in each Problem. A tape
recording was made of all the experimental
sessions, and the experimenter kept a written
record oi the number of choices the subject
made as well as the objects chosen.

A four-item rating scale was devised to
assess the extent of planning displayed in
each problem solution. Each item was rated
on a five-point scale with a rating of "1" re-
flecting the least planning and a score of "5,"
the most. All subjects who received an average
score of moderate planning (3.0 or above) on
the four items were considered as having
planned on the first problem and were dropped
from further analysis. See Table 5 for the rating
scale for extent of planning and Table 6 for
the scores obtained on the first problem. Of
the 20 subjects tested, five were considered
to have planned, four from the Treatment I
(control) and one from Treatment II.

Those 15 subjects who received an average
planning score below "moderate" for the first
problem had their remaining five problems rated
on the same planning scale by the experimenter.
In addition, each of the 15 subjects was rated
on the development of planning across all six
problems by way of a four-part scale (Table 7).
The ratings were made by the experimenter
from typed scripts of the tape recordings of
the experimental sessions.

Results

The dependent variable was the subjects'
scores on the instruments dealing with extent
of planning. To test for differences between
experimental groups, each individual's plan-
ning score was found for each problem separately
by summing his score on each of the four scales,



Table 4. Definitions of Concepts Used in Experiment

Concept locus C; arci

Short neck, bent tail
Yellow, long neck, curly tail
Brown, short ears
Brown, short neck, straight tail
Short ears
Curly tail

Blue, short neck, short cars, bent tail
Yellow, long neck, short ears, curly tail
Brem n, lung njck, short ears, bent tail
Brown, short neck, short ears, straight tail
Blue, short no ears, curly tail
Brown, short short ears, curly tail

Table 5. Rating Scale Used to Measure Extent of Planning

1. Extent and consistency of planning
1

Little planning,
low cor sis tency

3
Moderate planning,
moderate consistency

2. Extent and consistency of "Z's"
1

Few Z's used, inconsistem. Moderate use of Z's,
and/or incorrect moderately consistent

4 5

Much planning .

high consistency

4 5

Many Z's correctly used,
consistent

3. Sufficiency-loops, repetitions, and allentio.,! to irrelevant characteristics
1 2 3 4

Highly inefficient Moderately efficient

4. Number of object choices
1 2 3

Many more than necessary About average
(over 18) (10-13)

5

Highly efficient

4 5

About as few as
possible (1-6)

Table b. Average Extent.of Planning Scores on
Pr:blem I Using 5-Point Scale with
3 Being "Moderate Planning"

Number of Ss Average Planning
Score

Excluded 1 5
from 4
analysis /

3

6
3 1.5
6 1

N = 20
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Table 7. Rating Scale to Assess Development of Planning Over Problems

1. Development of planning over lime

1 2 3 4 5

Little improvement, Moderate improvement, Great improvement or

slow to improve moderate speed planned from the beginning

2. Development of use of Vs over time

1 2 3 4 5

Little improvement, Moderate improvement, Great improvement or

slow to improve moderate speed used Z's from the beginning

3. Elimination of inefficiency over time

1 2 3 4 5

Little improvement, Moderate improvement, Great improvement or

slow to improve moderate speed efficient from the beginning

4. Reduction in the number of object choices over time

1 2 3 4 5

Little reduction in Some reduction, Much reduction or as few

number, or slow moderate speed as possible from the
beginning

Table 8. Comparison of the Average Summed Planning Scores
by Treatment for Each Problem Separately

Treatment 1 2 3 4 5 6

II 6.5 9.0 14.5 15.0 183 1 6.5

III 64 11.6 13.8 15.6 14.8 172
IV 6 9 13.2 14.4 15.6 16.8

Table 9. Comparison of the Average Extent and Development of Planning for Each Scale Separately

Extent Development

1 Z 3 4 1 2 3 4

Treatment Planning No. of Efficiency No. of P lann: ng No. of Eff iciency No. of

Z's Used Choicesa Vs Used Choices

II 4 3.25 3 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.5 4

III 3.8 3.4 3.2 3.4 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8

IV 3.2 32 3 3.6 3 2.6 3 4

aReduction in the number of choices.
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and the group mean computed from summed
individual scores for each problem. Table 8
compares the average summed extent of plan-
ning score for each problem for the tnree groups.
No data are presented for the control group
since only one subject did not demonstrate
planning according .to our criterion. As can
be seen, the major trend is one of solving the
problems with progressively more planning,
but there are no systematic differences be-
tween experimental treatments. Upon inspec-
tion of the data, a statistical test did not
appear warranted.

It was also possible to compare the ratings
of extent and development of planning across
the six problems. In Table 9 the average group
rating on each of the scales separately is pre-
sented for the three treatment groups (Treat-
ment I is again omitted). Once again fl9 con-
sistent differences between groups in planning
over the six problems were found and no statis-
tical test conducted.

Discussion

From inspection of the data, it seemed
apparent that the major effect obtained was
one of learning to solve the problem more ef-
fectively with time, and that treatment differ-
ences did not play any systematic part. While
a more methodologically tight study would re-
quire a larger sample size, and some check
on the reliability of the ratings made, the re-
sults of this pilot study did not indicate that
further effort in this direction would be profit-
able.

The lack of results from this experiment
which was highly structured toward obtaining
treatment differences caused some concern
about the earlier decision to pursue this route.
It appeared that commitment to a long-term
series of such experiments would result in a
very low ratio of information yield to man-
hours invested. Some additional minor in-
quiries were conducted informally with results
similar to those just observed. It was also
realized that a long-term commitment to such
experiments would require a complete profes-
sional reorientation of the principal investigator
from computers to learning theory. Thus, it was
concluded thet the focus of the project should
return to the computer model.

A LINGUISTIC APPROACH TO A COMPUTER
MODEL. OF CONCEPT ATTAINMENT

In one of the earlier progress reports
written about this project tBaker, 19651 it was

stated "It is interesting to note that the names
of the subroutinds almost form a verbal descrip-
tion af the concept attainment strategy, a pos-
sibility which ofters some Interesting possi-
bilities for a string language notation." The
idea was premature in our thinking and was not
developed at that time, but the flow chart books
contained numerous marginal notes relating to
a verbal representation of the concept attain-
ment process. The viability of this idea was
further enhanced by the development of the CI I
contexter routine within Mark IV, Mod 2. The
function of this routine was to receive coded
representations of the experimenter's verbal
instructions and to translate them into a skele-
ton strategy or plan for attaining the concept.
The nature of this subroutine and the realiza-
tion that the contexter routines represented
higher level cognitive processes led to the
notion of taking a linguistic approach to the
computer model.

Not having a concise idea of what such an
approach would entail, we decided to reanalyze
the protocols and the computer program from a
linguistic frame of reference. The study of the
protocols revealed that the subjects used a
very limited vocabulary to describe their own
information processing. The flow charts of
Mark IV, Mod 2 also imlicated a similar limited
vocabulary. The presence of a limited vocabu-
lary and an intuitive feeling that humans repre-
sent information internally as verbal symbols
suggested that the scope of the problem was
within reason.

The Mark IV, Mod 2 version of the computer
model was coded in IPL-V and nearly each line
of the program was annotated to explain what
the instructions or series of instructions was
trying to accomplish. Thus, a verbal descrip-
tion of the total program, line by line, existed.
The annotations made by a programmer tend to
be more concerned with the mechanics than
with the concept:a: 'Iasis of the program.
Therefore, a narrative which would verbally
describe the existing computer model was
written from the program and the flow charts.
The narrative is included as Appendix C. In-
spection of the narrative revealed that the
descriptions of the processes are mainly in
first person and the sentences are imperative
in form. A close look at sentences "Remember
the focus object," "Find an object on the board
with a long neck"showed that they involve
a single verb accompanied by its object and
various modifiers. Basically, the verb repre-
sents an operation to be executed and the rest
of the sentence repiesents the context within
which the operation is to be performed. Such
a division of functions already existed in our
computer model and it also seemed to be the
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natural one for a linguistic approach; i.e., the
operational level represents a verb and the
contexter program provides the objects and
modifiers of the verb. Such a linguistic ap-
proach would be extremely powerful in that
one need only implement a. set of verbs to
perform certain kinds of operations associated
with the learning task. The remainder of the
model would perform a syntactic analysis of
verbal descriptions of the behavior desired.

An examination of this approach at the
lowest level within the computer program will
show how feasible it seems. For example,
PI31 can be described by the sentence "Select
dimension of the working hypothesis." Here
the verb is select, the object is a dimension
which is a property of the working hypothesis.
Thus, one would write a subroutine for the
verb select and the contexter would provide
it with the inputs of what is to be selected
and where it can be found. The mechanics of
Mark IV, Mod 2 would be of help here in that
the memory entry print (MEP) would contain
the name of the working hypothesis and the
contexter could specify that it was a dimen-
sion of the working hypothesis which is to be
selected. In this example the sentence would
be received from a higher level routine by the
low level contexter. This contexter then would
find the verb, acquire the corresponding sub-
routine, and use the rest of the sentence to
establish the entering arguments for the verb
as symbols on the input list of the subroutine.
Once the process had been completed, the verb
routine would be executed and the output
placed in working memory.

The key elements of such a scheme al-
ready exist in Mk IV Mod 2. The interpretive
scheme described by Baker and Martin [19651
enables one to implement the verbs as sub-
routines with their inputs and outputs being
situationally dependent. In addition, due to
the design cf the me ..ery structure, the internal
communicatven %AP,- in he system is by and
large automatic regardless of the sequencing
of the subroutines. The general form of a verb
under this scheme could be as follows:

R211 9-1 Pseudocode
1(2I0 0 verb

9-0 0
Al
VI
A2
V2
A3
V3 0

verb modifiers

object

object modifiers

Frlm the above it would appear that the
linguistic approach is feasible at the exe-
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cutable program level at least. For such a
scheme to be practical from an implementation
point of view, the vocabulary would have to be
quite limited and the meanings of the verbs,
objects, modifiers be very specific; hence, the
next step was to attempt to write the narrative
descriptions of the program in a restricted
vocabulary, yet retain the essentials oi the
system. Only the operational portion of the
program was rewritten in this fashion due to
our greater familiarity with this aspect of the
program. The condensed form of narrative is
presented below.

PI90 Create working hypothesis ftom copy
of focus object

.tEnter memory [(MEP)-eMI,N = CFO)
C190 Use CFO as WH

PI90 Retain 1(99 dimension value of lArH

PI31 Select dimension to vary
i Enter memory I( MEP) -e MI ,N = WHI

CI31 iCreate description
tHold description
Collect DV of WH not having "rele-

vancy" attribute
Retain 1(98 DV of collection
Make DV list the value of "from"

attribute of description
Collect value of "dimension" at-

tribute of elements of DV list
Make dimension list the value of

"dimension" attritube of descrip-
tion

PI31

P141 Find new dimension value

iEnter memory [WM-01%41,N = WE]
C141 lObtain value of "dimension" at-

tribute of WH

P141

(Save value
Choose DV
Is DV an element of WH ?

Yeschoose again
Noadd "from" value to "from"

list; add "to" value to "to
list)

Repeat ( )
Make "from" list the value of the

"from" attribute of the description
Make "to" hst the value of the "to"

attribute of the description

P151 Replace "from" DV on WH by "to" DV

fObtain value list of ;from" at-

C151
tribute of description

lObtain value list of "to" attribute
of description



P151 (cont.)

(Save "from" DV and save "to"
S DV

P151 Replace "from" DV on W11 by "to"
DV)

Repeat ( )

P50 Search board

C50 Enter memory [( MEP) -.M1,N = WHI

Search board for object matching
WH

Hold name of object
Obtain value of "how varied"

attribute of WH
Hold value as description

P50

Q50 Verify object chosen

Enter memoty [(MEP)-.M1,N =
objects

Obtain value of "to" attribute of
object

Enter memory [(MEP) -.M1,N =
Focus Object]

Collect not common element of
FO and object

Hold name of collection
Collect not common elements of

previous collection and "to" list
Hold collection

051

(Is relevancy an attribute of DV,
alt: Is DV marked?

Q50 Y'esO.K.
1

NoSet H5 negative)
Repeat ( )

P70 Present object to experimenter

jEnter memory [(MEP) --.M1,N
objectl

P70
{Transmit name of object to ex-

perimenter

C70

P96 Mark DV

Obtain value of "designation"
attribute of object

C96 Obtain value of "from" attribute
of object

Retain K96 DV of "from" list

(Save value of "from" list
SUse experimenter's designation

P96 of object to determine the "rele-
Ivancy" attribute of DV)
Repeat ( )

P9 1 Make conclusions on dimensions

Enter memory [(MEP) -4-M1,N =
object)

Obtain value of "designation"
attribute of object

Obtain value of "dimension"
attribute of object

(Save dimension
Are all but one DV marked?

YesSet value of the dimension's
P91 relevancy attribute and concept( name

NoExit)
Repeat ( )

C9I

P101 Remove irrelevant DV from WH

Enter memory [(MEP)-0..M1 ,N = WH1
Obtain value of "how varied" at-
'tribute of WH

Obtain value of "dimension" at-
CIO 1 tribute of description

Obtain value of "from" attribute
of description

Create description
Hold description

Save DV and save dimension
Is irrelevant the value of the rele-

vancy attribute of the dimension?
Alt: Is dimension marked irrele-

vant?

(Yesremove
DV from WH

Nogo to repeat
Mark DV the value of the "deleted"

attribute of the description)
Repeat ( )

P101

P171 Replace "to" value of WH by "from" value

Enter memory [(MEP)-bM1, N = WI-11
Create description of hold ?
Obtain value of "to" attribute ofC171

WH
Obtain Value of "from" attribute

of WH

((Replace "to" value of WH by
"from" value

Make "to" the value of the "from"
P171 attribute of description

Make "from" the value of the "to"
attribute of description)

Repeat ( )

Q101 Can concept be presented?
0101 Entery memory 1( MEP) -4- MI ,N = WHI

4.0

Z9



0101 (cont.)
(Obtain value of "relevancy" at-

tribute of DV
0101 Was value obtained ?)

1

NoExit, set H5 negative
YesReeeat ( )

P12I Form concept
Enter memory t( MEP) -MI ,N ., Will
Create description and concept

name
Hold description
Make WH the value of the "how

formed" attribute of the dascription

(Collect elements of WH having
P121 : relevancy attribute to form

f concept

CIZI

Q 11 Find untested dimensions

C4I
lEntry memory [( MEP) -..M1,N = Copy

of Focus Object}

Q4I

Collect dimension values of CFO
(not having relevancy attribute

Retain 10/7 elements of collection
Create description
Make collection the value of the

"to" attribute of the description
Collect the values of the next

upper attribute of elements of
collection

Make collection the value of the
"dimension" attribute of descrip-
tion

Q43 Find dimensions marked irrelevant

Same as Z41 above except that
it collects elements having
irrelevant as the value of rele-
vancy attribute

P18I Add dimension to WH
Enter memory [(MEP) --.M1,N = C1-01

Obtain value of hypothesis at-
CI81 tribute of CFO

?Obtain value of "to" attribute of

description

i (Add element of "to" list to WH)
'Repeat ( )P18I

The initial impression of this condensed
narrative is that. it is primarily concerned with
internal data processing. A large proportion
of the statements deal with the mechanics of
organizing information from memory, holding
the information for subsequent use, and making
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decisions based upon characteristics of this
information. Again, this is in keeping with the
earlier observation that most of the information
processed is created internally during the prob-
lem solutions. Part of the problem rests with
the design of the P and Q level routines which,
in general, encompass too large a segment of
behavior. The result is that. the execution of
behavior requires too many interrelated steps.
The condensed narrative does provide a reason-
able fractionation of these behaviors into smaller
units. In many cases these smaller units are
actually subroutines in the present program,
although they were not structured with a lin-
guistic approach in mind. From this condensed
version, it was possible to compile a list of
the verbs employed and their objects, modifiers,
etc. As initially compiled, the list of verbs
contained considerable redundancy and overlap
of function, but after some effort the following
verbs were defined;

Verb

Remember

Recall

Enter

Use

Collect

Remove

Create

Definition Equivalent
IPL-V

Primitive

M1,N or M1,D becomes value J11

of attribute of the contents
of the Memory Entry Point
(MEP)

The value of attribute of J10
the contents of the MEI' is
placed in working memory

The contents of the memory
entry point is placed in work-
ing memory

An undescribed copy of a list 113

is created and given a name
which is left in working mem-
ory
(a) Elements of list X having
(not having) Y as value of at-
tribute Z are placed on a list
whose name is left in work-
ing memory
(b) Elements not common to
lists A and B are placed on
a list whose name is left in
working memory
(c) The values of attribute
of the symbols on list are
placed on a list whose name
is left in working memory

Delete symbol from list_ 169

Make a symbol for a name 590

or a dummy description list



Verb Definition Equivalent
IPL-V

Primitive

Describe Make I' the value of at- J12
tribute Z of X

Retain Keep only the first K die- J75
ments of list X

Obtain Get the value of attribute
Z of list X

Select Randomly pick a dimension j16
or dimension value

Add Insert symbol on list 165

Repeat A section of the program is
reexecuted

Replace Element is removed and 167
element is put in its
place

Search The external environment is
inspected for an object match-
ing the search criterion. Name
of the object found is left in
M1,N

Transmit Move symbol A to location B

Property Decision Routine Equivalent
IPL-V

Belong Is an element of list 162

Equal Is symbol the same sym- j2
bol as ?

Found Was obtained

Charac-
teristic Is value of attribute

of list equal to ?

The utter dependence of the computer model
upon the underlying structure of the language
in which it has been programmed is quite clear
in the list of verbs. It should be noted that
the working memory is our analogue to the HO
communication cell of IPL-V, but IPL-V has no
analogue to the memory entry point. Nearly
all verbs have corresponding IPL-V primitives
which perform nearly the same function. This
illustrates the fact that when programming in
IPL-V one has difficuhy developing higher
level programs which do not reflect its char-
acteristics. The natural question is why not
write directly in IPL-V and forget Z's, P's,
Q's, and the contexters. There are three major
reasons why one should not do so. First, there
is considerable hope of establishing a circular

memory structure in which information can be
stored and retrieved by the computer model
rather than by the computer programmer. Sec-
ond, the interpretive scheme, in conjunction
with the centexters, allows the computer model
to create program sequences and modify them.
Third, most if not all ef the messy housekeeping
details of the IPL-V language are buried deep
within the subroutines and are never a consid-
eration within the computer model. If such
details are not hidden, the major portion of the
model becomes enmeshed with mechanics of
housekeeping. Thus, what has been developed
in Merk IV, Mod 2 is essentially a higher level
set of IPL-V primitives which permits symbol
manipulation without concern for the mechanics
of memory management or housekeeping details
inherent in the language. If one does not get
the model above these details, it becomes im-
possible to develop contexters and other rou-
tines which can create program sequences
which are arbitrarily ordered. Without such
a higher level symbol manipulating capability,
the linguistic approach would be exceedingly
difficult to implement. In addition, it would
seem, to this author at least, that the current
approach could lead to a computer modeling
language in which a verbal description is given
of what is to be done and the underlying IPL-V
is compiled. The existence of many verbs in
subroutine form in Mark IV, Mod 2 and the Baker-
Martin interpretative scheme suggest that thie
aspect of a linguistic approach is possible.

Although the operational verbs can be im-
plemented, they are only a small portion of the
linguistic approach. The major portion of such
a model must deal not with the translation of
the experimenter's verbal instructions, but with
their elaboration into numerous subbehaviors.
This elaboration procedure is performed covertly
by the subject and is exceedingly difficult to
study. To illustrate the nature of those elabora-
tions, let us examine the following sentence in
the experimenter's instructions; "You are to
choose an object from the board." The sentence
tells the subject what to do but does not specify
how. The subject must elaborate this sentence
into a complex sequence of behaviors. The
sequence is roughly as follows: A basis for
choosing an object must be established; a pro-
cedure for comparing this basis with the object
must be developed; and certain of the resuiting
information must be remembered. These sen-
tences must be elaborated even further. For
example, the basis of the object choice in-
volves combinations of dimensions and their
dimension values, the number of dimensions
to vary at once, and rules for deciding whether
the object agrees with the criterion. All ef
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these internally created considerations must
be organized into purposeful behavior and re-
tained for execution. The nature of this elab-
orattc,a process is not entirely clear and how
one would develop the mechanics for its im-
plementation is obscure.

The General Problem Solver [Newell, Shaw,
& Simon, lees) has solved the elaboration
problem within a special framework, and Per-
haps the approach could be adapted to the
present problem. The GPS program determines
the discrepancy between the present state and
the desired state. It then attempts to reduce
this discrepancy into smaller units, each of
which are handled in the same way. Eventually
resolution of a small discrepancy permits higher
level discrepancies to be handled. In the pres-
ent situation the experimenter's instructions
could be the present state and the verb, with
its requirements, be the desired state. The
elaberations could consist of trying to meet
the verb's requirements. Let us use the verb
choose to illustrate how this might be done.
A prototype of the verb choose could be stored
in long-term memory and its description would
contain a specification of the kinds of inforrna-
tion necessary to execute the verbthe object
of choose, the basis for the choice, the en-
vironment from which the choice is to be made,
and that the chosen object is to be remembered.
The contexter would then use the experimenter's
message to meet as many of the verb's require-
ments as possible. It could specify what is to
be chosen and the environment it is chosen
from. The riles of the programming system
dictate that the object chosen be given an in-
ternal name which is left in Ml,N of the work-
ing memory. Thus, the only discrepancy at
this point is the basis for choosing the object.
Several possibilities exist. First, one could
look for the word basis in long-term memory
and attempt to fulfill its requirements in a
similar fashion. Second, one could invoke
the conservative focusing strategy which
formulates that object to be chosen by vaiV.ng
one dimension per object choice. The latter
is easier to implement, but the former is prob-
ably the proper approach although basis would
need to be properly defined as it could have
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several different meanings depending upon the
context. If such an elaboration process were
successful, the end product would be the sym-
bol for the verb choose with its description
list containing the symbols necessary to exe-
cute the verb in its present context. Thus, at
the IPL-V code level choose would mean to
compare symbols on one list with symbols on
another list. If they match, the object is
chosen; if not, a new list is obtained and the
process repeated.

Another problem intrinsic to a linguistic
approach is that of automating when information
is to be remembered and when it is to be re-
called. At the present time simulation programs
remember everything or the computer programmer
has built in his intelligence to define when
memory processes are to be performed. The
heuristics underlying automatic memory proc-
esses are completely beyond the author of the
present report and perhaps beyond the state of
knowledge at the present time.

Because of the difficulties associated with
elaboration and self-initiating memory processes,
it does not appear feasible at the present time
to attempt to develop a full-blown linguistic
model. A much more feasible approach would
seem to be one in which the condensed narra-
tive presented above is structured in linguistic
form so that every statement involves a verb.
The complete concept-attainment task could
then be written out as in the condensed narra-
tive. Low level contexters could be written
which analyze these short sentences and estab-
lish the requirements of each verb. Then each
verb would be executed. The higher level con-
texters would be used to effect the elaboration
from the experimenter's instruction to the known
lower level verbal statements contained in the
condensed narrative. Such an approach could
enable one to develop low level contexters to
handle the verbs and high level contexters
which would Provide some insight into the
elaboration process. Attacking the linguistic
model from this angle would seem to offer the
greatest possibility for a better understane.ing
of the concept-attainment process. But be-
cause this is a final report for this project,
others will have to implement these ideas.



IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The model has been developed to its cur-
rent state through a combination of protocol
analysis, computer program analysis, and hours
of spirited debate. A comparison of the first
concept-attainment program with the current
version reveals many differencessome ob-
vious, some subtle, but, hopefully, all in the
direction of increased understanding of the
concept-attainment pi Icess. As was indicated
in the introduction, the concept-attainment
task was chosen because it appeared to be a
simple task and easy to program. There was
little realization that it would lead to a hier-
archy of contexting routines, a model of mem-
ory, pseudocode schemes, and many other
facets of the present model. Each problem
encountered and the solution devised for it
merely served to expose previously hidden
considerations which were more difficult and
more important than the problems previously
encountered. Thus, the deeper the project has
delved into concept attainment, the more com-
plex the psychological processes have become.
The original estimation of the simplicity of the
task has chenged to respectful awe at the po-
tential complexity of even the most rudimentary
cognitive behavior. Such a new frame of refer-
ence has strongly reinforced the author's con-
viction that computer modeling provides a power-
ful tool for investigating cognitive behavior.

In the preliminary report of this project
[Baker l965b1 each of the various versions of
the program was explained in sc me detail. In
this chapter the important features of the sev-
eral programs are summarized. The rest of the
chapter has been devoted to discussing the
salient aspects of what the principal investi-
gator feels was learned from his experiences
in computer modeling of the concept-attain-
ment process.

A SUMMARY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE VARIOUS VERSIONS OF THE MODEL

1During the course of development of the
various concept-attainment programs, a num-

I11,

ber of major themes developed, some of which
occurred rather early in the project, others only
after the investigator had considerable experi-
ence in attempting to model the concept-attain-
ment process. The original computer program,
Mark I, was based upon a rather intuitive idea
as to how the author would solve the concept-
attainment problem. In attempting to write an
IPL-V program for the concept-attainment task,
it was necessary to introduce things such as
random number generators to create hypotheses
and record keeping systems for determining
which possible combinations of dimension
values had been used. The program reflected
neither a clear-cut underlying strategy nor any
clear-cut understanding of the underlying
mechanisms. Mark I was just an attempt to
see whether a program could be written to at-
tain a concept. In addition, an attempt was
made to provide the program with a certain
amount of variability in its object choice be-
havior through the use of various constants,
length of lists, and mechanisms of this general
type. At the time the first program was written,
such was the basic approach underlying many
of the published programs for various cognitive
behaviors.

A number of lessons were learned from pro-
gramming Mark I version of the program and
most of these were associated with program-
ming in the IPL-V language. Although extensive
subroutining is standard practice in scientific
programmine, it is somewhat easier to accom-
plish in that setting because programmers have
experience with fractionating problems and
recognizing reasonable subroutines. Such was
not the case for the author in IPL-V as the
procedures and processes involved were rela-
th ly new and how to fractionate the problem
was not readily apparent. The original program
tended to be one straight-line program with
little subroutining. however, from the program
it was obvious that greater care is needed in
subroutining in simulation programs than in
scientific programs and much of the later ef-
fort of the project was devoted to a continual
fractionization process in order to break down
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the cognitive behavior into smaller modules.
Although Mark I was not very sophisticated,
it clearly demonstrated the feasibility of thi::
type of programming to the present author and
suggested that a longer term project would
feasible.

The leerning strategies suggested by

Bruner et al. [19561 have served as a focal
idea within the concept-attainmen: project,
and the concept of a strategy list appeared
very early in the development of the system.
Although such a strategy list was not esed in
the original version, the strategy list and a
symbolic representation of procedures, proc-
esses, and information processing modules
were developed in the flow charting books
worked out during the summer of 1964. The
only features of the strategy list idea that
have changed very much over a period of time
are some of the mechanical aspects, such as
how many links follow a decision point. A
number of different schemes were proposed to
implement the actual execution of the strategy
lists, and eventually an interpreter program
was developed by Mr. Martin. The interpreter
is an extremely sophisticated 1PL-V program.
The interpreter developed in late 1964 to exe-
cute the strategy list remained unchanged
through Mark IV, Mod 0. When the high level
contexting operations were introduced in
Mark IV, Mod 1, it became necessary to make
minor modifications in the interpreter to iden-
tify when a contexting routine had been entered.

One can observe in the descriptions of
the various Marks and Mods of the program a
rather subtle change in the nature of the rou-
tines at the Z and P level. In the early days
the Z's and P's corresponded to rather large
segments of the concept-attainment process,
and it was necessary to continually redefine
each of these symbols. Although the symbols
Z1, Z2, Z3, etc. have been used since the
earliest days, the routines these symbols
represent have changed very radically. There
have been essentially three major restructur-
ings of the strategy lists and hence of the
program itself. The first of these occurred at
Mark III, Mod 1 [Baker, 1965cl after it was
discovered that the several memory process
routines were nearly identical except for the
inputs. A major effort was then made to find
communalities throughout the program and
utilize the same processes in several differ-
ent situations. The second major restructur-
ing of the program occurred with Mark IV,
Mod 0 when the circular memory structure
was introduced. All of the memory processing
routines, and a numbr of other routines, were
redesigned to take into account the incorpora-
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tion of the circular memory structure and the
memory entry point in the program. The third
mejer restructuring of the program occurred in
Mark IV,Mod 2 where the contexting routines
wyre introduced at three levels. The first
level contexting routines, CIO and C61, cre-
ated tne strategy. Both the secciid level con-
texter, C22, and the third level contexters,
(.;57 end C33, creawd Z level routines which
were situationally dependent.

The fractionization process is by no means
complete. It can be seen quite readily in Mark
IV, Mod 2 that the working-memory processes
need to be restructured again and some sub-
routines developed which will handle the trans-
fer of information to and from working memory.
Such routines have been designed but have not
been programmed. The P's and Q's in the cur-
rent version are still too large, and the amount
of information processing they do is too exten-
sive. A further fractionization of these routines
depends upon more information about human
cognitive behavior than is currently either
available in the psychological literature or
observable in the protocols.

One of the basic tenets of the program de-
velopment was that of the "backwards" approach,
starting from a program for a very experienced
subject and working backwards to a subject
who is less experienced in solving concept-
attainment problems. Through Mark III, Mod 1
the computer model was strictly that of an
experienced subject. In Mark III, Mod 2 it
was discovered that with relatively little ef-
fort it was possible to create nearly all the
basic types of variability required by the sev-
eral types of Bruner strategies and observed
within the protocols by assembling the various
P's and Q's into new types of Z's. Variations
within the conservative-focusing strategy have
been introduced principally through the means
of the constants K96, K97, and K98, although
in the Mark III, Mod 2 version they were handled
somewhat clumsily. In the Mark IV, Mod 2
version the three constants will elicit all of
the variability, other than the wholist strategy,
previously observed in Mark III, Mod 2. In
Mark IV, Mod 1, the awareness factor was also
introduced; which was related to the psycho-
logical dependence of the dimensions in
Bruner-type materials. A considerable amount
of variability can be constructed through the
use of the awareness factor. Its psychological
origins are considerably deeper, but the para-
meter is a reminder to look at this type of
behavior. At the current time, the within-
problem variability exhibited by the computer
program is quite satisfacLory, but it is un-
fortunate that such variability results from



the "screwdriver" parametersK96, K97, K98,
and the awareness factor. The ultimate goal
is to have the within-problem variability re-
sult from the "subject's" own mechanisms.
Eventually, the within-problem variability will
ticcur at the contesting level where, through
misanalysis or other mechanisms, the program
will create its own variability. Such a capa-
bility is presently provided by having those
of us on the outside of the program code it in
through the screwdriver parameters. Internal
creation of variability in behavior is not a
trivial problem and has been investigated by
many other people. To solve it would mean
accomplishing Newell's il9621 "solution by
understanding"; this does not appear to be
on the immediate horizon.

In retrospect, it appears that the major
portion of our programming effort was devoted
to memory structure. It was realized in the
summer of 1964 that much of the success of
the concept-attainment model would depend
upon how adequately memory structures were
modeled. In the original version of the pro-
gram no attempt was made to model memory.
Information was merely stored in IPL-V lists
and data terms, and the computer programs
were written to extract information from stor-
age when necessary. The first version of the
program in which any serious attempt was
made at building a memory model was Mark III,
Mod 0 in which the three-level breakdown of
working memory, short-term memory and long-
term memory was utilized. The two cell idea
of the name and description within working
memory was also invented. The mechanics
were quite rudimentary and the idea of a
dummy description list, although mentioned,
was not fully developed. The Mark III version
of the program also introduced the modular
memory structure. The problem arose of deter-
mining when the program had reached a level
at which information was available, and the
nonbodied lists containing specific attributes
were invoked in order to terminate the search-
ing procedures. The Mark III version had a
confused scheme for extracting information;
some P's would use a memory process to ac-
quire information whereas other P's would
directly use the name of a list and obtain the
information. The confusion reflects our un-
certainty about the structure of memory.

In the Mark III version of the program, it
became quite clear that most of the informa-
tion dealt with by the program was descri ,tions
of other information. The modular memory
structure was designed to implement storage
of descriptions rather than storage of specific
items on lists. Although a rather highly inter-

linked memory net was inadvertently developed,
it was not until a series of discussions were
held with Dr. Ross Quillian at Systems Develop-
ment Corporation that the possibility of com-
pletely interlinking the memory net was realized.
With this concept in mind, the memory structure
of the program was completely redesigned in
the Mark IV, Mod 0 version where the circular
memory structure and the memory entry point
were introduced. Although the circular memory
structure was new, the modular structure utilized
in Mark III was retained as the mechanisms
were well understood and seemed to be func-
tioning fairly well. The problem of how the
computer program could store and recall informa-
tion under its own control is still unsolved and
is one of the major unsolved problems of model-
ing cognitive behavior.

The subject's control of his own behavior,
i.e., contexters, had its origins in the very
eddy days of the project, all of the flow chart-
ing books carry marginal notes which record
various ideas about contexting. The original
contexters were conceived of as low-level
programs which would establish the input list
under Al and output list under A2 for each of
the P routines, but the low-level centexters
were never programmed due to structural dif-
ficulties in Mark III. After development of the
circular memory structure in Mark IV, Mod 0,
it became obvious that representation of the
total concept-attainment process was neces-
sary, and a rudimentary model of the total
contexting Process from the experimenter's
instructions to the actual execution of the pro-
gram was made. Again the low-level contexters
escaped our attention, and computer programs
to set up the inputs to the various P's have not
been written in that an adequate description
of behavior is not available. The attribute sys-
tem used in the experimenter messages to
describe gross behavior and also to describe
the procedures on the strategy list is a tem-
porary device to be used until a better insight
is gained. Newell's article [19621 on the inter-
nal organization of computer programs provides
several examples of his attempts to resolve
this problem within the General Problem Solving
program. A system for describing behavior
which a computer model can handle alone is
an extremely difficult task and so far has
eluded investigators involved in computer
modeling of cognitive behavior. The final out-
come from the study of the contexter was the
idea for a linguistic model of the concept-
attainment process. It appears to be reason-
able to employ the mechanics of Mark IV,
Mod 2 in conjunction with a rudimentary syn-
tactical analysis capability to construct a
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contexter hierarchy which deals solely with
an English language representation of be-
havior.

MODELING CONSIDERATIONS

Internal vs. External Information

In the early days of the project, the con-
cept-attainment process was thought to be
primarily one of processing information re-
ceived from the external world. However,
after the computer program had been developed
to the current point, it became apparent that
the majority of the information processed does
not come from the external world but is cre-
ated internally by the subject. Thus, although
concept attainment is an information-process-
ing problem, the amount of external information
prOcessed minimal and consists only of the
objects, the experimenter's instructions, and
his designation of object choices or of con-
cepts. It should be noted that perception
problems associated with observing dimen-
sions and their values were intentionally
omitted, but this is typical of most existing
computer models. As the majority of informa-
tion is created internally, it is the task of
psychologists to determine what internal in-
formation is created and how it is processed.
For example, from a protocol it is quite easy
to determine that when an object is designated
as a yes or a no the subject creates informa-
tion about the relevancy or irrelevancy of a
particular dimension or dimension value, but
on what basis he does is not clear. If one is
to develop an adequate computer model, one
must know what information is created, on
what basis a subject created the information,
what he did with it, and how much of ft was
retained for longer term use. Without sub-
stantial knowledge of this type it becomes
difficult to develop sophisticated computer
models. Unfortunately the current techniques
of psychological experimentation do not seem
capable of providing the requieite insight.

The Memory Model

Analysis of the concept-attainment task
indicated that any significant modeling of the
concept-attainment process was impossible
without some model of the structure of memory
and of the cognitive processes associated
with remembering and recalling. The three-
level structural model of memo:y developed
for the present simulalion program appears to
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be a reasonable model. The idea of the work-
ing memory functioning as a temporary holding-
type memory has proved to be an exceptionally
useful concept as it enables information to be
communicated from routine to routine without
going through the rather complex mechanisms
associated with short-term memory.

Conversations with Dr. Ross Quillian
elicited the observation that the memory struc-
tures in the earlier editions of ,the concept-
attainment program were very rearly memory
nets. Later, the memory structure was rede-
signed to the present circular memory structure.
The use of a list structure format for memory
has seemed excessively artificial to the Pres-
ent author and the circular memory structure
appears to provide a reasonable alternative.
The significant feature of the circular memory
structure is that, although the memory proc-
esses in the model can store and recall infor-
mation, the memory does not consist of a series
of predefinc.i bins into which information is
automatically placed. The memory structure
is dynamic in that storage is created in the
proper structure as the information is created,
rather than knowing ahead of time that certain
pieces of information are to be stored in given
registers. The dynamic nature of the cirzular
memory structure also gave rise to the prob-
lems of entering the memory strocture and
Keeping track of where one is in memory. Be-
cause the order in which mernoLy is created
is situationally dependent, the memory entry
point (MEP) has proven to be quite successful
in performing the bookkeeping associated with
the circular memory structure. The problem
which is as yet unresolved is a mechanism for
entering an existing memory structure, such
as would be required when a second or subse-
quent concept-attainment problem was begun.

The memory model employed is somewhat
clumsy mechanically; however, its structure
does provide for the eventual inclusion of both
interfefence and decay-type forgetting. The
inclusion of forgetting in the computer model
would again raise many more problems than
it would solve but should prove to be of in-
terest.

Attribute Structure

The Mark IV, Mod 2 computer model in-
volves approximately 25 attributes under which
various types of information can be stored.
These attributes were divided into class at-
tributes and specific attributes, and.certain
mechanics were invented in order for' the com-
puter proerem to ascertain what information



was available under these attributes. For ex-
am21e, under a class attribute chunks of in-
formation are available; under a specific
attribute, unique items of information exist
which can be extracted. The attributes em-
ployed were a function of the particular ex-
perimental situation modeled and represent
an initial approach co the exceedingly difficult
task of describing behavior. The next logical
step appears to involve creating both class
and specific attributes from a minimal set of
basic descriptive attributes, but the logical
basis for defining such a basic set of attri-
butes is not presently obvious to the author.
Given such a basic situation, it does appear
to be quite possible for the computer program
to create both class and specific attributes
when required by the situation. Thus, the
computer model could handle the descriptive
processes using its own capabilities. The
attributes currently used were devised by the
computer programmer and as such merely iden-
tify or label thiferent units of information
which he believed necessary. However, to
shift this responsibility from the programmer
to the computer program is a major step which
clearly needs to be taken.

Use of Protocols

The think-aloud protocols, especially
those with experimenter interrogation of the
subject, have been an excellent device for
eliciting the grosser behaviors exhibited by
subjects within a concept-attainment task.
The think-aloud protocols have been extremely
disappointing in providing answers to the
more fundamental questions which now need
to be' answered. It seems that the "state of
the art" limitation in protocol analysis was
reached, and it is difficult to elicit much more
information from the protocols than has been
ext., cted. The failure of the protocols to
provide answers to questions about the in-
ternal mechanisms of human subjects, such
as contexting and memory, suggests that new
techniques of psychological inquiry are des-
perately needed in order to study covert be-
havior.

Contesters

During the early phases of the present
modeling project, the computer model con-
sisted essentially of the strategy list with
its Z routines, P routines, and Q routines.
Upon more detailed fractionization of the

computer program itself, it became increasingly
appamnt that the central executive function
had to be separated from the operational func-
tion. There are actually two parallel processes
which occur as a human being solves a problem.
One was designated the contexting process
which is the monitoring, supervising, goal-
directing aspects of human behavior, i.e., the
higher level, cognitive processes. The second
is the operational aspects involving what one
might call the subject's abilities, habits, or
mecnanisms. Once the difference between the
contexting program and the operational program
was conceptualized, a major restructuring of
the computer program was possible and made
for significant differences in the model of cog-
nitive behavior.

A contexter can be viewed as creating a
plan or strategy for behavior. At high levels
in the model it creates plans for overall be-
havior and at low levels it creates plans for
very specific actions. Such planning hierarchy
was first envisioned by Miller, Galanter, and
Pribram [1960] when they suggested the exist-
ence of plans which create plans. Their scheme
and the present hierarchy of contexters have
two implications for the internal organization
of a computer model. First, the program must
be organized so that it can treat itself as data;
second, a contexter must be able to create pro-
grams from the "abilities," i.e. subroutines,
possessed by the "subject." In the first case,
the contexter routines must be able to analyze,
modify, and otherwise manipulate the computer
program itself. Without such abilities, the
contexters cannot improve the subject's per-
formance as a function of experience. The
mechanics of treating the total program, in-
cluding the contexters, as data e.an be accom-
plished through interpreter schemes such as
that programmed by Baker and Martin 119651
in which the i;t.rategy or plan is a list of sym-
bols represeaung behaviors. However, the
symbols are executed by means of an inter-
preter rather than directly in the underlying
language. Because these symbols are placed
on lists, they can be treated, through the list
processing language, as if they were data and
can be manipulated by the contexter routines.
Such & requirement rules out compiler-type
list processing languages which are not cap-
able of modifying the source language at
execution time of the object program. Thus,
it would appear that more sophisticated inter-
preter-type languages such as IPL-V will need
to be developed,. It should be pointed out that
the Baker-Martin scheme divorces the con-
texting operations from the interpreter as the
contexters are also executed by the interweter.
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The lack of differentiation between data
and program means that both must share a
common internal representation and that the
internal organization of the computer program
must facilitate both the storage and retrieval
of information in some uniform fashion. In
most existing computer models, the memory
processes have been avoided by having the
computer programmer remember where he
stored the information and recall it for the
program via the code he writes. Under an
adequate computer model, the program should
decide what should be stored and store it so
that the program can retrieve it through its
own recall mechanisms when the information
is required. Uniformity of storage and retrieval
in the present model has been implemented
through the use of a modular memory structure
accompanied by basic remembering and re-
calling routines which are a function of the
structure of the memory rather than the list
processing language employed. However, the
programmer still decides what to remember
and when to recall the information.

In addition to devising a system through
which the program can ly! manipulated, it is
necesserv to provide contexters with the capa-
bility of creating new programs based upon
new generalivations inductively acquired; i.e.,
the contexters should be programs which can
create programs. Because the lowest level of
detail in a computer model consists of basic
processes which can be executed, i.e., the
"abilities" possessed by the subject, all
other levels of a computer model can be com-
posed of the symbols which represent these
basic processes. Hence, the procedure for
creating new processes, plans, and contexters
consists of restructuring these basic proc-
esses in an appropriate order. However, if
the context routines are to have the capability
of creating plans, they must "know" or be able
to ascertain the capabilitlei of the basic
Processes and of the higher level routines
which derive from them. There is a crucial
and as yet unresolved requiremvit for being
able ..o describe the characteristics and capa-
bilities of a behavior regardless of the level
at which it appears in the computer model.
One rudimentary way is to consider a process
as a transformation and use its inputs and
outputs to describe the nature of the trans-
formation. However, Newell 119621 indicates
that this is not an adequate description. It
would appear that the most feasible method
would be to design computer models which
manipulate verbal material as in the linguistic
approach described in Chapter III. Regardless
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of how the description problem is solved, it
is quite clear that unless it is solved, pro-
gress in computer models will be very slow.
It would appear that Newell's "solution by
understanding" requires a prior "solution by
description."

Programming Techniques

A number of computer programming tech-
niques were developed by the project staff. The
foremost of these techniques was the pseudo-
cede interpreter system which enables repre-
sentation and execution of the model as a list
of symbols. The pseudocode scheme also pro-
vides the mechanical basis for the capability
of the contexters to create programs from exist-
ing programs; a major unsolved task is the
conceptual basis for such a capability.

The circular memory structure and its gen-
eralized remembering and recalling routines
hopefully provide the basis for future computer
programs which can perform these processes
without human supervision. Again the mechanics
have been provided but the requisite knowledge
upon which to base the processes is not avail-
able.

The development of computer programs in
which the program can be treated as data and
new behavior sequences can be created requires
that the computer model be independent of the
mechanics of the language in which it is coded.
In any proerarnming language there are a large
number of necessary housekeeping tasks which
are unrelated to a computer model of cognitive
behavior. For example. in IPL-V one must erase
unneeded lists, push Is ad pop the HO communi-
cation cell, and make copies of lists. If the
computer program is to truly be a model, it
should not be cluttered by additional features
which take account of the housekeeping details
associated with the underlying programming
language. .Freedom from such mechanical de-
tails can be accomplished through the use of
an interpretive system, such as the pseudo-
code in the Baker-Martin t1965a1 scheme.
Alternately, if a "solution by description" were
achieved, it could serve as the basis for the
development of a compiler-level modeling lan-
guage. One could then model the cognitive
behavior in this language and be freed from the
underlying list processing or other such lan-
guage. Regardless of the method, the computer
model needs to be freed from the housekeeping
mechanics of the underlying programming lan-
guage.



RESEARCH IDEAS GENERATED
BY THE COMPUTER MODEL

1. In that the total computer model was
developed around the idea of a strategy or
plan, there exists a need for more information
on what processes a subject uses to create
plans and on the role of instruction in forming
such plans. As was observed above, the pres-
ent computer program assumes that the ex-
perimenter's instructions have a crucial role
in the establishment of at least a gross plan
of behavior. Unfortunately the planning ex-
periment did not indicate that various levels
of completeness of experimenter's instructions
had any effect. Nonetheless the basic validity,
or lack of validity, of the Miller, Galanter, and
Pribram [19601 plans has not been demonstrated.

7 When one considers the vast realm of"
behavior which huinan beings are capable of
exhibiting, it is remarkable that in a given
situation they normally produce behavior rele-
vant to the problem at hand. It may not be
affective in a given situation, but usually it
has some possibility of being useful. One of
the outstanding features of the protocols was
that almost all of the subjects very quickly
Produced a plan for solving concept-attainment
problems. If subjects had not been able to
select behaviors rapidly and appropriately, it
would have taken a much greater period of
time for them to solve these types of problems.
Therefore, an important area of research is
how humans select a specific lehavie, from
their repertoire of possible behaviors.

3. In that the communication between the
experimenter and the subject is minimal in the
concept-attainment experiments, it is unusual
that subjects can maintain a sense of goal-
directedness during the entire experiment in
the absence of many external clues. The re-
lationship between what the subject sees as
the task to be accomplished and the kinds of
information he utilizes to ascertain whether
he is making progress toward that goal needs
to be investigated quite carefully. Analysis
of the protocols showed that most subjects
had some understanding of whether or not
they were going in the correct direction de-
spite the lack of external clues. It would be
very interesting to ascertain what types of
internal information they were utilizing to
maintain this goal-directedness.

4. The memory entry point which was
created to maintain some sense of order in
the circular memory structure raises many
questions about how people store information
and, more importantly, how they get it back
once it has been stored. The nature or struc-

ture of information stored in the human brain
is not intuitively obvious. Subjects are adept
at getting the information at the proper time
without any great amount of visible effort.
Logical analysis of the concept-attainment
problem suggested that people followed some
type of memory entry point sequence in that
they tend to remember information about what
they are currently working with without much
concern for the details of the previous opera-
tion. However, many alternative models are
equally reasonable.

S. Much effort was devoted to trying to
introduce within-problem variability into the
computer model. It was severely hampered by
a lack of understanding as to how people make
errors. Stimulus-response ps,:chology has
traditionally blamed errors upon the stimulus
materials; however, our model tends to indi-
cate that these errors are more likely due to
errors in the contexting operations and errors
in internel description rather than in the stim-
ulus materials themselves. It would be most
helpful for someone to conduct experiments
which try to obtain some understanding of how
humans make errors in the internal processing
of data.

6. One of the large what one might call
fudge factors in the current program was the
awareness flag developed after the protocols
showed that many subjects inadvertently
worked with less than the full set of dimen-
sions. In some cases it was clearly a per-
ceptual problem; in other cases, it was possibly
an oversight. If a subject was asked to name
the dimensions, he would menti n all five, yet
in working on a given problem, he might deal
with fewer. The behavior raises a question of
how people decide upon using less than the
full information. There are two sides to this
coin, one of which is when the subjects know
they are using less than the full amount of in-
formation and the other is when they do not.
The interesting facet in the latter case is why
don't they know?

7. Analysis of the protocols indicated
very clearly that people do not remember the
sequence of object choices; rather they remem-
ber strategies and reconstruct rather than re-
call the sequences. Such an observation
raises many questions about the concepts cur-
rently in vogue about memory and what is
stored. The protocols led to the distinct im-
pression that people reme Tiber extremely little
detailed information but do remember with
great fidelity the strategies, procedures, and
processes necessary to reconstruct the se-
quence of events. It appears that people keep
detail around just long enough for it to be of
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some use. However, any information stored
for a longer period of time is usually stored
in the form of a procedure, i.e., a strategy
accompanied by enough basic information to
repeat the process itself. Such a conceptuali-
zation of memory enhances the idea of the
working memory and short-term memory, where
werking memory keeps the details just long
enough for them to be used and short-term
memory keeps enough of the salient informa-
tion so that the process can be repeated. It
would appear that the long-term memory is
devoid of a great amount of detail but contains
strategy lists and the necessary and sufficient
amounts of crucial information to execute the
strategy. However, the mechanisms by which
people reconstruct rather than recall are not
obvious and seem to be a good topic for future
research.

8. During the development of the short-
term memory, it was observed that the inforzna-
tion was stored in a highly interlinked fashion,
no matter what structure of memory was used.
The existence of such extensive interlinkage
seemed to suggest that interference in memory
could be caused by access to inappropriate
information resulting from the excessive link-
ages of the stored data. It would be very in-
teresting to perform some experiments in which
one deliberately caused subjects to remember
certain types of linkages and then try to ob-
serve the amount and nature of interference
that occurs due to the preconstructed linkages.

The types of information that are required
for further development of the present com-
puter model along the lines indicated suggest
a rather different realm of psychological re-
search than is usually reponed in the litera-
ture. The concern is with what the subject
does rather than what the experimenter does.
In most current psychological literature, the
experimenter is actually varying the material,
etc., and little other than relatively gross
outputs is ever attributed to the subject.
The protocol analyses have shown that these
gross outputs are not really informative about
the processes, procedures, and so on utilized
by the subject. In essence what is needed is
some research in depth as to what subjects
do in experimental situations rather than
what they produce.

THE STATE OF OUR ART

The listing of Mark IV, Mod is provided
as Appendix C and includes a symbol cross
reference. The program was included to en-
able those familiar with IPL-V to match what
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was said about the program with what the pro-
gram actually does. Adequate documentations
of large, complex computer models is a diffi-
cult task and many discrepancies will probably
be noted.

One of the unfortunate realities of com-
puter modeling research is that it is a very
lonely endeavor. The total number of such
researchers is very .small, their distribution
sparse, and their interests very specialized.
It was difficult to conduct a meaningful dia-
logue even with others interested in simulation
of concept attainment, as each researcher has
his own frame of reference and, once beyond
generalities, such a dialogue requires intimate
knowledge of the details of the models dis-
cussed. Inadequate documentation of published
computer models is partially at fault here, but
in many cases adequately documented programs
are complex and deviously interdependent so
that what is said and what happens is dis-
crepant. During the course of the present
project Professors L. Uhr, L. W. Gregg, R. C.
Calfee, R. L. Venezky, and the author held a
series of informal faculty seminars in which
it was possible to reach the level of detail
necessary for mealangful discussion of various
computer models. These seminars were ex-
tremely fruitful and are needed on a much
broader scale if the field is to progress.

Looking back to the beginning of the
project, it can be seen that considerable pro-
gress has :een made. With each new version
of the compu,er program, the problems attacked
were more sophisticated and the unsolved prob-
lems exposed more irretractable. What was
once conceived of as a simple problem in com-
puter application has become an extremely
complex problem requiring answets to ques-
tions which are far beyond existing knowledge.
At present a complete restructuring of the con-
ceptual basis of the program from plans and
strategies to language processing appears to
be required. The linguistic approach coupled
with many of the techniques derived within
the present project would initiate a new ap-
proach to the modeling of human behavior.
Such an approach might prove to be the step-
ping stone to the desperately needed new tech-
niques for studying covert human behavior.

The concept-attainment program currently
available, namely Mark IV, Mod 4, is a very
rudimentary model of the concept-attainment
process and of itself does not exhibit a great
deal of what a specialist in simulation would
call "interesting behavior." However, the
author has not been overly concerned about
this aspect as the computer program essen-
tially represents a repository for ideas about



the concept-attainment process acquired to
date. From this point of view, the program
can be considered quite successful in that a
reasonable understanding of at. leaet the
grosser mechanics or the coneet-eLtainment
process was obtained. In the neeieling of the
concept-attainment prccess, maey problems
have not been solved, hut the modeling process
has provided a good idea of what problems
need to be solved in order for further progress
to be made.

The sequence of events occurring within
the present research project has followed a
pattern typical of most computer modeling
research, namely rapid early progress which
suddenly reaches an asymptote of no progress.
That this pattern exists was forcefully pre-
sented by H. L. Dreyfus [19651in the RAND
report entitled "Alchemy and Artificial Intelli-
gence" where he drew the analogy between
the alchemist's early success in extracting
quicksilver from what appeared to be dirt,
which resulted in a fruitless attempt to turn
lead into gold, and the early success in the
simulation field. An eaily success-long term
failure pattern has been observed in nearly
all aspects of computer modelingproblem
solving, learning, chess playing, theorem
proving and so forth. Dreyfus felt that simu-
lation of cognitive processes reached their
developmental asymptote very quickly and
that future progress was limited by the in-
ability of present computers and computer

models to handle what he called "fringe con-
sciousness." By this term he means the wide
array of subtle information which a human
unconsciously draws upon when performing
any cognitive task. Fringe consciousness
would include information such as problems
done in the past, psychological qualities of
the experimenter's voice, remote prior ex-
perience in other areas which can be trans-
ferred to the present problem, and so forth.
Dreyfus states that the range of such infonna-
tion is so great that, even if it could be
enumerated, digital computers could not
search it in reasonable time. The present
computer model encountered the fringe con-
sciousness problem and many of the "fudge"
factors were simply attempts to avoid the
problem. It appears that the fringe conscious-
ness problem is unsurmountable if attacked
head on. The only reasonable solution would
seem to be to develop some creative high
level theoretical abstractions that enable one
to circumvent the necessity of including a
human's complete range of experience within
a computer model.

On the basis of the author's experience
with the present research and what Dreyfus
has described as the typical pattern in most
modeling of cognitive behavior, it is evident
that future progress is going to be slow and
require the expenditure of considerable in-
tellectual effort.
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APPENDIX A

TH1NK-ALOUD PROTOCOL

Problem I (Concept is short neck, bent tail)

E: This card belongs to the concept. (Focus
card is blue, s. neck, s. ears, b. tail)

S: Ah, lets see it is blue and has a short
neck, and has a straight tail. Ah

E: This card.
S: This?
E: Yea
S: Short neck, straight tail
E: No that tail is bent.
S: Oh wait!
E: See this has a straight tail. You can com-

pare them.
S: Oh, that's bent and that's straight. Alright,

I was looking at this, so I the .;ht that
this was the real bent one.

E: Oh, I'm sorry.
S: In other words these are the same cate-

gories.
E: Well I call them curly.
S: So there is another category.
E: There are three kinds of tails yea.
S: Let me see.
E: Straight, bent, and curly.
S: O.K., Ah
E: Or you can call them what ever you want

to.
S: It has a bent tail, it's blue, short neck,

short ears. Um. Let me see, uh
E: What are you looking for?
S: I'm looking for the same thing in another

color to see if color is one of the cate-
gories, one of the characteristics. Is this
the one? It's brown, has short neck, and
bent tail. (brown, s. neck, s. ears, b. tail,
varying only color)

E: Yes, that does belong.
S: So then it doesn't matter what color it is.

Um, I'll find one in yellows to see if ...
I can see this one in yellow. Does that
belong (yellow, s. neck, s. ears, b. tail,
varying only color again)

E: Yes that belongs.
S: Well, three of them are the same exactly

except they're in different colors, there-

E:
5:

E:

5:

E:
S:
E:
S:

E:
S:

E:
5:

fore, the one I'm looking for ... it doesn't
matter what color the one I'm looking for
is. So the characteristics are, let me see,
urn ...I'm going to find out if the tail has
to be bent or not, so I'll take one that has
a straight tail and no ears.
What are you looking for
I'm looking for, oh, here's one with a
straight tail, and big ears. Oh wait, a
straight tail and small ears. Does that
fit in? (brown, s. neck, s. ears, str. tail,
varying color and tail)
No, that does not belong.
So obviously the tail is the one, the char-
acteristic that uh, rules that one out.
Does this belong? It has a long neck and
a curly tail. (brown, I. neck, s. ears,
curly tail, varying color, neck, and tail.
But S should have learned that tail is
relevant)
No that does not belong. So now what are
you thinking?
Pn thinking that, well, something with a
curly tail does not belong in the category.
Is it possible that the card I'm looking for
must have any color, must have a bent
tail, and no neck, and short ears, or short
neck and short ears.
Are you gu ±ssing at it now?
Well Uh-hum actually I am.
Would you mind repeating it.
Bent tail, short neck, no ears, uh, short
ears, and it doesn't matter what color it
is.
No it is not correct.
Well I will try and rule out some other
category. Does uh, Does this belong?
Has all the characteristics that the first
Part had, but it has big ears. Does this
belong? (blue, s. neck, I. ears, b. tail,
varying just ears)
Yes it does belong.
Oh, so big ears. are part of the category.
Uh. Does this belong ? (blue, s. neck,
I. ears, curly tail, varying z-,.diS and tail.
S doesn't seem too sure of tail)
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E: Why are you asking ?
S: Because it has big ears, and a curly tail.
E: No that does not belong.
S: Then the curly tail must be a characteristic

that doesn't belong. Does this belong ?
Has a straight tail and big ears. (blue,
1. neck, 1. ears, str. tail, varying neck,
ears, and tail)

E: No that does not belong.
S: Then a straight tail does not belong. Well,

then after searching out all the character-
istics, I feel that the card I'm looking for
must have any color, but it must have a
bent tail, and a short neck, but it can have
any kind of ears.

E: That is correct. Uh-hum, O.K.

Problem 2 (Concept is yellow, long neck, curly
tail)

E:
S:

E:
S:
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This card belongs to the concept. (Focus
card is yellow, 1. neck, S. ears, c. tail)
Yes, it has a long neck, and it's yellow,
and it has a curled tail, but has no ears.
Now I'm going to test for, color I think
first. Uh. Here is the same thing in blue,
long neck and curled tail, and small ears.
Does that fit? (blue, I. neck, s. ears,
c. tail, varying just color)
No that does not belong.
So obviously it has the same characteris-
tics, but a different color, then the color
rules it out. Does this belong ? Oh, wait
now I'm sorry.
What are you looking for?
A brown animal with long neck, small ears,
and a curled tail. But I don't seem to
find one. Here's one. Does that fit into
the category? (brown, I. neck, s. ears,
c. tail, varying color again. In all these
problems, S always varied color first and
checked it twice.)
No this does not.
Well I tested for the two other colors
shown on the chart therefore, I feel that
color is a characteristic that rules an
animal out, so the color of an animal
must be yellow. Now I will check for the
size of the neck. Uh. Here is the same
card, but only that it has a small neck,
same animal. Does that fit in? (yellow,
s. neck, s. ears, c. tail, varying only
neck)
No that does not belong.
Well then the size of the neck is another
characteristic that I'm looking for. It
must have a long neck. Uh. The same
card with a long neck, and big ears. Wait

E:
S:
E:
S:

E:
S:
E:
S:

E:

now I'm sorry. Here, does that card be-
long ? (yellow, I. neck, 1. ears, C. tail,
varying only ears)
Yes, it does belong.
So it doesn't matter what size the ears
are? Here is an animal. I'm looking for
an animal with a short neck to see if it is
the size of the neck. (But S just checked
the neck) Oh here, well it has a curled
tail. Oh does this animal fit in it has a
bent tail? (yellow, s. neck, s. ears, bent
tail, varying neck and tail. S is either
not paying attention or he has a very short
memory.)
No this does not belong.
Does the
What did that tell you?
Well it told me that, oh wait, I haven't
tested really for a bent neck. Does this
card with the short neck and curled tail
fit in? Yes it does. (yellow, s. neck,
s. ears, c. tail, varying neck. Same as
3rd choice. It seems that S forgot the
designation rather than forgot he chose it.)
No it doesn't.
Oh, it doesn't!
Did you forget this ?
Yes I forgot that. So the size of the neck
does matter. Uh. I'm looking for, oh here's
one. An animal with no ears, a long neck,
and a bent tail. Does that belong? (yellow,
I. neck, s. ears, b. tail, varying just tail)
No it doesn't belong.
Well that tells me that the bent tail is out.
Now I'm looking for an animal who has a
long neck, and a curled tail, and no ears.
It there one ? Oh, it's the only one there.
I think that I have found it. The animal
must be yellow, must have the curled tail,
must have a long neck, and must have no
ears, or small ears.
Short ears?
Short ears.
No that's not correct.
Oh wait, I think that I tested for the ears.
Then it must have all the characteristics,
but it doesn't matter what ears.
O.K. (Laughed) That's better.

Problem 3 (Concept is brown, short ears)

E: This card belongs to the concept. (Focus
card is brown, I. neck, s. ears, b. tail)

S: It is a brown animal, it has a long neck,
it has short ears, and a bent tail. Uh, I
would like to test for color first, so I
will find the same animal in a different
color, and, see, long neck, bent tail, and



no ears, um. Does this animal fit in ?
(blue, 1. neck, s. ears, b. tail, varying
color)

E: Uh. No this does not belong.
S: Well obviously the blue animal with the

same characteristics doesn't fit in, so I
will look for a brown animal, and see if
that fits in. The same characteristics.
Oh I mean a yellow animal. Does this
animal fit in? (yellow, I. neck, s. ears,
b. tail, varying color again)

E: No it does not belong.
S: Well that tells me that color is a charac-

teristic that rules an animal out. Now I
will look for the same animal with a
straight tail. Does this animal fit in, the
same color, but a straight tail ? (brown,
1. neck, s. ears, str. tail, varying only
tail)

E: Which one? Yes that does belong.
S: So it does not matter if the tail is bent or

straight. I will find one with a short neck.
Does this animal fit in? (brown, s. neck,
s. ears, str. tail, varying neck and tail)

E: Yes that does belong.
S: It doesn't matter if the neck is slyvt or

tall, but this animal does have short ears.
I will find one with big ears. Does this
animal fit in? (brown, 1. neck, 1. ears,
str. tail, varying ears and tail)

E: No it does not.
S: Well I feel that the animal must be brown,

and must have long or short neck, and
must... Oh, I haven't tested for a curled
tail yet. Does this animal fit in? (brown,
s. neck, s. ears, curly tail, varying neck
and tail again)

E: Yes it does belong.
S: Well then the animal must be brown, must

have a long or short neck. Must have,
well it doesn't matter what size neck, or
what kind of tail it has, but it must have
small ears.

E: O.K., that is correct Urn-hum. (S fol-
lows a conservative strategy and varies
all the values of a 3-valued dimension)

Problem 4 (Concept is brown, short neck,
straight tail)

E: This card belongs to the concept. What
is the first thing you think of when I
point a card out to you? (Focus card is
brown, s. neck, s. ears, str. tail)

S: What do you mean the characteristics, or
just the first...

E: Well the first thing you think of.
S: I hink of a dachshund. It looks like a

dachshund.

E:
S:

E:
S:

E:
S:

E:
S:

E:
S:
E:
S:

E:
S: No, small ears. Oh wait it doeen''t matter

.40--what ears. 4--
E: O.K. That is correct.

(Laughed) NO, I mean, you know,
Brown is the first thing, and the fact that
it has a short neck, and no ears, so I think
that is pretty important, and a straight tail
and no other characteristics. Uh.
Then what do you think ? Continue
I'm trying to decide, I'm looking for a card
that's the exact same thing but a different
color, and here is one in blue. (blue, s.
neck, s. ears, str. tail)
No this does not belong.
Well I will find one in yellow and see if
yellow belongs.
You usually test color first?
Yes I do. I think that is a good way to
start anyway. I guess it really doesn't
matter, it is the easiest, I feel, if you
differentiate in color because then you
can look for other characteristics. Does
this animal, yellow one fit in ?
s. neck, s. ears, str. tail)
No it does not belong.
That tells me that the animal that I'm look-
ing for must be brown, so it narrows down
the field, it is very easy to find animals
by color rather than other characteristics,
which aren't as visible. Uh. I'm checking
the tail. Does this animal fit in? Oh
wait, I'm sorry. I'm looking for a short
neck. Does this animal fit in? (brown,
s. neck, s. ears, b. tail, varying just tail)
No it does not belong.
Tells me that the tail must be straight.
Does this animal fit in ? The straight tail
and long neck. (brown, 1. neck, s. ears,
str,. tail, varying just neck)
What do you want to find out?
The neck.
No that does not belong.
It tells me that the neck must be short.
Does this animal fit in? It has big ears.
(brown, s. neck, 1. ears, str. tail, varying
just ears)
Yes it does belong.
Well that tells me that the an;mal must
be brown, must have a straight tail, must
have a short neck, and big ears. (S

just described the last card he has
And big ears ?

osen.)

Problem 5 (Concept is short ears)

E: This card belongs to the concept. (Focus
card is blue, s. neck, s. ears, curly tail.

S: It is a blue animal with a curled tail, short
neck, no ears. I'm going to check the
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color first so it is the same animal but a
different color. (brown, s. neck, s. ears,
c. tail, varying color)
Uh-hum. Yes it does belong.

S: Brown belongs, I'll see if yellow belongs
too. (yellow, s. neck, s. ears, c. tail)

E: Yes that does belong.
S: Then that tells me that it doesn't matter

what color it is. I will check for the tail
first. Does this animal fit in? (yellow,
S. neck, s. ears, b. tail, varying color
and tail)

E: Yes that belongs too.
S: Well then that tells me that it doesn't

matter if the tail is bent. Does this ani-
mal fit in? Let me see I'm looking for a
curled tail. Oh wait that is a curlpd tail,
I'm sorry, I'm looking for a small animal
with a straight tail. Here it is. Does
this animal fit in? (blue, s. neck, s. ears,
str. tail, varying tail. Usually after check-
thg both other values of color, S checks
both other values of tail.)

E: Yes it does belong.
S: So that tells me that it doesn't matter

what color it is or what kind of tail it
has. Now I'm checking for a long neck.
Does this animal fit in? Has a long neck.
(yellow, 1. neck, s. ears, c. tail)

E: Yes it does belong.
5: Then that tells me that it doesn't matter

what neck it has. Does this animal fit
in? (yellow, s. neck, 1. ears, str. tail)

E: Why are you asking that?
S: It has the characteristics that are accept-

able. But it has big ears, and I haven't
checked for that yet.

E: No that does not belong.
S: That tells me that the animal may be any

color, and that it may have any size neck,
may have any kind of tail, but it must
have small ears.

E: That is correct.

Problem 61 (Concept is curly tail)

E:
S:
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That card belongs to the concept. (Focus
card is brown, short neck, s. ears, c. tail)
That one.
Yea.
Uh. It has a short neck, small ears, and
a curled tail, and it's brown. I will find
the same thing in a different color. Lets
see. Wait. Does this fit in? (blue, s.
neck, s. ears, c. tail)
Yes it does belong.
Does this fit? (yellow, s. neck, s. ears,
c. tail)

E: Yes it does.
S: That tells me that it doesn't matter what

color is it. I'm looking for the size of the
neck now. Does this fit in ? (yellow,
I. neck, s. ears, c. tail, varying color and
neck)

E: Yes it does belong.
S: That tells me that it doesn't matter what

size the neck is. Does this fit in? (yel-
low, s. neck, 1. ears, str. tail, varying
color, ears, and tail)

E: No that does not belong.
S: Ah wait that doesn't tell me anything be-

cause there are two different character-
ictics, I should have pointed to something
else. Does this fit in? Oh wait, yea,
Does this fit in? (blue, s. neck, I. ears,
c. tail, varying color and ears)

E: What are you trying to find out?
S: What size the ears are.
E: Yea that belongs.
S: That tells me that it doesn't matter what

size the ears are. Does this fit in? (blue,
1. neck, 1. ears, C. tail, varying everything
except tail)

E: Yes that belongs.
5: Well thats for the long neck. Now have I

tested for evervoling else ? Does this fit
in ? (blue, 1. :k, I. ears, b. tail, varying
everything. $ should have known the con-
cept 2 choices ago.)

E: Which one, the blue one?
5: Yea.
E: No that does not belong.
S: Does this fit in, with the straight tail?

(blue, s. neck, s. ears, str. tail, varying
color and tail)

E: No that does not belong.
S: That tells me that I'm looking for an ani-

mal that can be of any color, can have any
size neck or any size ears, but must have
a curled tail.

E: That Is correct. O.K. Tell me what your
impression of this board is and the pro-
cedure and everything. Any thing you
would like to comment about.

S: Uh-hum. I think it is a good way to test,
well first of all the colors are good be-
cause I think you can differentiate between
them pretty easily, and so that is the im-
mediate stimulus I guess. The immediate
thing that I see is a difference in color
the first thing, and then if y i distinguish
between the colors first then jou can find
the different characteristics. It can be
sort of confusing, forgetting if it has a
bent tail, straight. I really don't see the
purpose of it all. Unless it is an I.Q. or
something.
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E:

S:
E:

S:
E:

S:

Well this is just to see the little detailed
thought processes that is behind solving
problems like this.
Uh-hum.
That is all that you have to say on the
subject ?
Yea I think so.
What is your general strategy of solving
the problem ?
Well first I try to solve the problem with
color. I think that it is easiest to differ-
entiate, between colors, and then I usually
look for neck first, and then, because that
is another easy to differentiate because

it is outstanding, and then for the tail,
and the ears, it doesn't really matter
which way you go about it because they
are both equally as easy to see.

E: Uh-hurn. O.K. That will be all tor today.
( S always picked color first. Then he
would pick tail, not neck, in ..t/i ot the
problems. After that, neck, then ears.
This S had been run initially on the old
board of circles and :siangles on colored
paper. That is where he developed his
conservative strategy. I ended this ses-
sion early because S was getting very
bored by that time.)
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APPENDIX B

LISTING OF CASE MARK IV. MOD 2

IPL LIST
-*

9 1
2 A
2 C

-600
333 3

2 0 300
2 E 300 5

6---2-F
2 G 300
2 300
2 L 300 9

II 1

2 N 300 11
12'2-0 30-13-

2 P 600 13
14

2 R 300 15
a 5 30U
2 T 300 17

2 V 333 19
300

2 Z 300 21
5 22

MARK 4 MOD 2 CONTEXTER 1 2324--ur PROGRAM INT ERPRETER
EXECUTE RECURSION ul 9-1 25
uNRECuRSE FISRT -RECUR sioN 26
OUTPUT FINAL H5 0199 0 279-1 RELOWSTUN KOUT ort
PUSH DOWN RECURSE LIST LIKE H1 9-1 409-7 29

--30AVE ARC IN AEAD 209-7
BEGIN OR CONTINUE SCAN

-ENO
9-5 9-3 31

POir-UP"--A-TEVEL IF LIST 700 -32
TEST FOR LOCAL SYMB 9-14 129-7 33
11- YtS MEN 445 UclsioN Jump Jx32 34GOTO 9-4 IF DECISION JUMP 73 9-4 35
C-PIECK FOR- Di R 1U
I.E. HAS A LOCAL HEAD 52140 37-UST J132
IF NOT EXECUTE THE SYM0 709-6 39

1297
J152 41

129--7YES aa ARGS-TROM --4-2
COLLECT CuTPUT ARGS U3 43

1n-7
U2rrnr-

CtECK FCR CONTEXT ROUTINE 10A6 47
J10 48

rif

-
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fES GO TO 915 70
Lon

915 49

--TNT ER- PR

IPL LIST

RECuRSE 9-1 51

9z2-116INErUlksE
915 EX;:..t. rONTEXTER vIA U4

9-2
915

309.=7
30140

52
53

Los,* LTA 'Mb. 107
J73

54
55

U4 95 56

9-7 141 TYPE LIST 9-7 a a 57

SAVE. 115-OVE1( INTERPRE'TER 9-9 34 0 58

9-3 sCAN ROUTINE
59

9-3 f194*7 60
MAN LIST NAMED th HEAD Dr 9-/
DCWN 1 360 61

1097' 62

94 DECISICN 8R. CHECK PREY 145 94 3199 63

IF H5 - TAKE Tins LOCAL 709-12 64

SCAN
9-3 65

IF YES RESET 9-7 HEAD 9-12 129-7 67

----WTMOUT KECUASILN 2097 95 68

96 XEQ UNDESCRIBED PR (SET SIGN) SE 0199
0297

69

--ROWINE EXTZUTE CURRENT ONE
SAVE /45 OVER INTERPRETER 11H5
inis AUDIINt ID et TWALED 21199 72

IOUS
1Z9T 14

377 75
7095- 76

PRINT NAME ,CONTENTS M10410 ION1 77
103150 71F

3133 79
101410 110

3152 81
a2

381 83
7095 44

3153 95 85

U5 TRACE LIST OW NON DESCkIBED U5 6 86.

***********************************1 *4*** ******** 87

u2 -CCCL-ECT-AAGrTRZW1PITSrt
ARGUMENT U ATTR IBUTE U2 10AI 89

NCNE EX IT
----CCEEECT

700 91

ARGS 1030 3100 92

******1****************************1 ***** ********- 93

ti3 ITErECT-MITPUT-AWS FROM U3 1 0A2 94

D-L IST 313
'TU0

95
96-

1030 3100 97
***tea- ***-***4-* 98*****4***4**f**********************1

U4 CONTEXTER EXECUTER U4 344 99

SANE COPY OF -CIA LIST

.IPL LIST

50

GET LOC CF CONTEXTER
GET LONTEXT ER SANE
SAVE IT
LUAU UUTPUT NAMES
LOAD INPUT NAMES

ENTER CIA LIST NAME
ENTER --C-NAME-
GET EXECUTABLE CORE

52140
5zTio
60W3

1/3

la
1/1,4
11W3

381

131
-102

103
ra4
105
106
137
108
109



--EXE UT
ERASE COPY CIA LIST 11144

J71 J34
*********************44-************1 ***** ********
52 CONSERVATIVE--FOCUS-SIRATEGY-----
PRCCESS FOCUS INFORMATION ZO
waKiE wuKKINu my))
DOUBLE DUMMY BR

111
112
113
114
115

CREATE SEARCH GRIT 91

LOCATE DEJ FROM ExT ENVIRONS
tictitRimENTTR OLSIG. 08j.

PRCCESS C81. OESIG. INFORMATION
-----DETIRRIKE-IF CONCEPT Ciarfir-GIVE----

91
91 0
0
ZI
Z2
Z3
/4
01

NO 91
--1--

93 0

8
02

NO 92 0
1r27--

Z6
03
91 0

3

NTS CONTINUE
FORM CONCEPT
yE$ FLWAX aNtElsr
NAVE E DESIGNATE CONCEPT
DETERMITIE if-CONCEPT CORRECT

---CORWECTINE-kCITON-

---C1101-11P

***********************************1 *a*** ********
MCAT-SET-ITY` JO

13,413

1M5
117
118
119

121
izz
123

125
126
127

129
130
131

133or--
135
lab
137

139
EF

MAKE 43 LIST SYMMETRIC (UPPER)

91

10A3 141

J140 143
30Ho 144
11F5 145

IPL LIST

PUT
------Exmaxerrerwrs

IN MI
EX MUTE- UN ER AL- AT-

it tD
J2 147TO- -J7- '141

101410 149
G30- 150

10M1 1514370-137
1041 153

INT
UNPARK DINS ANO VALS

***********************************1
----1Q0 'PRINT

PRINT 115
' :

4.

J65 155
053 -P36
01 157

151---
10413 159
.run

R38 161

***** ******** 163

5152 165

"MINT VIRA7 L

581 167
1091

5151 169

J81 171

J150

ftle

173
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PRINT ZipP LEXVELS 13J150
47 0

U6
0

1/4
175

stei 44****** 176

C12 POST MCRTEM ANALYSIS C12 J3 177

SET NOT FIRST OROS FLAG 101.41
J81 179

13F2 183
10A65 181

Jil 182
JO 3 183

184

$3 HIGH LEVEL CONTEXTING LIST S3 90 185
86

EXPTR PRESENTS FOCUS E95 187

tREATt 3TRATEGY TO-EXECUTE C61 188

POST MCRTUM ANALYSIS C12 0 189

9C 0 0

******8****************************1 ***** ******** 191

C11 TRANRATE EXP DIST IWO SSC Cil 40 192
C10 0 193

9C 0
Al 195
91

91 0 197
MI 118
M13 3 199

4WW**W4WWW*************************1 *44** ******** 200

IPL LIST

SAVE NEP
GET NAPt OE mEssAuf
LIST FPOM M1

CIO 30410
Jel

10C13 J100

20122
203

CI3 CCNTRCL CONTEXTER
"--(171 -MESSAGE

COPY MESSAGE

DELETE
DPV
A63 AND VALUE

FROMC
SELECT PROPER CCNSTRUCTOR

--VIA-A61-VAL--ONNESSAGE
UESCRIPY

FRCP LIST 97

C13 J43 235
60W37

JT4 207
40110 238
IOA60 209

11`

EXECUTE CONTEXTER
17-LIST OP- tONT

OF AbO
------PMCBLENTETAwS

CREATE PROS LIST ETC
POuCeJJ wti,.1rILA1ium
CREATE SLELETAL PROCEDURE

se

1097 211
11W3
10A60
G1D
Jia

113J33
J

F61
C53

J33

21
213
214
215

217

219
220
221

C51 223

PLACE ATT OM LIST,SAVE VALUES
---TERNINATION

NORMAL EXIT

CSC, CREATE PROS LIST AND ABSORB
---slrACB-DETAILITO) -NEW -SYR&

SAVE NAME OF
DOC-WITH
PROS DETAILS

--1X1rE
VALUE OF
ASOmM13
PRC8 LIST IL133)

52

C52
F65
JO 0

bwip-***wwww.
C50 J47

60W7
J60

52H0
60w4
13A53
G10

20W2
J93

225
226
227
28
229
230-
231
232
233
234
235
236
237



SAVE KAI1E
EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
E9
PUT E9 GN 1100

PUT N13 CN ES

60W6 238
J90 239

lOgs 240-
10A300 241

JI2 242
11W5 243
-11* 244
10A50 245

PUT OM
UN PROB LIST-Ir1001

J1
I1W6
11104
10A80

312

246
247
248
249
250

IPL LIST

GET DOL 11W4 251
15 THIS

PROBLEM JI0
252
253

THE 10FI
J2

11W6

255
256
257

IPE FIRST
PUT SRELETON 93

unit AITEMP
STRAT Oh PROS LIST .190 259
IL /00 I 60W3 Z60

10A302 261
J12 262

PLACE PROBLEM 10M10 263
LIST 11W6 264
CN MEP
'Nutal-ASE-ricum

G2 J37 265
LOA3 266

M3 LIST J81 92 267
*********4*************************1 ***** ******** 268
C51 CREATE OPERATION 5YM8 FOR SSL Ctl J41 269

C01... LID( 360 270
GET 9-4 OFF LXX 52H0 271

ZOWO 272
GET NAME OF 10M10 273
5KEL STRAT CIST J81 274
UNOER A3C2 13A332 275

G10 276
CREATE SYMBOL FOR Z LEVEL ROUTIN J90 277

60W1 278
PUT MANE UF I ON SSL J65 279

11101. 280
pW0 281
10A3 28/

JI2 J31 283
*0**********************IROW********1 284
C52 OESIGNATION INFORMATION C52 J41 285
GET k C H 0 6
GET NAME OF 95 52110 287
Ut A7 30,3
SAVE NAME OF CELL HOLDING A7 60W0 289
CEt VALUE NAPE 3E0 290

52H0 291
2oidl 292

PUT 10A15 293
A7 12W0 294
CN BODY OF A15 J65 295

1ZWO 296
PUT 933 CM 11W1 297

J73 298
POSSIBLE VALUES OF 10A111 299

al
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5 4

L 1ST

********************************1 ***** ******** * 301

-C LD; f IrarROUT Mt on Ili -RATCruNG- Clui 4,a
OES OF (0) CLASS ATT 43 1091

302
303

is EN K bt. II,tL1-b ni
INVERT SIGN AND EXIT

06
45 .130

404
305

SAVE PROLtSs Lig FROM RSL
CtICK IF DESES MATCH

SI 6097
1 180

3g6
307

of 1011/0kS OF (0) 10A3 108
G210 309

Ttlt Ur Lot. LP tm 0 L LOT 310

INVERT 145 .15 311

EX a
1, 700 .18 312

***********************************1 ***** ******** 313

61-tuNSTULT Mew 511RAT Gel 90 314
:.; 60 0 315

Vt. 0 316
Al 317
91 0 318

91 0 319
R3 320
0110 0 321

WO-FAJUK tUNitAltid0IM1011,
(1 )RSL O( MO) aL1009 SAVE INPUTS

Gtir .146
2 OMO

322
323

6 Mil 324-

GET RSL
.181 325

20M6 326

GET SSL FRON 1.3.00 1 /WO 327
328

10A302 329
GIO 330

SAVE IT 20W3 331

GET- PERS? PROD FLAG 11140 332
.181 333

UNDER A80 *NU At5 10A80 334
610 335

NOT IN 7091 336
10A65 337

338

NOT 1(4 7091 339

CI-ETA
1 OF 1

.12 341
70 91 342

NCT FIRST 11111 343

-Xt0 RTEC E N T 1 1 -DINA IN N3) .181 344

EXECUTE RSL Ul 345

Pia NSL IN ITN 041 9 5 1114I 346
11146 347
44 J36 348

FIST PROB 91 490 349

TA V E RTATAScREWrPA5E oow2 -350
IPL L 1ST

MAKE, SAV E NSL
----GTWERATt

20146 351

No LINA( J90
.1136

351
353

SAE NO L
SAVE AS YES LINK (1ST TINE) 20M5 355

GeNsa 11i43 356
1 392 357

J100 358

ERASE UNUSED YE S NODE 11M5 359
A 9, 360

LCCATE SSL SYN8 DES 92 I1M1 361
.181 362-

CA RSL .16 363



,)

NINE ERRCR
Citil

7099
344
365

Wit L NANE 6bF/3 366
ENTER Pt-ASE L IS T 11142 367

---Diva VIC ) , I D Jo 368
ACC TO NSL J65 369
CF ECK I F EXTERN" INFO fIba 370
CI-ECK F CR EXTERN INFO 10A31 311

Glo 312
NO 7394 373

-----cnuartrATFSTENS 5097 '374
CitECK I F 08J DES I G 11N3 375

13A33 376
GIO

'70v3
377

Ntn113 378
YES POP VAL 33113 379
ENTER CONTEXT L 50912 380
ENTER I NFO TYPE ATT 93 11w3 381
aT TYPE 1 3A32 382

GIO 383
70 96 38,

POP CON T EXT L IST 30110 94 385
Get PROPER COM Ektrk 56 J10- 586
NCNE ,94 7094 387
DU el er-NAME 30H0 388
ADC Ab AND STRAT NAME 11W2 389

A Cab '890
Gil 391

ACC 11W2 391
J6 393
J65- 394

EXECUTE PHASE 910 11W2 395
ui 396

SAVE SIGN 916 11H5 397
3091f 1390-

SAVE NAME OF PHASE XEQESD 11112 399
/091 f 400

IPL LI ST

GET LAS T SYM8 11312 431
J61- 402

52H0 403
-404GrtLA IP 11TAsa

G10 405
Mit exiT 70J4 406

10F31 407
JT "408

7034 409
Yt5, ALJD -NU LiNK 411T

11104 411
J65

ACC YES LINK 11W2
ilas

J65
Set "vtS WA AS VAKtiV vrikat LW,

23W2
GEN 'NEW YES-till-3X J913

J136

CPECK SIGN (U1) 01917
+ VITT TO -0
EXECUTE NO L INK IF - 1144

111 J4
ChECK I F DEC !SION 94 11W3

-10A30
GIO

412
413

-414
415

417
418
419
427-
421412
423
424
425
426
427

55



EA
70404

DECISION VAL 10F31
42-

No EXIT
7044

YES-CHECK /F-PRISE ALREADY'REQED -11w2
11915

J2

NO,910
70910

YES IKEtUTE TEST-AS 5 INGLE Tom 11W3
491

60915

XEC TEAST
Ul

11915

ERASE HOLDING CELLS 471 916

ERROR
13C63

J152 J7
917 0- 0
915 0 0

1AULt P CH Cutiat A tRs
90 0

PER INFO TYPE 9e 0

FOCUS C21

OBECT F53

IPL LIST

429
430-
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439

441
442
'443
444
445
446
447

449
450

OBJECT MICE C37 451

911 0 453

OBJECT CESIG
-crACEPT-

C38 455
F54 456
C23 0 457

---**********-444***********************1 ****At ******** 458

C21 27 CREATION C21 90 459

CIA 1-010- ADDED BY La -C-2-0 11 460
9C 3 461

A3 462
91 0 463

91 0 464
F32 0 465

cal) INMALITE Lt Gzo Jkw 466
60W4 467
52140 -4611

GET NEXT 2 AFTER INTERUPT 481 469
7092 470

IF Z7 ON sTRAT @EXIT 10Z7 471

---PITTCEST-VESP-KTT. 10A3 472

CCMPARE 0210 473

YES OUT 70 414 474

COPY DES 27 92 1027 475
J74 476i 60w3 477
G30 478

91 12W4 479
11143 480

464 481

SAVE CIA

SAVE
tNASt RtPAIN5 AtItg
PUT NwE 14 ON STRAT

HkAt

GET NAME OF PtIASE

56

s'

VALUE LIST,OUTPUT IS PHASE SYM

P191
Pcir r4a-ry e- s,
PuT

_

sZlm BODY

10A6
J10

20W1
11w1
10P191

465
11w3
YDP63

465

483
.34
485
486
487
488
489
490
491



11W3
10C31

492
493

PUT
C31
027a BCCY J65 494
PLT 11W3 495
P64 01°64 49S-on* J65 497
AOD 12W4 496
SYMBOL 1304 499

IPL LIST

DESCRIBE THAT 501
27
ADDED TO PHASE 1 LIST

/1113
C3

502
503

Utbidillit THAI
C4

/Ltd
1004

504
535

auto TO-pHAst irurvr
***********************************1 *****

C3
********

J34 506
507

C37 VtRIFY Cgati cHorct
CIA INPUT VIA Ul

131 90
C36 0

508
509

C36 CREATE DO ROUTINE
SIC
C36

a
J44

0 510
511

SAVtitIAInC37 2004- 512
FINO 12W4 513
SVms14. ArTtR c31 oh 181 514

STRAT LIST 1 000 515

A DO TYPE ROUTINE G210 517
TT J34 516

CREATE 1000 519
COPY .174 520
CF DO 6310 521
tliA5t MUT 030 522
ADD 11143 523
O51 0051 524-
TO DO LIST J65 525
Aelo 12114 526
DO 11W3 527

GET PHASE L 10C37 529
1 OA-6 530-

JIO 531
gEstkide AUDITION OF 11W3 532
PHASE LIST C3 J34 533

********************************10**1 **In* ******** 534
C38 CREATE ROUTINE FOR 14 C38 90 535

CIA INPUT VIA U1 z39 o 536
9C 3 537

538
91 0 539

91 0 5,40
N10 541

Z39 tREAn REACTI CM TO OBJ DES G CFI 344 542
SAVE CIA 20M4 543
SAVt MEP Z UMW ,44
GET PHASE L 10C36 545

beT 10A6 D40
NAME J10 547
LIST AND SAVE 11 20111 548

COPY DES OF 24 1024 549
J74 550



IPL LIST

SAVE
ERAsE REpAINs AFTER HEAD
ChECK IF 24 ON STRAT

sAVENKRE.
CCPY OF Z4
priCcESS. CES ATT.
CCoPARE

YES DELETE IT
FFICA 5Y;AT

ERAst 14

60W3 SSI
630 552

12w4 553

7091 555
6GWZ 556
11W3 557

6233 559
7091 560
12W4 561
1112 561

J69 563
11W2 564

J72 565

VW Mit 14 UN SIAAT 91 au 566
11W3 567

J64 sag

STRAT LIST 11W1 569

-PUT DEs CF ChANDE LIMY 'TO-

ON STRAT C3 571

5tI NtiftNT 0 101.71 577
20102 573

GET 1110 574

CESIGKATION J81 575

-Cr 110W7---3717--
ThE ON STT

'3711
coJECT ICIFI

CHOSEN J2 579
7-093 580

SET REMCVE DV 106)131 581
20w2 94 582

93 104.9 583

08JE-1.1
lawn se,

AWARE 610 585

OF 10F1 586

DIMENSIONS VARIED 12 587

-)40TU CREATI AtirEs=tokTME iriMPi sail

wAS 10K98 589

-EMI loK1 590

DIPS COAC VARIED J114 591

-AO:CREATE NOLL Z4,YES CREATE Z 70 94 592

ADD 11W3 593

C413 13C41 04
TO NULL 14 J65 92 595

AuT 1,54u TO 14 1)4 Tha 06
10C41 597

J65 398 .

MARK DIP VALS 11W3 599
Y3P96 60o

IPL LIST

58

J65 601

-INSERT 1.11113 60Z

P91( MARK DIMEkSIONSI 10P91 603

LN 1114is ih5 604

ADC C41 TO 14 11613 605
10PM( -606

J65 607

ADC P101 OR P171 iD Z 110 608
11W2 609

44 465 610

EXIT 92 JO J34 611

IWO Of ....



***************W******#***6********1
C23 SET UP REACTION TO CONCEPT DES

willem Um***
C23 90

612-
613

9C, 0 0 615
I.

TO OBJECT DESIGNATION 20W4 617
01-ECR IF 14 UN SYRAT 12W4 618
GET NEXT 2 AFTER INTERUPT J81 619

TD 91 IF NOTh16 7091 620
SAVE NAME 60M2 621--ThzzLptc.K IP L6 Mame I CIL6
PROCESS DES ATT. 10A3 623
GGNPARk G210 624
NO.CONTINUE 7091 625
YES DELETE ii 12i14 626
FRC/4 STRAT 11W2 627

469 62R
ERASE 24 11112 629

J72 630
GET 91 10141

-381
631

CoNCEPT 632
CHECK 10427 633
IP 610 634

IF NONE ERROR 7399 635
IT IS Lon 636
A YES J2 637

T 092 J34 638
COPY OES OF 26 92 1026 639

J/4 640
SAVE 03W3 641
ERASE- REMINS AFTER titAD 036 642
PUT NUE 24 ON STRAT 12104 643

J64 645
bt! rmAst L I UG23 646

1046 647
210-- 648

PUT DES OF CHANGE 11W3 649
OW STRAT G3 650

1PL LIST

GET FOCUS OBJECT 11F6 651
OBJEcT 60Mi 652
TEST 10A5 653
IP R4/ 654
ANY

'FIND
J78 655

Set Z6 1c UNMARKED DIMS 10041 656
70 93 65?

SET Z6 TC FIND mai. um 50042 658
93 20110 659

isbi s4 11w3 610
C41 10C41 661
tri sZ6al J65 662
PUT 1110 663

10c41 664
Ctosliou J65 665
PUT 111;3 616

PUT 041 OR 042 11,10 66?
Vi alos J65 668
PUT illf3 669
Plel 10P151 610
CR atlas J65 671
TO; 11W3 6.72

P64 . 101,64 673
ofi a J65 674T



IS 10L9 675

SUal
AwARE D10 677

32 679

FOCUS OBJECT I1W1 681

COUNT DNESSIONALIIV OF FOCUS JI26 97` 682
96 10K1 683

SET VALVE tic S 7 31V1 684

K96 ON I1W3 685

JU4-13151111---
36 686

TO VALUE OF K C8 334 687

-TIMM 9S 16C23 EMI
3152 37 689

C8 SET DATA (ERNS IN INPUTS OF CS 350 691

itaTnal 1091 692

GEN P ROUTINES U6 330 693

Park-r-FRUm-gENED-01-1
GET INPUT PARAMS 10A1 695

NCP4F EXIT 7034 697

SA4E LOC 2097 699
t 034 700

IPL LIST

ChECK IF DATA TERM

NO CONTINUE

1297
113i

7093

701
70z
703

2197 705
93 706
S7 0 0 707

********.stworemonsionanyuwirifirstipta 7011

C3 DESCRIBE CHANGE ITO/ C3 350 709

lu L'ilialkAi ktAiti ri0

MAKE DDL wITh $ AS DIM 10419 711

-41WL A9
DOUBLE NAME OF DOL 40610

10411

713

715

PUT DOL ON S 13412 717
I********************************1 ***** ********

----70--PRIMEIr-SFECIFICAT10PIS ze 9=3 72a
COPY FOCUS P2I 721

Itti4Erititit Gru vx011. List P6I

PUT COPY OF FOCUS OM MEP C31 723

RtMEMBEK -SET mEmBERsHIP OF-CfCr--Irrrn '724
DESCRIP3ION OF PROCESS 9C 0 725

-GYAIERal. ct-ictriPT-ioN A3 ----TZ6
93 0 727

rzir
94 0 729
95 J--- 730
0 731

719

IImnllm.101P.R...I.

60

TYPE OF PROCESS

-ci114141m1c Ation

94
95

3NFDRmATION CREATED

s IGN4 IOWINfir

;

A30
96
-A3L
97
412-
98

---1Plf--

-732-

733
734
735
73f$
737
731r-



VALut OF A3D
DOING

NALIWIFFIC31
FROM EXTERNAL

----VALUE 0F A32
FOCUS OBJECT

99 3
Se

F30 0
47-- -17

F41 0
0
F5I

739
/40
741
742
743

745

Tr-CRUM- SeARCH CR ITER IoN
CREATE WCRKING HYP FRCM CFO
REMEMBER -WI

IPL LIST

***** ******** 747

P191 749

PUT WH ON MEP
RtREmpERVNATVIrlinfriril014---
DESCRIPTION CF PROCESS 9C

C31
F64 3
0

751
752
753

Mat &W PROUt55

'tCPPIJNICI uni

93
93 3 755
0 716
94 0 757

94
95 0 759

INFUARATIUN GIMATEU

Ut514iNATIUN

A30
96

97

761

763

98
A33
99 0

MMHG

VALUE OF A32
unJELT

ci
S S

95
wwwwwWww*******************WV*****1 *****
D4 PROCEED FROM PrIASE 2 FRUM 3NE 04

9C

F30 0
0

3

rS1 1)

0 0
********

90
040 0
3

765
766
767

769
770

771
77Z
773
774
775
776
777

95

94
55

93

94
95
0

0

0
6

779
780
781
782
783

96
A31
97
A32
98
A
99
0
F31
0
0

0

3

785
786
7877511
789
IVO
791
792
793
794
795

0 0
*

***********************************1 ***** ********
90

..."...."............Mrsmr-wi=o.-..a.

797

799
000

61



IPL LIST

SELECT DIMS TO VARY PI31 801
13132

803Wier DTA S EL 1 Eu

400IFY WM INTO SEARCH CRI TERION
p141
P I SI

It

DESCRIPT ION OF PROCESS 9C 0 805

--GEfi ER AL u6sCRIPTITPU

1E1

A3
93

94

0

0

807
IOU
809

95 0
innT-
811

PROLM
96 813

AMIN-
97

el*
815

98 617

SIGMA-Mar A33
99 0 819

-TALUS UFA3O
CO LNG

F30 0
zu

821

VALUE OF A32 98 0 823

WARCT -TA I YU IOW- F52
9S 0 0 825

-***--******Ammysippourworwinaramisiomr-unroirg******* 826
12 SELECT AN OBJECT Z2 9-0 827

f Of
REMEMBER OBJECT FOUND P65 829

830
PLiT o8J CH-NEP--
R EMEMde R HOw 08.1 FOUND P66 831

-DESCR IPTTON-OF 'PROCESS 9C 11 832

GENERAL CESCR IP T ION A3 833

93 0 835
.mn .0 15 7-- 8S6

94 95 0 837

t 5 0 838

TY PE OF PROCESS A30 839

A31 841
CC PMUNIC AI ION

97------------ 842

I NFORMA I ION CREATED A32 843
--As 844

DES IGNAT ION INFO A33 045

VALUE OF A30 S6 0 847

DOIRO----- ---r SO

VALUE OF A31 97 0 849

FROM- EXTERNAL

IPL LI sT

VALUE OF A32
caJ EC au ICE

11....1......
8 0 051

f s3 1,52

9 4 0 a 853
-454

055

857
-137-------- 858

859

94 0 861
aee.

62

00 VERIFY 08J CHO ICE

11.

DC 90
Q31 -7r--

9C 0

4

93 0



93- 0 662--94
95 0 863

96 865

97 867

98 869
A33 870
99 871

F31 0 873
97 0 874
9 0 875

F51 lf 1176

--wsr-VEITIFTIXTIWIC.
99 877
Q5I 40 478

050 879

Al 881

A2 883

91 885
Hui 0 ist

92 887le 0 eta
050 CHECK OBJECTS CHOICE 050 J6 889

J51 890
GET OSJ 11W1 891
GET Oa 381 892

60W1 893
-41`

F6 594
R3 895

ZOWO 896
GET LIST 11W1 897

10A26 898.-
010 899

70331 900

IPL LIST

(TO) DES04.1.11. 10All
Gio-

1.1010

901
9oz
903

TUli2 904
FOCUS-003-1TO LIST1 R3 905

371 907
OUGICIF vALs OAF
tf-01-4TO3 ARE MARKED 1091 909

4100
92 34 91/

33
CPECK IF VALS MARKED 91 10A5 913

K51 9r4-

------wwwwwwwwwwommik.
700 38 913

13 hAVE EXPERIMENTER DESIGNATE IT
MM. 111.mwMa

13 9-0 917
ril ITImansFEH-usti timINE FRam-Ntr TU ti

EXPERIMENTOR DESIGNATES 083 E95 919

DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS 9C 0 921
kr le 4

93 0 923
YLV

65



95 0
lYpt OF VKUUtss A317

96

97

-INFDRMATIUrtREATED 432-
98

Ilk 1GNAI 10N INpa A33
99 0

VA1UE OF A30
DOINA

96
F30 0

V ALOE TIF A31 57 0

BOTH F42 0

I/ ALM OP A32 ce

OBJECT CHOICE F53 0

OBJECT
----wgius*****-**************************1 *-****

F71 0
bx******

Z4 PROCESS OBJ DESIG. INFO. L4 90

REGALL Stl- MOI8tR5S1P Of uu3 P301

POP NEP C41

FLAG 00( AND VALUES P91
REVERT CIM VALS ON MN P171

RtRENDER CHANGE IN S.0 . P64 0

IPL LIST

DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSir -` 9C 0

93 0
93.

94 0
94 95 o
95 0

TYPE OF PROGLS3 -A30

CLARUNILATIUN
96
It31
97

ifiFoRNAITON CREATED

927
928
929

931
932--
933
934
935
936
937
.938
939
940
941

943
944
945
946
947
948
949
950

951

953
954
955
956
957
958
959
960
961

A32 962
98 963

0E5 IGNAT IUM INFO

witut OF A30
COM

St

57
98

VALlif OF K33
OBJECT

01 CAN A CONCEPT BE PRESENTED

DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS
GENERAL utScAiPTioN

A-33 964
99 0 965

95 0
F71 0 971

01

90

966
967
968
969
970

90 973
OM 0 974
0 975
A3 976
93 0 977

94 979

1 IT

95 0

96

981

983
A31
9?

984
985d-001MO1IitITTON

INFORMATION 08EATED A32
98

986
987

64



99
It-ALUt bF A3U

CECIL) ING
s6 0

F31

VALUE OF A32 58 0
GuNCEPT

95
F54
3

**
25 FORM CONCEPT, hAVE EXPERIMENTER 9-0
FeRm GUNCEpt
REMEMBER CONCEPT P67
puT CONCEP1 UN MEP

IPL LIST

C3I

REMEMBER HON CONCEPT FORMED P68
DESGRIMTIUN"CF PxuCESS
GENERAL OESCRIPTION

9C o
A3

93
-93
0

94
94
95

95 5
TYPE OF PROCESS

O 989
990

0 991

993
a 9,4
3 995

.

997
9911-

999
1000

O 1301
LUUZ
1003

O 10u4
1005

O 11:106

O 1007
10o8

A30 1009

CCMMUNICA3ION

INFORMATION CREATED

DESIGNATION INFO

9
A31
WT
A32
95
A33

10
1011
iou
1013
1014
1015

VALUE OF A30
DUTNG-

CGNCEPT

se

57

WV U

Pau 0

F5,4 0

***********************************1 ***** ********
Z5 PAVt E-OESIGNATE CONCePT

NAME OF CONCEPT TO E
e cesIVNAre LuNGEFT
REMEMBER OESIGNATION OF CONCEPT
UtSCKIFTIUN UP IPKUUtb%
GENERAL CESCRIPTION

ZO

TYPE OF PROCESS

COMMUNICATION

INFORMATION CREATED

DESIGNATION INFO

VALUE OF A30
GOING

VALUE OF A31

91:r

P72

P69 0

A3
93

93 0
94 -0

94 95 0
95

A30
96.

A31
9r
A32
18
A33
915- 0

56 0
F30
05 7

1023
/Jac
1025
1026
1027
IUZS
1029
103o
1031
TO3Z
1033
io3*
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040'-

1041
104z
1043
1044
1045

:

VALUE OF A32
CONLtpT

VALUE OF A33
--CL-NCEPT

S8

95

0
F54 0
0
FTz

OT

104?
1046
1049
Tom)
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IPL L 1ST

*********************************1 ***** ******** 1051

u2 U t I- 0011 NE COM EP) dE 5 I GNAT ION 04 90
P501

IOW
1033

Oki- tKNI N5 IF UNGtP1 GORR ECT
DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS
'GENERAL

9C
111z -0 1054
0 1055

DESCRIPTION A"3------1036-----
93 0 1057

1058
.1059

93 0
94 0

94
95

95 0 1060
1061

TTPk OP PRocESs,
1.

96 1063

'
91 1065

imPummiluardatkmitu A3Z
98 1067

DESIGNATION INFO Al3 1068
99 0 1069

VALDE OF A30 0 1070

CEOIDING F31 3 1071

91 0 0 1012

VALUE OF A32 5 0 1073

VALUE OF A33 99 . 0 1075

-GUNGE FT
F72 0' -i076

***********************************1 ***** ******** 1077

O GUM EC T I Vt AC T ION iC 90 1078

PCP MEP TO MN O41 1079
C41 1 Oscr

FIND UNTESTEC DIM VALIS/ 041 1081
91 1082

SONE 92 0 1083

NLNE EA IT 91 RO ar 1084

BR (+) 92 0 1085

ADD DIMS TO NH P181 1086

PUT NEid WH ON MEP O31 1087

REMEMBER HOW NEM Tiff FORMED P64 0 1088

DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS 9C 0 1089

GENERAL. -UtSGit IPT IOW A3 1090
93 0 1091

93 ti 042
94 0 1093

94 95 0 1094
95 0 1095

TYPE 1:W PRECESS A30 1096
96 1097

COMMUNICATION A31 1098
97 1099

WYOINFORMATION MATED --------112

66

IPL LIST

98 1101

DE,lr*AI1DII i A33- 1102
99 0 1103

VALut tit 'WU SO Er 1 La

COING
F30 0 1105
0 0 1106

VALUE OF A32 0 1107

stAKCsi GRITeklum F52 1108

95 0 1109
1110

03 G IVE UP 03 90 1111

OM 011ie:WO



JO 0 2112
DESCRIPTION EW PROCESS 90 a 1113
seNEKAL DISCRIPTIOR A3 1114"

93 0 1115
vs u 111b

0 ill?
0 1116

1119
1320
1141.
1L2Z
1123

lig
11Z6

0 112?

DECIDING F31 0 1129
9T u 0 11311r

VALUE OF A32 98 0 0 1131
VALUlt OP A33 cli o 0 1132***********,***********************1************* 1133
EXIT i ana Ign Pi IASI Rii 90 113,"

JO 0 1135at a o- 1130
***********************************1 ***** ******** 1137
tv5 rntacnT ruGUa 06J TO sUBJecl ENS 90 1134

E2 0 1139
-90 0 li417

Al 1141
91 1142
A2 1143
92 u 1144

91 0 1145
Gcniluts lime OF rELuS u114 r6 0 LL46

9-12
0 1147

I CUNT-AIRS WANE ANI5 uiSiu OF f as4 ki 0 li46
E2 EXPERIMENTER PUT FOCUS E2 J51 1149

GL1AR 11111 ino

94
93

94
VD
0

TYPe Er OmOLESr A30
96

cuNRUNIcsistun A31
9?

awrimmm,10R Glicamu A3Z
98

utsiGNATION 114ft A33
79

vaLue UP A30 911 13

IPL LIST

NI
AAu u£StmirlIoff OW STR 4R11
DESCRIBE FOCUS AS YES

ATTAGA 0EscRIPYWR
MAKE DESCRIPTION
PUT DesuurizOri -um /41 SIN
ENTER STM (NU
ENT tit r IRAM

630
LIR
10F1

J91
J136

10AT
U20
br2

1151
Iztou

1151
115k
1153
1154
1155
1156
115?
1156
1159
1160

PUT OBJECT ON SIN 2 $31 1161I/II 4 ; 1", 4

P2I COPY AND PUTBACK THE 157 ITER P21
sipmpipir &LOC
9-0 1163
PZ0 0 1164

9-0 0 1165
Az 1166
9-2 116?
AL 1165
9-1 0 1169

9-1 0 1170
NI 0 1171

117Z
R1 0 1173

k.
67



-7211-11AKE-TOPr-artm-SIRUCTURT-P20-331---1774--
IN (01 AND REPLACE rap 9-2 11VI 1175

puT AIf UP COPY BACK IN RI 11110 11To

GET GI 1177

3aft 4oHdr LlTb
GET DIM VAL GI 1179

010 1181

tET $13 I 0A 1182
G 10 1183

tufFhmaALixa$ 36 1154
MAKE CFO IN DAV ORDER R190 1185
MARE L0CAL $136 1186

04 J31 1187

644.64.*61,44**44***************114**1 Imp 1188

P191 CREATE INITIAL HYPOTHESIS P 19 k 90 1189
P190 r /190

9-0 0 1191
AZ 1192
9-2 1193
Ai 1194
9-1 0 1195

1190
$10 1197
K99 0 1198

9-2 0 1199
ml 0 1200

IPL LIST

PI90 MAKE K99 DIM ED S.C. P190 JSO 1201

CO$K99.11)NI0,(ATNI ul 1101

GET CFO COPY SAVE R73 1203
OU9T te04

FIND K99T4 ELEMENT ON CFO 11WO 1205
J200 1206

CUT LIST J75 1207
J156 1Z08

DOUBLE NAME OF REMAINS 40140 1209

CuLLeC1 III4V Up KemArkb itb 1Z10

MAKE FON TO 0-LIST 10A9 1211

NEW uiMS vaRra 112ur 1212

SAVE DOL 60w0 1213

ARTTACII JO

DIM VALS FROM I0A10 1215

iu ODL 414 1.47.0

CLEAR MI 40140 1217

PUT DOL 40140 1219

Lftmi
1ZZ0

62 1221

VLsi 5.U. 1191 /ZZ1

IN $1 EXIT 62 .130 1223
1/7 0 0 1224.

***e******s*****ss**s************.*i me* **olio* 1225

P131 SELECT A DIM TO VARY 9-0
PI30 0

LUC,
1227

0
A2

1ZZ5
/229

9-Z 1230
A1 1231
9-1 0 123Z

9-1 0 1233
RID 1Z,4
R98 0 1235
0 123697-1
NI 0 123?

68



P130
(0)50. TC VARY, 4115E1)9121n 2050

G.1
6053
TOO

R41
604
1150

J2073
630

list
R6

GET S.G.
CCLLECT DIM VAL S
Nor DES-ID-EU

sitvrtm
CUT OFF LIST
AtItit 1110 1
ERASE R EMAINS

CCLLECT CIMS
M E -MU

1PL LIST

1239
1140
1241

-124Z
1243

1244-
1245
1746
1247
1248-
1249Intr

OF DIMS ( TO VARY) U20 1251

ACC DIM VALS LI ST
Tv taut

115/
LoA15

J1I

1253
1.z54
1255

FUT upC INMi

PUT S.C. IN M1

630
4otio
1152

tz
1153

GZ J34*44* ************ 6** ***************i **** ********
110

P140 0

A2

Al

5
1257
1-2511
1259
-1z6ti
1261
riot-
1263

6
1265
-mar
1267
izeti
1269

P140 GET (CHANGE 70 DIM VALS )
(04 Rlet11111
GET VOL
SAVE MANE
GET (CHANGE FROM) DIN VALUES

9-4 3 1110
9-1 0 1271

Pil U -1ZIZ
9-2 a 1273

mi 0 la-r4
P140 J45 1275

2055 1176
JS2 1277

60a4 1Zis
10A9 1279

70J45 1281
T .

GENERATE IN PARALLEL

SAVE DI N MD DIN VALS

GET PREF MIER LIST

SAVE

10A10
solo

1091
R100 JO-

91 J51

1283
1184
1285
1186
1287

1,

10A8
GiCr

6051

69

1289
rat;
1291

I
R52

EX
SAVE VAL 6052

9
1293

1295

1297

610
709-2

9
1299
1300
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1PL LIST

YES PICK ANOTHER 30#40 93 1301

ACV-
102

AOC VAL TO OOL 11m2 1303
104111 1304

J12 1305

-SET-SiGN
ITOI VAL 11M2

JiU
J122

SET SIGN (FROM)
mlIGIr 4

I T.

1307
1308
1309
i.310
1311

1313
014
1315

uI J5I &ILO

111411014011************************000**1 4,**10 100*****41 1317

P151 vARY THE HYPuThesil 0151 90 1118
P150 0 1319

1321)-

42 1321

Al 1323
D 1324

9-1
mi IY

1325

9-2 0 1327
hi u /WS

PI50 VARY SEARCH CRITERION P150 442 1329
WOO 1330

FRCM 410 VALLE TO All VALUE 61 1331

SAVE S.C. GET OESCRIPT

SAVE

o'"

IMO
JOZ

60m1

FROM LIST
tRROR
GET ICHAMGE TOI LIST

J10
70J32
11M1
1.0A11

J10

CHANGE SEARCH CRITERION
RePLAt ulanot mum
DIM VAL BY CHANGE TO

POP

IPL LIST

R100
74

91 J51
1 II1Z
11M1
11M0

J31
JOT 44

1333
iss4
1335

1337
1338
1339
1340
1341

1343
1344
1345
1346
1347
1348
1349

***********************************1 ***** ******** 1351

P51 1.0GAT OW Ito V IA SEL CRITERIA P51 cfa laSz
P50 0 1353

9-0 0 1354
A2 1355
9-2 1356
Al 1357
9-1 a 1358

9-1 0 1359
RIO 1300
BO 0 1361



P51;1 SWUM/4 Ptint EJSJ WATL Pi NG
GET CURRENT HYP

HYP

SAVE NAME

HYP
stAwOr BOAKU Fox usnuT
MATCHING CURRENT HYP
AIM Matta- NANt

CLEAR NZ1

ENTER HYP NAME
TUT S.C.
FRCH TO ATTS.
ON USJtLI GM Mt

PLACE OBJECT
DESCRIPT ION
-oN SIN I 1WZ1
PLACE OBJECT
1.GG
COPY 08J.
UN 5TR.53111T

*666** ****************************1
P61 ATIAGN GPO TO P105 1. 1ST

9-2 0 1362
MI 0 1363

r50 J52 1364
11W1 1365

61 1366
20W1 1367

9T I um
11WI 1369

RZ 13/0
70J32 1371
ZUWO I 3-11
11W2 1373

fi30 1374
11W1 1375
1 OA IZ ISM

610 1377
JY4 137B
J136 1379

11612 1380
J6 1381
52 082

I1W2 1383

R73 1385
GZ 132 1316***** ******** 1387

P81 90 13118--
P60 0 1389
0 at7D-
A2 1391
9-2 13W
AI 1393

IPL LIST

9-1 0 1394
9-1 0 1395

ml 1396
F3 0 1397

9-Z 0 IWO
.110 1399
AZD 0 1400

P62 ATTACH SET MEM-SHIP TO CFO

v63 RememsER iJURKTN yv

Pe2 90 1401
P6W U 0Z

9-0 0 1403
AZ
9-2 1405
at 1406
9-1 0 1407

9-1 U 1405
M1 1409
r* a itau

9-2 0 1411
m10
AIS 0 1413

C 3 90 -14-14
P60 0 1415

9-1

A2
9Z-
Al
9-11
0

1417
Ale
1419
1470'
1421

F3
0
M10

0 1423
1424
1425

71



P64 REMEMBER NON NN FORMED P64. 1427

4-0 0 1429

9-2 1431

9-1 0 1433

$1 1435
F4 0 1436

9-2 0 1437

Al2 0 1439

P6) hemtmetm OBAGI room Feb 90 f44o
P60 0 1441

9.41-- 0 1442
A2 1443

1444
Al 1445

9-1 0 1447
ml 1448
F3 0 1449

9-2 a 14)7

IPL LIST

1451

P66 REMEMBER NOW 08J FOUND PetS 90 1453
P6o 0 14,4

9-0 0 1455
AZ 1456
9-2 1457
Al 1451
9-1 0 1459

9..1 1400
M1 1461
P4 0 1.461.

9-2 0 1463
MID 1464
A26 0 1465

p57 NEREmetN 16UNGeP1 POI 9Q 1466
P60 0 1467
1 1468
A2 1469

.11111/...
AI 1471

W /412
9-1 0 1473

Al 1474
F3 0 1475

9Z 0 1476
$10 1477
Au 0 1470

PI8 REMEWIER NOW CONCEPT FORMED P68 90 1479
P60 W 1480

9-0 0 1481
A2 1442
9-2 1483

1:

9-1 0 1485
0 1486
MI 1487
F4 0 1484

9-2 0, 1489

72



Al9 0 1491
1692

P60 0 1493
0 1494
A2 1495

AL 149 /

9-1
9 ...I 0
0
Nr-----

140
1499
/SOO

IPL LIST

F4

M10

0 1501
150z
1503

P60 ATTACH (MI.,XI TO V-LIST P60 152 1505
OF CLASS AIT r2T-13F-T3r

FX.11/M1.42/KFT.13)Mt0
JBT

L1W1
1506
1507

G12 1509
1510

J12 J32 1511
se**, 15123:1:11****-6,161F6.6WWNEWIMWVIMOwinaraM6-1

C31 PUT COPY GF FOCUS AT TOP MEP C31 90 1513
PTU 1514

1515

1517
A1 1518
94-1 1519

1520
MI 1521

1410 1523
Inrifiti*spr*******11WilWiffarilIMIMINIMPT
P71 NAME OF OBJECT TO El P71 90 /525

P71 1526
9-0 0 1527

A2 1328
1529

Al 1330
1531

-0 1532
NIO 1533
0 1534

-EXPIRMIENT
El 0 1535

PIZ hAME GP-MINCER' To
P70 0 1537

9-0 0 1,315
A2 1539

AL 1541
1542

9-1 0 1543
MIO 1544

9s-29-2 a 1545

P7OPUT FIRST SYMB FROM MEMORY
1.7131-ohr-A-NENDRY-T-nr-ERT-EIT

P70 J51 1547
flwl 1545

INPUTS.: MI MEM.LIST.41/ EL IWO 1549
01 155'0

73



IPL LIST wo
PUT OBJECT ON MEMORY LIST 42 J3I 1551

********************vw**wwwwwW*14,411 we*** 14-*Weilr-

P501 RECALL SET MEMBERSHIP P501 90 1553
P gb1:3 3' ---13"P4
0 1555

..111Milmi11111.=!.....011Mall aw...."M.11

9-2

P502 RECALL CONCEPT DESIGN%TION P502

.90

9-2 1557
AL ----lopAr---------
9-1 0 1559

$10
A15 0
0
$1
90
' 41 I

1561-.... 11MOI
1562
1563

1565

0 1567
AZ
9-2 1569
Al
91 1571

1.
P530 (M1,N)*MEP,(01,0/21POT SYMB

$10 1573

9-2 0 1575
IST6

P500 J51 1577

101 CLASS All 40), (I)MEPtt2IMI

a

C30 1579

11W1 1581

11WO 1583
"GTO
70J31 1585

1 nil 1587
1588

62 J31 1589

*****g**648V*10pasislipiiitinkirOtwWwwwwwil Wo***
ES3E93 DESIGNATE OBJECT

..M.1-.....
9-0 1591
23 7 1592

9-0 0 1593
AZ ---rs94
9-2 1595

91 0 1597
9-1 1Y-----

El 0 1599
V-2

.
.1. IPL LIST ,.....171,1...-

M1 0 1601

E. ttSTUNKTE-UNEZT--
CLEAR 11W1 1603

MI 030 1604-

( 3) Els (1) M1 11W0 1605

afT1357ErrliCANE-FIWW-E1 Oi 1-506
DCUBLt NAM IN 140 40140 1607

-------ENTER-CUUtLI GENGtPTNAle .1' . 1 if , 16D8

TEST IF CONCEPT IN OBJECT R8 1609
1 lin V6Iu

GET RESULT OF TEST GB 1611

74
WO 1.40*.4



'1 136 1613
LLNSTRUCT-
STm DESCRIPTION PLACE

I UA
U20

1614
1615

PLACE OBJECT ON SIM 1114
LOLD
1617

G2 J31 1619
3P111 MIPargirinmiaminnivirrimmaninr---- 162o
C41 POP UP-mEP 1 LEVEL C41 90 1621

9-0 0 1/623
AI
9-1 1625
0 1626
$10 1627

"I4

***********************************1
--m-xim-cocrusrms-m-oim-ms

644** ******** 1629
PS6 -90-----1-630-

1000s

-1FRY
P95

£2

0 1631

1633

Al 1635
1636-7P1

-1 1637

MIO 1639
Au 1640
ml 1641
K96 0- 1642

9-2 0 1643

P95 MARK CIM VALS REL OR IRREL 1 1645

SAVE INPUTS P55 J54 1647
MAKE 99-0 5099 1048

J124 1649

IPL LIST

GET OBJECT 0 11bil 1651

GET E OESIG
J82

1.1114
1652
1653

SAVE
------- 2097 1655

GET WA 11-W3 1656
J81 1657

SAYE 6096 1658
GET 01m VARIED 0 11W2 1659

Gio 1660
SAVE 6098 1661

J10 1663

IN PARALLEL J103 J34 1665

10A5 1667
n2 3.665

CiECKIF OONE 1099 1669

11W3 1671
J114 )5 1672

S7 1673

95 401 1675

, 3 75



76

el.*** *****6**

PC/ 90
1676
16774**4166WWWWW4****11106.6*x*******s**11414

P91 MAKE CON3LUSICNS ON DIN VAt.S

9-0 0 1679

9-2
1680
1681

A1 1682
9-1 0 1683

A? 1685
$10 1686
Ala 1687

K96 0 1689
9-2

Pi I. 0 1691

10)K96,111M1,(2)Al2,13)NEP,(4) N1 1693

SAVE INPUTS OSO J54 1694

MAKE 99*0 5099 1695
J114v 1696

30H0 1697

GET 08.1E0' 11i1 1698
J82 1699

GET E DESIG 11W4 1700

IPL LIST

SAVE
510 1701

Z097 170z4.

GET 104 11W3 1703
I/04

SAVE 6096 1705
GETDM VARIED 11 1 157 1706

G10 1707

SAVE 6098 1708

GET DIN LIST CHANGIO 13A9 1709
JIU 1710

GEttERATE. 80114 1091 1711
J10-3 1712

CLEAR MU1 11111 1713
630 1714

PLY DIM VARIED OES 116n 1715

52 1717

PUY 61471114 MI
1716

1196 1719
1720

91 SAVE DIN 91 60w4 1721

R41 1723
40H0

CI.ECK IF ALL BUT 1 MARKED J6) 1725
.rra 1726

ERASE OUTPUT J71 1727

No tAll 73 0 1 725

YES MARK 01N 11w4 1729
1197 1730
13A5 1731

11M--
Cf-ECK if LVNE 1099 1733

J125 1737i
11w0 1735

J1I4 45 1736
47 0 0 173?



113101 REMOVE IRREL DV

e o -o 1738
9S 01 0 1739
ktoks474***kkkk 1740

IPL LIST

P101 90 1741
P100 0 1742

9C 0 1743
42 1744
92 045
41 1746
91 3 1747

91 1748
MI 0 1749

92 1753

DELETE IRRtt. DV
GET WH

GET ODL

GET CHANGE FROM LIST

M1
PIOT J42

481
201U

J82
6641
10410
410

70432

GET TO L 10411

0 1751
1752
1753
1754
1755
1756
1757
1758
1759

1761

EXIT IF kRONG INFO
GtN

Efth1m3 e PROM NW

157AVE DV ITO)
ChECK REL:OIRREL

Imw11.

YES EXIT

70432 1763
1091 ru4
R100 1765

11W1 1766
40H0 1767
40H0 1768
101410 1769

4.10 1.770
474 1771

11-111 1172
10411 1773

410 f/74
J74 1775

10410 1776
411 1777

VOAIL 1//8
411 432 1779

91 ZOMO 1780-
1045 1781
610 1/82

7044 1783
LUti 1184

42 1785
1786
1787
1788
1789
90

P17I 9-0 1791
PM- -0 1792

9-0 0 1793
A2 1794
9-2 1795

1796
9-1 0 1797

9-1 0 1798
MI 0 1799

9-2 0 1800

IRREL.REMOVE FROM WH
7044
1LM2
11100

469 44
T T.

P171 REVERT HYP BACK TO ORIGINAL

77



78

IPL LIST

MI 0 1801

plru KEvtia 5Z-. IL; ORISLNAL STATE

GET

WU .14Z

J81
1802
1803

eL
SAVE NAME MI

2 OW2
60W0

J82
60W1

1804
1805
1806
1807GET S.C. FROM Dts

GET LIST 10F CHANGED VALUES
/0/411

1809
ID.132 1810

SAVE (TO) VAL LIST 6097 1811

-CHANGE- FROM MT lIwI 1812-

10A10 1813
JI0 "PM

SAVE (FRCMI VAL LIST 6098 1815

uENtRArt awn 1 lirt 1816

IN PARALLEL R100 1817
1818

COPY DOL J74 1819
Bowl i820

EXCHANGE (FRCN t0) VAL 1197 1821

10A10 1823
J11 1824

11w1 1825
1198 1826

COPY (TO) LIST J74 1827
10A11 1828

JI1 1829

CLAAR RI 11w0 -1830

G30 1831

PUT OM Itt r1W-0 183i
11W1 1833

Gz 1834

PUT S.C. IN M1 11w0 1835
I1W2 1836
G2 J32 1837

sU8 PRintSS 9r- J5I 1.838.

REPLACE (TO VALUE) 1/W2 1839

DT (PROP VALOt/ I 1101 1840

ON SEARCH CRITERION 11WO 1841
J67 1842
J4 J31 1843

**44;114.****************spai*********1 *****-Imilimemm. 1844

0101 CAN CCNCEPT BE GIVEN 0101 90 1845
V1UU 0 1846

9-0 0 1847
AZ 1848
9-2 1849
Al 1850

IPL LIST

9-1 3 1851
9-1 0 1852

Mita 0 1853
9.2 a 185

$5 0 1855

0100 cHEcK 1r ALL DIM VALI NARKED 0100 J81 1856

CNECK IP ALL DIM VALS MARKED 1091 1857
J100 J8 1858

91 10A5 1859
510 1860

700 J8 1861



-WWW441.*****************************1
P121 FORM CONCEPT

***410 sols*****
P121 9-0

1862
1863

9-0
P123
0

1864
1865

AZ -1866
9-2 1867
Al 1868
9-1 0 1869

9=1 0 1870
M10 0 1871

92 0 TIM
MI 0 1873

P120 1U1.CEG7 GENGEPT I0IREP,I1/81 P120 J46 1874
GET S.C. $81 1875
SAVE 2086 1876
SAVE MI 20W5 1877
GDNCEPI rant J90 1878

JI36 1879
20W3 1880

DOL NODE J90 1881
J136 1882

SAVE 20w2 1883
6 thrtRAI E' t IX 1186 1884

1091 1885
J133 1886

COPY S.C. 11W6 1887
i73 1888

23116 1889
AITAGN OP? 11WZ 1890
TC DOL UNDER BASIS ATT 11W6 1891

13A31 189/
J12 1893

CLEAR NI 11W5 1894
630 1895

PUT OUL IN mf 11W5 1806
11W2 1897
62 1898

PUT CONCEPT IN MI 11W5 1899
11W3 1900

IPL LIST

EX IT 62 J36 1901
SUB r SAVe osm FALut 91 DIE4 19U2
CI-ECK IF REL,IRREL 1045 1903

610 1904
NIETNER,EXIT 70J4 1905

PUT DIM VALUE LINZ 1907
OW DDL UNDER 1-908
REL OR IRREL ATT 11W1 1909

JXZ 1710
Cf.ECK IF DIM VAL REL 11W1 /911
iRtLI STN5/ 10F2 1*I2

J2 1913
1 '

YES ADD TO 11W3 1915
7CLACEVI LIST 1/4m 1,,10

J66 J4 1917

9-0 1919E94 OESIGNATE CONCEPT ES4
e4 1920
0 1921
AZ -Ozz
9-2 1923
Al ritz41

9-1 0 1925

79



El
1926
1927

E4-ElPtRIIIENTER-CtSlumArt GUNCEPT t4

CLEAR
ml
180 El, (1) M/fl 51.15.0 GLINGILPT

SAVE NAPE
PUT CCNCEPT DESIGNATION ON
M1 COMPARE CCNCEPT WITH
CORM usicEpr
CCMPARE CORRECT CONCEPT WITH
-Sue1tCT5 cuNCIPT

BUILD DETACHED OES.

SAVE H5
UtblitiNAIWN ATT.

-P117-0EsCRIPTION
ON STM

IPL LIST

MI
J51.

11W1
G30

LIMO
bl

60w0
1175

R8
TO9 -1

11F5
1 Iwo

R8
wi

J91
J136

40145
JAZ f

U20 1947
;AWL 1941---------

J6 1949
52 1950

O 1929
1931
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

1941
1942
1943
1944.
1945
iv46

PUT SUBJECTS
CENtEP7 EN
SIN

11W1 1951
1952

G2 1953
SUM J31 1954

1955***********************************1 ***VII *******#
012 CETEWKINE IF CONCEPT COkRECT 012 90- 1956

010 0 195?
9-70 0 1953

A2 1959

9-1

1960
1961
1962
1963

A27
Pi

9-2

010 CHECK IF CONCEPT CORRECT 010

0
145

J51

1965
966
1967
1968
1969

ENTER JUT

CCMPARE
EXIT

11WI
510

11W0
J2

30H0
ift**************************.**0***1 ***it* *my***

PI81 ADO CIMENSION TO SEARCH C. P181 90

80

PIBO
9-0 0

12
9-2
Al
9-1

9-1
M1

9-2 0
M1

1971
1972
1973
1974

J3I 1975
1976
19?

O 1-978-

1979
1980
1981
1982

O 1983
-1984

O 1985
1986

3 1987



P 0 A0
SAVE $1

P-1 0

20117 1989
ski- Tutus COPT
GET WH CFF DES

JUL
10A18

1990
1991
1992

SAVE NAME 60116 1993
PUT im IN 141,N G4 1994
GET DOL 1110 1995

482 1996
GET (TO) LIST 10A11 1997

410 1791
GENERATE 1091 1999

4100 437 1000

IPL LIST

AOC (TO) LIST VALS TO WH 91 11116 2001
J6 20u2
464 44 2003

RI90 COPY FOCUS IN DAV ORDER 11190 445 2005
sAVE- zuwo- 2006
SEARCH CRITERION 490 2007
savE Nome lOwt 20a8
GET $13 PREF ORDER 10A8 2009

wit; zaIu
20111 2011

91 I/w2 2012
(FOCUS) 11110 2013
min Listr- 11111 2014
SELECT DIM R52 2015

/VW 20L0
GET COMMON VALUE ON FOCUS R1 2017
AUL TO COPT J65 93 2018
PCP EXTRA SS

-----Ses
92 30H0 2019

PROUS Lif DIAS 4. 1pla lulu
94 460 2021

J60 ZOZZ
7095 2023
12110 2024

4123 2025
J8 94- 2026

95 30140 435 2027
ST .01 I zing***********************************1 *11*** ******* 2029

an SELECT PREftRRE0 DIM Of k0/ Rf2 452 2030
SAVE LIST 60110 2031
StLEGT DIM 416 2032
EXIT IF NONE 70432 2033
SAVt DIP 20111 2034
SET PRO8 11110 2035
OF oim. I1111 2036
OR 01M. VALUE MINUS 89 2037
RgIuRN PITH StLEGTED DIM 11101 432 2031

***********************************1 100**# ******** 2039
041 PINE' UNUSTED uimiSi Q41 90 2040

040 0 2041
9-0 0 2042

A2 2043
2044

Al 2045
9-1 0 1046

9-1 0 2047
M10 2048
1(97 0 2049

9-2 0 2050

*so

81



IPL LIST

MI 2051

040 FIND UNTESTED DIMS 040
145
346

2032
2053

11111E10,121ft
381 2055

lAvE FOCUS COY 20116
30140

206
2057

SAVk Al
CLEAR MI
ANU U1N3 UP LML
HAVING PROPERTY AS

SAVE DDL
uatik mom
CUT LIST 3200 2065

tilAbt litAAINb
610 ZUbb

GET LIST OF CVALS 11W4 2067

COLLECT DIMS Ali 2068

MAKE DOL WITH DIMS 10A9 2069
020 ZDTO

SAVE NAME 60111 2071

PUi UIN3 VAL5 1ii4 kOTi

ON DIX IOAII 2073

OTIL -CN N1 J11 2074
1100 2075
11611 2076
62 2077

rift 0:110s curv um 41 las 2078
2079
2.010
2081

trOar Z0Sti

630 2059
LIMO I060
LOAS 2061
1440 2062

60W4 2063

Omm.M1...

PUT DOL CN MI

11W6
62 336

***********************************1 ***** ********

042 FIND DIMS MARKED IRREL 042 96
043 0

9-0
AZ
9-2
Al
9-1 0

9-1 0

K97 0
9-2 0

MI
H5 0

043 FIND DINS NARKED IRREL 043 346

srlit 0) mu. ut Oims Tb FIND ZOWI

11104E1),(2)M1
381

SAVE FOCUS COPY 20s6
30H0
60W5

IPL LIST

2082
2083
2084
2085
20$6
2081
2088
2089

2091
Z002
2093
2094
2095
2096
2097
2098
2099
2100

CLEAR M1 630 2101

VALUE
naviku rmurtmlY A,

SAIlt
DATA TERN
CUr LLS
ERASE REMAINS

82

Ut1 Libl ur GVAL5
CCLLECT DIMS

JO

10F2

R42
60W4
IIWI

3200
630

I. Mk
R6

2103
104
2105
2106
2107
21-08
2109
2110
2111

OPP el f41



RAKt DIX VIM DIMS- 10A9
U20

211Z
2113

3111t MANt
PUT DIMS VALS

l
/ 1W4

j114
2115

WI UM &WILL 4116
PUT DOL ON MI 4i1 2117

1155 zli6
11W1 2119

PUT UUL Cs ml 6l 2120
PUT FOCUS COPY ON MI 11615 2121

Lass 212
62 436 2123

; 1- T 7 7 ***** wilmigmw
R61 FIND VAL OF ATT (0) OF LIST(1) Rel JS1 2125

A11101 AssuNtO sPELAFIG 1 lb 2126
GET VAL OR VAL LIST 91 /IWO 2347

21ze
EXIT IF FOUND 70 431 2129
NIJJ FouNC itwo 2130
GET ATT (0) CLASS ATT 10A6 2131

£132
70431 2133

451 £134
GET SPECIFIC 11W1 2135
DEsoKIPTION 2136

610 2137

60111 91 2139
******K*****************41~M*****1 ***** ******** 2140
R6I MAKE (1) A VAL OF ATT(0) RE2 452 2141
GM LIST UP IIMO nu
ATTI01 ASSUMED SPECIFIC 10A6 2143
GET CLASS ATT CM 2144
NCNE.CONNECT SPEC 7091 2145
bIve Gums jut,' 2146
MAKE DOL 11112 2147
WITH CLASS ATT 390 2148

2149
6vg36 21,0

IPL LIST

1197 2151

MAKE SPECIFIC 91
Jrz

11W2
-2152
2153

uitGRIPTIum iiwr
11WO

2154
2155

***********************************1 *****
Ji2

********
432 2136

2157
R40 mAKt LIST OF eLeMENTs 490 2156
OF L(1),HAVING ATT.10/ 4136 2159
SAVt LJ1VU1 ANU ATT. J51 2160
GENERATE L113 1091 2161

4100 2162
EXIT WITH OUTPUT IN HO HMO 431 2163
sus P SAYt S 91 6097 2164
ENTER ATT. IIMI 2165
UMW( a ATI. $,IN des OF 5 R81 1166
NO,CONTINUE 7044 2167
YES, ADO S TO 0UTPDT 51101 2168
ANO CONTINUE IWO 2169

1197 463 -2170
S7 0 2171

**** *
R42 MAKE LIST OF ELEMENTS FROM L121 R42 490 2173
41AV1A6 ATT Bit AND VA1 11/

. 452 -21. 74
GENERATE 12/ 1091 2175
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RETURN WITH OUTPUTS

J100
11110 J32

2176
12177

SAVE 5
CIIECK FOR ATI 101

91 6097
11M1

2175
2179

NO EXIT

GIO
70J4

2180
2181

YES :CHECK VAL
111I2

12

2182
2183

NceilIT
YES A00 S TO OUT L

70J4
LINO

2184
2185

1197r 165 2186

97 0 0 2187

*******************N4***************1
***op* sem*** 2188

R41 MAKE LIST OF ELEMENTS P41 J90 2189

or Liu. NUT HAVING ATT.I0/ JI36 2190

SAVE OUTPUT AND ATT.
151 2191

lafRATE LIST III 1041 2191
J100 2193

EXIT WITH OuTPUT IN Ho 11WO J31 2194

SAVE S FROM LI1/ 91 6097 2195

ENTER Aft 101 IIN1 2196

TEST IF ATT NOT ON OES OF S R81 2197

YES CONTINUE
TO la 2198

NO.ADD S TO OUTPUT LIST 11WO 2199

An GONTINUE 1197 ZZOO

IPL LIST

46$ 44 2201

***********************************1
Nom 10****111**

0 1202
2203

6 , - 1
1 4

111 AND la IN PARALLEL FOR 01 J17 2205

SAVE LISTS 411,121 Jz1- 2206

DOWN 1 9h 111 9-1 11WO 2207
460 zZOO

20W0 2209

WM AP tNU L151
lA10

OCNN 1 ON LIST 121 11W1 2211
J60 2212

20W1 2213

Exu- IF trai Lni TOJIAIr 2214

ENTER SYM8 FROM UZI 95 12M1 2215

tmltm bTREI Fnum la IMIU 2214

EXECUTE sua PROCCSS .118 2217

-EMI It 5U6-F AETURN5 1IIJ19- 9-1 2215

U6 GEN PSEUDO PROGRAM UA 2099 2219

SimuCiumE SYmos puR sup P 101 91 2220

POP INITIAL ENTRY 3097 2221

--------ErA Libi up 5U6 LI5T5 1098 ZZZZ

ICANT 8E USED IN RECURSIVE ROUTNI J75 J71 2223

PL4 LUG L 91 4097 1224

SAVE LOC
6097 2225

ADO 5UB L NANt 1095 2226
.06 2227

lb LIS]
.166 44Z8

SCAN SUB LIST 95 1197 2229
160 2230

2097 2231

IF tiNU
70J4 2232

ENTER S TWICE 1297 2233
6

LOCAL
J132 2235

70 92 2236
SET SION 4 BEFORE XEO SUB P .14 2237

NOT LUG PRtIENT S ID sU8 P 0199 2238

CCNTINUE OR QUIT 700 95 2239
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SU L, Sttril Otteitt 92 1398 22 0
J6 2241

2z4z
95 2243

91 2245
30-97 1240
700 95 224?

S9 0 0 ZZ46
98 a 0 2249
94 o o us0

IF SEEN GU TO 95 (CONTINUE)
471

73
SttN IMEN UtN

IU rOIA. iOur Lot ur
IF - EXIT AGAIN

LIST OF bSED LOCALS

IPL LIST

GII (EOUIV TO 411 EXCEPT NO ERASE) 611 451
5 ZHO
1 IMO

462
7091

460
20W0
ILW1
21W0 J31

91 40Np
LINO
465

11W1
465 431

***********************************1 ***** ********
Kb LULL 1 L13: UP MEAT UPPEASI

OF LIST (0)
SAVE alit OF OUTPUT
GENERATE LIST (0)

EXIT WITH MAME OF OUT
Sub A

490
4136
450

1091
J100

LINO 433

R

I.E. NEXT UPPER 610
aht,CONTINUE 7044
ADD IT TO OUTPUT LIST 11WO
ANC CoNTImit 46 465

***********************************1 ***** ********
it3 GuPy ful WIT/MUT ITS

MAKE OUTPUT NAME LOCAL
SAVE NAME
BLCT OUT DES ON OUTPUT

413
4136

6-097
100
2147

97

2251
2252
2253
2254
2255
2256
225?
2258
2259
2266
2261
2262
2263
z64
2265
azoo
226?
2268
2269
2270
2271
212

2273
2274
2275
2276
2277
z 78
2279
220
2281
2282
2283

R39 MAKE STRUCTURE (0) SYMMETRIC
DOUBLE LIST NAME,SAtE BOTH
DCWN 1 ON LIST (0)

VAIT I1 EN6
ENTER SYM
MAKE LIST NAME A VAL ON ots
OF ITS SYMB
UNDER- A7T A6
ENTER SYM6_
littGURSt ANO GUATINUt

R39 40HO
451

91 11010
J60

20W0
704131
12W0
11W1
10A6

412
12W0

R-39 91
***********************************1 ***** ********
R38 ERASE VAL LIST OF ATT*I01 ON I

1/ *GENERATE (II
EXIT WHEN-DONE

2285
2286
2287
2288
2289
2290
2291
2292
2293
2294
2295
2296
229?

R38 450 2298
1091 2299

4I00 430 2300
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IPL LIST

SUB P ,DOUBLE LIST NAME 91 40440 2301
2302
2303tmTER Ali.

DELETE ATT AND vAL FROM LIST
1100

J14

tNIEK Ali.
RECURSE

Lbw
R3e

7304
2305

r.
--ww-wwwwwwwww***-*
G210 IS DES OF 111 IN (2) UNDER CL 6210 444 230?

CLASS ATT 20w1 230 e

SAVE (1) DES 20114 2309
Z0113 zALv

GEN SPEC ATVS OF CLASS ATT 11W1 2311
1091 2312

4100 334 2313

---CCMPARE utsEs 91 20w2 231S-

GET vAL GF SPEC ATT FROMRI 11W4 2315
LINZ ZSIO
610 2317

Ir Rowe LuNT1HUt 7045 2338-

GET vAL FROM ROUTINE 2 11W3 2319
2320-

CCPPARE THE TwO 610 2321
7045 Z3ZZ

***********************************1 S4*** ******** 2323

R3 iptatoi-ITI DIFFERENCE
4113 2324

DELETE SYMeS ON (31 FROM (I) 6097 2325

COPY rOI SAVE NAME Jo 2326

GENERATE 111
1091 4100 2327

OELETt 5 ON 111 FROM 10) 91 107 2325
46 2329
469 44 2330

97 0 0 2331

*****************************weimpol *4414 ******** 2312

R4 MARK ELEMENTS OF I 121 R4 15I 2333

WITH AfT 101 ANU OAL 111 731
4100 331 2335

NARK GENERATED SYMeS WITH ATT 91 111(1 ZS145

AND VAL /IWO 1I2 2337

10.41114****Wwwpwww*********44,4,0*****1
**vow wowiwilmw 2338

R$ COPY LIST ill AND CUT OFF R5 450 2339

COPY At/tR (MR SYMBIOUTPOT tu R73 2340

SAVE COPY NAME IN HO 40H0 2341

LOCATE 10)114
11110 2342

CUT.ERASE REMAINS 4200 2343
G30 330 2344

***********************************1
*44140 ***ft*** 2345

61 FtTCH IbT LIST UP LIST tUf 61 4oH$ 2346
3111 2347

**********************************1 ***0* ***SAONE* 2349

IPL LIST

(0) IN FIRST LIST LOC
OT UI NO PUSH DOOM
IF EMPTY PUSH DOWN

1

o r
11(1

-160
T0 91

2351

2353 .1.11
91 201(1 2355

------

211(1 43I 2351

************ww*******4440.44mrweern-sArorweiNFORF---------72353
02 PUT (0) IN 1ST LIST POS. Uf 111 62 36 2359

SAFE H5

86
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--PUTIT110104-1-13-1---
LOCATE 1ST POS

41111r-
1110 2363

20100 2365

PUT S IN 2110 130 2367
nifir

68 PICK YESINO SYMBS VIA H5 66 1091 2369
TOOT Ser--73-10-

91 0 2371

r 2 0 2373
*****************44****ems***s**1-11MOVI-441441711---z374
610 GET 1ST VAL OFF VAL LIST S10 R81 2375

***********************************1 *****
Via

********
23-16
2377

111 Owl AnNTTIVT707-7wor
OEPENDIhG ON (0/ J2 2379

-70.1002 J81 23.10
***********************************1 ***** ******** 2381
G-1/ -SET 'ALM or ATT. Or J10

LISTV (1) MINUS 700 2383
435,

***********************************1 ***** ******** 2385
R2 LCCATE Lin 161 EQUIVALENT R2 J51 23716

ON LIST CF LISTS (11 91 1111 238?
J60

NEKT ON (1) 2011 2389
END I QUIT TUJ31 2390
IS 1(1) EQUIV (0) 1211 239111110--2397-

Re 2393
No.CONTINUE SCAN 7091 23 1114
YES RETURN LOC. 1111 J31 2395

RI) )51 2397R8 401 .C. (1)
ENTER LIST 401 1111,
ENTER SUB P 109-1

-.Mu
2399

GENERATE &ND TEST J31

IPL LIST

SUB P TEST IF $ ON (1) 9-1 1111 2401

***********************************1 *****
J6

********
Jrr Z40z

2403
g

11!'UFOS, 6,

ENTER LIST1 1111 2405
SU5PROGESS
GENERATE LIST (14

109-1
J100

2406
2407

INVERT 145 AND EXIT
DCUBLE SYM8 FROM LIST (1) 9-1

J-5

40H0
J31 2408-

2409
tr4I-K LIS! I 1--
INVERT ARGS

limo
J6

2410
2411

SYN8 401 ON LIST (1)
REVERSE NS

417
.15

2412
2413

lr POUND, P GUNI-ENOE
***********************************1 *****

700
********

J5 z414
2415

uely Pt ur 5rmu1ti.
ATT. DESCRIPTION LIST

tlid0
490

VOA*
2417

10/ ATT., ID VALUE 4136 2418
DOUBLE NAME 4040 2419
VI -V MAR ' PT 2420

1110 2421
Jai JA z4zz

***********************************1
------G30

***** ******** 2423
2424nAsE 50017 OP LIST 10/ G30 J75 J71

87



***********************************1 ***** *******

L41

2425

2427t P EAINENTERriNST-113-51Ria

143 2429
L44 2430
L45 2431
L46 2432
L47 2433
L46 2434
L49 2435

L51 2437
L52 0 z4311

***********************************1
***** ******** 2439

t

94 0 2441

9c a 2442

MESSAGE TYPE
A60 2443
20 Z444
A66 2445

-VP

DDL CONTAINIMG MESSAGE 94 95 2447

FIRST PACS FLAG
A65 2449
Fl 2450

IPL LIST

EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT A6I
911
ASO

2451
2452
2453STRUCTRUE OF ENVIORNMENT

TYPE Of CON35PT

-A II

A63
923
A64

924

2455
2456
2457
2458
2459

GGAL
VALue tYDa

PROBLEM DETAILS F61 0 2461
921 0 2462

EO 2463
:tr

M13 2465

Fa3 0 2467
-924 2468

Fl 2469

926 2471
-14-rzA91

91 2473

DinEssiuns us liff A93 2474
92 2475

DINENbrLAS-Ac1UALLY-vARIE0L A94 2476
93 0 2477

91 0 2478-
AWARE F7 0 2479

t

99 0 248 1

K98 2483
*** * *

START SY SNOWING FOCuS CARD L42, 90 2485
94 0 2486

DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS 9C 0 2487

NESsal'ITPE A60 2488

88



920 3 2489
DOL CONTAININg filtISAGt 94 ;5 0 2490

95 0 2491
TYPE OF PRDCS A30 2492

96 2493
CLiMMUNZCAI IOW A31 2494

97 2495
thFURMATION-CAEATt0 A31 2496

98 2497
42-7915--

99 3 2499
-vALUE OF A36 te 0 2500

IPL LIST

CUING F30

F41

0

0

250/
2-502-

2503FROM EXTERNAL
VALUt OF AJZ

FOCuS OBJECT
S Et 0

F51 0
z304
2505

0 0 2,66
920 0 2507

----PROCESS SPEC F62 a- z508-
***********************************1 ***** ******** 2509

ScLELT Ah Objt4.1 Li3 L5iU
94 0 2511

DESCRWTIDN IIFFROLess 9C 0 Ziz
MESSAGE TYPE A60 2513

910
DDL CONTAINING MESSAGE 94 95 0 2515

TYPE OF PROCESS A30 2517
96 2U8

CCMMUNICA3IoN A31 2519
97 1520

INFORMATION CREATED A32 2521
4-8 z522

DESIGNATION INFO A33 2523
99 7 1524

VALUE OF A30
-CUING

96 0 2525
F30 0 1526'

S7 0 0 2527
vAlut UP *31 s i528

SEA4Ch CRITERION F52 0 2529
9S 0 11 1530
920 0 2531

PROCESS-SPEC F82 -0 2532
*4444****************414************1 411$18141# ******** 2533r : I 2334"="--

94 0 2535
DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS sic 0 2-6X6
MESSAGE TYPE A60 2537

2538
Du CONTAINING MESSAGE 94 95 0 2539

95 U 2540
TYPE OF PR005SS A30 2541

96 2542
CCPMUNICATION A31 2543

97 2544
INFORMATION CREATED A32 2545

91i Z415
DESIGNATION INFO A33 2547

99 o z5-48
VALUE oF A30 96 0 2549
-WING FIEJ 0 1550

89



IPL LIS/ ....=611

VALUE OF A31 S 7 0
-0

2551
2552
2553mpg tAIERAAL

VALUE OF A32 Se
F41
0

utiJILT 'Chu ILE
95

T53-
0
/I
F62

0

o

2554
2555

2557PROCESS SPEC
****01*****************************1
WHICH WILL BE OESIGNATE0

***f*
145

********
90 2559

DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS 9C
94
0

2560
2561

93 a 2565

CUNMUNICflIUN

96

INFORMATION CREATED

INPU

VALUE UP A30
CUING

INTERN EXTERN COMMUMME

OBJECT CHOICE
VACOE OF A33
OBJECT

A31
97
A32
98
A33
99

PROCESS SPEC;
-----1,VTVV********************XV*******1

BY YES CR NO

MESSAGE TYPE

56 0
F30

F42
e

F53
95 0

F71
920

F62
***** PWIr****
146 90

44
9C a

A60
920

UGC GUNIAINING mes5AGe 9
55

5
0

DESZNialbh A/7. 47
931

920 0

At/ SPEC F63
931- -0

YES Fl

NO F2

2567
06-8
2569
2176
2571
157z

o 2573
2574

0 2575

o 2577
'25/6

0 2579
2114

3 2581
2512

O 2583
Z554
2585

O -2184
2587
2588
2589

***********************************1 ***** *******

WHEN YOU HAVE T/IE CONCEPT 141 90

0

0

0

259D
2591
2592
2593
2594
2595
2596
2597
/598
2599

IPL LIST

94 0 2601

DESCRIPTIoN C1 PROCtsS
MESSAGE TYPE A60

£602
2633

9/0 0 z604

OOL CUNTAIN1NG MESSAGE 94 95 0 2605
V, 2106

TYPE OF PR005SS A30 2607
516- 2608

CCPMUNICATION A31 2609
97 ttalj

INFORMATION CREATED A32 2611

90
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DESIGNATION INFO
95
A33

2012
2613

VALUE OF A30 S6 0 2615
Lt.01 [646

7 0 0 2617
YALUt QV A3Z se -ars-

CCNCEPT F54 0 2619
95 2620
920 0 2621

PRULtbb sreu Paz
***********************************1 ***** ***as*** 613

PURR Tfit GONCErT L48- 90 2624
94 0 2625

iftsuRIPlioN-UF ARM 9 0 2626
MESSAGE TYPE A60 2627

9zu D 2028
DDL CONTAINING MESSAGE 94 95 0 2629

95 0 2630
TYPE OF PRDC5SS A30 2631

96 2632
COMMUNICATION A31 2633

9f 2634
INFORMATION CREATED A32 2635

98 2636
DESIGNATION INFO A33 2637

99 0 2638
VALUE OF A30 Se 0 2639
WING P30 0 2640

A106
57 a a 2641

OF A32 96 0 42642
CONCEPT F54 0 2643

95 J 0 2644
920 0 2645

10KUUt-bb WEI. P62 U 2640
***********************************1 ***** ******** 2647
wmIcw WILL 8E DE5iNATE0 L49 90 264e

94 0 2649
06SCRIPTIO1 OF PROGeSS st 2650

IPL LIST_

MESSAGE TYPE A60 2651

DOL CONTAINING MESSAGE 54
920
95

o
0

2652
2653

TYPE OF PR005SS
45 0

A30
2654
2655

96 2656
CCMMUNICATION A3I 2657

97 2656
IMFORMATION CREATED A32 2659

98 2660
DESIGNATION INFO A33 2661

99 0 2662
VALUE OF A30 St o 2663

LoitiG7 F30 0 ----2664
VALUE OF A31 57 0 2665

613TH n2 7 2666
VALUE OF A32 S8 0 2667
CENCePT F54 0 2668

VALUE OF A33 95 0 2689
cantor' 2 0 2670

920 0 2671
PiOnaa sPEG P62 0 1612

***********************************1 ***** ******** 2673
YES-CM Ro L50 90 2674

94 0 2675

91



MESSAGE TYPE

0
A60

2676
2677

9z0 0 2618

ODL CONTAINING MESSAGE 94 95 a /679

95 0 2680

EXP DESIGNATION OF CONCEPT A27 2681
941 0 2682

941 0 2683

YES-
F L 26194

NO
'920

F2 0 2685
0 2686

ATI SPEC
F63 0 2687

44114.8ww),4*****66.44*114411044441*40.441
ill*** ***atm* 2688

IF THE CCNCEPT IS CORRECT Lgl 90 2689
94 0 2690

DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS 90 0 2691

MESSAGE TYPE
A60 2692
920 0 2693

Oft CoNTAININ0 MESSAGE 94 95- 0 2694

95 0 2695

TYPE UP Fawns A3d- 2E96
96 2697

CcONONICAtIoh
A31 2698
97 2699

IhFoRmAtIoN CREATED
A32 2700

IPL LIST

98 2701

LasIVNATlaN fINPU A33 zyu2
99 0 2703

DECIDING
F3I 0 2705

;7 0 0 2706

VALUE OF A32 SO 0 2707

CCNCEPT
F54 0 2708

VALUE OF A33 99 0 2709

LLNGEF7
FT2 0 ZTIO

920 0
-0

2711

PROCESS sPEC P62 ZTIZ

**************9********************1 imp*** 1001****** 2713

I-HATS ir L52 90 r 11I4
94 0 2715

utbunIrILON ur FICUUtbb U 7I6

MESSAGE TYPE 1460 2717
1718

O 2719
zr213
2721

910

OCL CONTAINING MESSAGE 94 95
95r
A81
90

56 3
F65 0
0

TERMINATION
F63 0

******4440$*************************1 ***** ********

MESSAGE TERMINATION

920

2723
1724
2725
2126
2727

r w

A2 PROCESS OUTPUT
A3 FmocEsS oEsCRIPT (CL) NTT.

A2 O 0 2729
O 2730
A30 2731
A31 2712
432 2733
A33 0 2/34

Ad, HU OBJ FOUND A4 0 0 2735

-16r REL., MEE- A5 a 0 'no
A6 IBEXT UPPER 1 SYMMETRY At 0 0 2737

-AT-EXP mESIO oF GARD Viola Al 90 0 1735

9Z

9C 0 2739



A6
91 0

2740
2141

-VARIED'

91 a
Al5 0

2742
2743

A9 D IW AS 90 0 2744
9C 3 2745

A6 2746
91 0 2747274r----0
0,12 0 2749iIOtTM VALUE-FR-COI 2750

IPL LIST

9C 0 2751

91 0
3752
2753

91
Al2 0

2754
2755

9C 0 2756
A6 2757
91 a 2756

91 0 2759
A1Z 0 2760

Al2 CLASS ATT. S.C. FORMATION Al2 a 2761
A9 2762
A10

-0
2/63All zi64

A15 SET OWMBERSHIP ATT. (CLASS) A15 0 0 2765
A16 Gila FUUNO Mii 0 -0 Z766
A1.7 CCNCEPT FOUND Al7 a a 2767
£18 kORKItt6 HYPOThSit Ala or 0 E768
A19 CONCEPT (NCra FORMED) A19 0 0 2769
A20 L100 IrVAL IS FOCUS COPY A20 0 0- 2770
A27 EXP DESIG CF CONCEPT A27 90 2771

9C 0 2712
A6 2773
th 0 2774

91 0 2775
Al5 0 2776

A26 hOW OBJ FOUND A26 3 3 2777
Azv OASIS FOR ZUNST. CONCEPT A29 -o- 0 2778
A30 PROCESS THYPE A30 0 0 2779
A31 140CESS tagRUNICATION A?.I 3 0 2783
A32 INFORMATION CREATED A3Z 0 0 2781
A33 CESIGAATION INF0RNATION A23 0 0 2782
A50 E9 ATT VAL IS $13 A53 a 0 2783
AbO EXP MtbSAGE TYPt AtO 2784
A61 EXTERNAL ENVIORNMENT Atl 0 0 2785
163 TYPE -0 coNCEPI A13 0 0 2786
A64 TtE GOAL

'FIRST
464 0 0 2787

A65 PROBLEM ATT.IVALIEF11 Aes 0 0 2780
A66 HIDON ASSUmPTN NUT KNO TO SUBJ A66 0 0 2789
Aso PROBLEM dETAIL sreculcATION AEU 2790
A81 MESSAGE TERMINATION A81 0 0 2791

A91 ARARENESS ATTRIBUTE AS1 0 0 2792
A93 DIMENS IONS IN WORK HYP AS3 0 0 2793
A94 grmENsIoNs ACTUALLY vARED A34 0 0 2/94-
A111 POSSIBLE VALUES OF SPEC ATT A111 0 0 2795
A303 L100 IYPE VAL TS t9 A307 O 2796
A302 1.100 VAL IS STRAT A302 0 0 2797
F1 YES, RELAVANT F 1 0 2798
F2 NO, IRRELAVANT F2 3 3 2799



IPL LIST

F4 FLAG (MIA) F4 0 0 2801

---F5-C1NTA1A-S-CIRE-871
F3-7"------0 2112---

F6 CONTAI6S NAME FOCUS CARD Ft 0 0 2803

Illil *Kt 1-1 U U 2504

F8 UNAWARE
Fe 3 0 2e05

---F30 COI% Flo 0 0---------211M6

F31 DECIDING F31 0 0 2807

T32CtaTTITINGT
F40 TO EXTERNAL
topl rKUM tAltKNAL
F42 BOTH

--F51 -EMUS CBJELT-
F52 S.C.

F54 CCNCEPT
roI 'MOO 11tIALLS-
F62 PROCESS SPEC
r63 AirRimat sPEc
F64 FOCUS SPEC
F65 TERMINATiON
F71 DESIGNATE OBJ

flz o -0 2808

F40 0 0 2809
rdwi 0 u 2510
F42 0 0 2611
rt1 o a- 281Z
Ft2 0 0 2813

Ft 3- 0 TY za14
F54 0 0 2815

Fel
FE2
pis
F64
F-65
F71

0

2817
zala
2819
zeal-
2821

F.

F80 TYPE OF CONCEPT F80 0 0 2823
wr 0 Z824

52 0 2825
1826
2827
2sza
2829
Z830
2831
-283z
2833
1834
2835
2836
2837
2838
2839
2540
2841

4,***Ivoir$411**** 2542
$1 +01 1 2843

$2 *01 2 2844

1(3 +01 3 2845

K4 4.71 4 2546

1(5 +01 5 2847

K6 401 6 2848

1(7 +01 7 2849

1(8 +or-- 3 2350

-----mrawitmaxamilroveltv*****wwwwwww*I.
mow ***vim*

$10 PROS EIO $10 +01 53

phio Iglus e2u kzu- +u su

$30 PRO8 E30 $30 +01 50

NW E40- $40 +01 so

$53 PROS E53 $50 +01 50

ALI PROS til Nil +01 50

$12 PROS E12 $12 +01 SO

NZL PHOO thl RZI 01 SD

$22 PROS E22 $22 +01 50

N31 PRD8 E31 $31 +01 50

$32 PRO8 E32 $32 +01 50

N41 PROS EA1 N41 +01 50

$42 PRO8 E42 $42 +01 SO

N51 PROS E51 HST- +31 53

N52 PRO8 E52 $52 +ft So

.4*******-10-***********************411
POSITIVE INTEGTAL CONSTANTS

94

IPL LIST

Kg +01 9
10
1

2851
2552
2853

K10 +01
KS6 +01

Wit WM UNTeSED 0IM 10 FIND Q40 KS7 +01 1 2854

1(98 NUN DIM TO VARY IN P130 KS8 '4.01 1 2855

1(99 NUM DIM IN WN gST BY PI90 1(59 +DI 5 2856

*******************************,**1 *mist worn*** 2857

ELESENTS Ell 6 2858
a a 2859

E22 4861

12



E31
£32
EAU
£42
WI/
£52

O 2862
0 0 2863
o 0 2864
0 3 2865
O 0 ifto

O 2867
**sip 2868

o 2869
o zwro-
o 2871

9-1 1872
£10 2873
E2D 2874
£30 2875
El.() 21178
E50 0 2877

9-1 a 2878
A8 2879
0=-72 o 2880

9-2 a 2881
O 2882

9-3 9-0 0 2883
-9-0- Fileeti4tNI.t LIKULK LW MRS 9-0 2884
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APPENDIX C

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF MARK IV, MOD 2

C11 Control Contexter Program is to de-
cide what type of a message is coming
in and assign it to the proper decoder.
Receive message from experimenter
(automatic copy of input) and save
the message. Determine the message
type and save its value. Use the
value of the message type to select
a proper contexter. Execute the se-
lected ccntexter.

C50 Include problem details in dummy
description list. (The message was
a problem-detail type.) Save the mes-
sage (automatic extract name of
dummy description list from message
list body) intormation. I shall call
the problem . I shall call the
external world . Describe the
problem by my name for the external
world. The structure of the relation-
ship between dimension values and
dimensions of the external world are
given by MI3. Describe my name for
the external world by this structure.
Describe the problem by the problem
details which I had saved.

Is this the first problem solution
attempt? If yes, I shall call my
strategy . Describe the prob-
lem by the name of the strategy. If
no, recall the name of the most re-
cent strategy used (obtained from
long-term memory). Describe the
problem by the name of the strategy.
Use the name of the probl-nn as a
memory tracer.

C51 The message is a doing type. Save
the message information (automatic
extraction of ddl from message body).
Get the description of the problem
which names my strategy. Create a
name for this behavior. Describe
the name by the message information.
Add the name of this behavior to the
strategy.

C52 The message is a designation type.
Save the message information

(automatic extraction of ddl from mes-
sage). The possible values of the
experimenter's designation replies
will be yes or no. Add this informa-
tion to my general store of information.

C60 Recall my most recent strategy and
recall the skeleton outline of the cur-
rent problem. Is this the first prob-
lem?

Noexecute the most recent
strategy, then remember it.

Yescreate a name for the new
strategy and save the name.

Create linkage to beginning of this
phase and save linkage. Now I must
compare desired behavior with exist-
ing behavior and fill in the strategy.
To do this I must (Sub Process).
Sub Process

Compare descriptions of behavior
on skeleton strategy with existing
behaviors. Can I find a match?

Noerror.
Yessave name of behavior, add

name of this behavior to the
new strategy list.

Does this behavior receive informa-
tion from the external world?

No(Go to 9-4).
YesIs external information a

designation?
YesDetermine type of desig-

nation.
NoDetermine what type of

external information is
received.

Now that information type has been
determined, I must get contexter for
that type. Add name of contexter to
the phase (automatic next upper link-
age insertion). (Insertions 2f con-
texter implies end of phase so that
the behavior can be executed.) Now

441:

alk. tl
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[9-41

execute the behavior phase just cre-
ated. Save results of decision (all
phases end with a decision output
of yes or no). Save name of phas..
just executed. Was the last behavior
on the phase list a decision-type

NoExit sub-process.
YesLink the no response to the

first phase. Link the yes
response to the cozn)ct phase.
Create new yes link.

Was result a previous decision a
NoExecute phase linked to

the No.
YesExit from sub-process.

Is behavior-type a decision?
NoExit sub-process
YesHas phase already been

executed?
[Note either a contexter or a decision,
continue implies phase execution.1

No(Go to phase execution).
YesExecute just the decision

behavior, erase temporary
storage.

Go to 9-16.

CZO Create Z7
Information has been received from
the external world. I must save where
I am in the problem sequence so that
I can return to this point later. Is the
next behavior in the plan described
like a Z7 behavior?

YesExit this contexter.
NoCreate a name which is de-

scribed the same as 27.
Place this name in the saved problem
sequence. Use name of the present
contexter to get name of phase, save
the name of the phase. Get name of
Z7 behavior. Add behavior which cre-
ates a working hypothesis. Add be-
havior to remember the working hy-
pothesis (P191). Add behavior which
will trace working hypothesis (C31).
Add behavior to remember how the
working hypothesis was formed. Add
a decision behavior which decides if
I can proceed to the phase (D4). De-
scribe the phase to show that Z7 has
been added to the phase. Describe
the phase to show that 1)4 has been
added to the phase.

036 Verify %/eject choice.
Save where I am in the problem solu-
tion. Obtain next behavior in the
sequence. Is it described as a D-
tYPe routine?
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YesExit contexter.
NoCreate a name for a behavior

which is desczibed as a DO
routine. Add the DO behavior
to the phase list (automatic
next upper added to DO). De-
scribe the phase list by the
addition of DO.

C38-9 Create reaction to object designation,
Save where I am in the problem se-
quence. Save the current memory entry
point. Use name of contexter to ob-
tain name of phase. Save the phase
name. Create and save name for a
routine described the same as a Z4
routine. Is the next behavior in the
solution sequence described the same
as Z4?

YesDelete the matching name
from the problem sequence.

NoAdd symbol for Z4 behavior
to the phase list.

Describe phase list by addition of
Z4 behavior.

Get experiment's designation of
the object choice. Was it designated
a yes?

YesEstablish a routine to remove
irrelevant dimensions, as the
appropriate behavior, save
name, (Go to 9-4).

No Establish a routine to revert
dimensions as the appropriate
behavior, save name.

Is the subject aware of dimension
varied ?

No(Go to 9-4).
YeF, Was one dimension varied?

Yes ( Go to 9-4).
NoAdd routine to retrace

memory one level to the
Z4 routine. Then exit
contexter.

9-4 Add to Z4 a behavior to retrace
memory one level. Add to Z4 a be-
havior to mark the dimension values.
Add to U a behavior to mark the
dimensions. Add a routine to recall
the experimenter's designation of
the object. Add appropriate dimen-
sion handling routine to Z4. Exit
contexter. [Note: This routine is
not consistent with the other rou-
tines.]

[Note: The interpreter must check for con-
texter and if so will put CIA in (0), along
with other inputs.]



C22 Set up reaction to concept deeignation.
Save where I am in the problem se-

quence, obtain the next behavior in
the problem sequence and deteheine
if its designation matches that of a
Z6 behavior.

YesDelete behavior from problem
sequence.

NoObtain experimenter's desig-
nation of the concept.

If it is a
YesExit from contexter.
NoCreate a symbol described as

a Z6 behavior.
Add new Z6 to the execution list.

Use name of contexter to get name of
phase.

Describe phase by addition of Z6
behavior. Get the focus object and
determine if any unmarked dimensions
exist.

YesSet to add routine to which
finds unmarked dimensions.

NoSet to add routine which finds
irrelevant dimensions.

Save name of appropriate routine.
Add routine to Z6 which retraces mem-
ory one level (C4I). Add routines to
retrace memory one level. Add appro-
priate routine from above (Q4I, Q42).
Ade routine to add dimension to work-
ing hypothesis. Add routine to Z6
which remembers modified working
hypothesis. Is the subject aware?

YesCorrect focus object dimen-
sionality.

NoSet dimensionality to unity.
Set routines which add dimension to
above dimensionality. Exit contexter.

ZO Problem specification
P21Copy focus.
P6IRemember copy of focus object.
P31Put name of focus copy in MEP.
P62Remember set membership of

focus copy.

P2I Copy focus object.
Get the name of the focus object from
working memory, save the name.

Get a dimension value, use dimen-
sion value to get dimension. Use
dimension to get the list M13. Make
a copy of focus object in DAV order
(R190). Give this copy a name, place
name in M1,N. Exit subroutine.

[Note I. This should be mostly
within the subject. I think we should
change program so that E routine

gives an undescribed focus with
internal name so that subject does
net have to copy it. 1

[Note 2. This routine is really un-
necessary if we implement Note 1.1

P60-1 Attach (M1,X) to value list of class
attribute (2) of list (9 (0) = Flag.

Input M1 '3

Output 1+/1 e/12.10.
Note that whatever is namcd in con-
tents of MEP gets described. Remem-
ber . The item of inforniation in
working memory is stored as a value
if an attsibute describing the symbol
contained in the memory entry point.

C31 Trace
The name contained in working memory
is placed in the memory entry point
so that one can trace the problem path
in memory.

P62 Remember . Remember that the
focus object is a member of the set,
i.e. the ddl in working memory is
stored as the value of an attribute
describing the focus object.

Z7 Create a working hypothesis
PI91Create working hypothesis

from the copy of the focus
object (CFO).

P63Remember working hypothesis.
C3I Place WH in MEP.
P64 Remember how working hy-

pothesis formed.
PI91 Make a working hypothesis having

K99 dimensions. If the subject is not
aware, this is a subject characteristic
routine whic creates the WH.

If the subject is aware, this routine
is a legal doing-type routine.

Get the focus object from MEP, cre-
ate a copy. Remove those dimension
values beyond the K99th. Find the
dimensions corresponding to these
dimension values. Create a descrip-
tion list containing these dimensions.
Save the ddl. Attach the dimension
values under a °from" attribute. Store
ddl in MI , D. Stcee WH in MI , N.
Exit subroutine.

P63 Remember working hypothesis.

C3I Place name of working hypothesis in
memory entry point.

P64 Remember how working hypothesis
formed.
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ZI Create search criterion.
P131Select dimensions to vary.
PI4 1Select dimension values.
P151Vary dimension values.
P64 Remember how working hy-

pothesis was varied.

P I 31 Select dimensions to vary.
Get the name of the WH from work-

ing memory. Collect dimension
values not designated and save this
list. I will vary only K98 of these so
discard the rest.

Make a list of the dimensions cor-
responding to the dimension values.
Create a ddl for the dimensions. Add
the list of dimension values to the
ddl under a "from" attribute. Put
name of WH in MI, N. Put name of
ddl in MI, D. Exit from routine.

P140 rind new dimension values.
Get the list in Ml, D describing

what to vary, and save its name.
Obtain value of the "from" attribute.
Obtain the dimensions attribute.
Generate dimensions and their values
in parallel.

Sub Process. I know the dimen-
sion to vary and its original value.
Obtain list of dominance values for
the dimension. Set probability of
dimension value negative (ignore
dominant attribute value of this di-
mension value). Choose most dom-
inant dimension 1.1lue. If none, exit.
Save this dimension value. Check
to see if it has been designated.

YesPick up another dimension
value.

NoMake this DV a value of the...
"to" attribute of the ddl saved
earlier. Restore DAV values
of the "from" and "to" dimen-
sion values (seems peculiar
should bein Z6 problem clean-
up). Exit sub process.

P151 Vary the dimensions of the working
hypothesis. Save the name of the
working hypothesis. Get the dell
containing the change infmmation
and save its name. Get the list of
"from" dimension values. Get the
list of "to" dimension values. Gen-
erate the "from" and "to" dimension
values in parallel

Sub Process Get the name of WH,
then replace "from" DV to the "to" DV
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[Note: Contents of MI before P151 were WH
and ddl, P151 manipulates the contents of WH
but does not replace the contents of Ml. Per-
haps we should standardize the end of a rou-
tine to fill MI ,N, MI ,D.

P64 Remember how WH modified. Describe
working hypothesis by the "from-to" list.

Z2 Select an object.
P51Pind object matching search

criterion. [Note: the search
criterion is the working hy-
pothesis after a dimension
has been varied.1

P65Remember the object.
C3IPlace name of object in MEP.
P66Remember how object found.

P51 Save the inputs. Get and save the
name of the search criteria. Search
the external environment for object
matching the search criterion (KZ).
Save the name of the matching object.
Get value of change attitude ("from-to"
list). Place name of change list in Ml,D.
Place name of object found in Ml,N.
[Note: We may want to systematize
this by always using name for those
symbols going into M1,N and descrip-
tions for those symbols going into
MI,D4

DO Verify object choice
Q51

Q5I Check object choice.
Save inputs. Get name of object
chosen. Recall the focus object.
Make list of symbols. Determine
which dimension values of the object
are not on the focus object. Save
name of this list. Get "from-to" list
from the "how found" attribute. Get
the value of the "to" attribute. rind
which values the focus object and
"to" list do not have in common.
Generate these values.

Sub Process Check to see if
dimension values are marked.

NoExit.
YesPop HO.
Set output of Q routine ±.

[Note: This program determines what
focus object and card choice do not
have in common. Then it checks to
see that the non-common dimension
%/ekes are not already marked rele-
vant or irrelevant. If unmarked, this
object is O.K.]



Zi Experimenter designates object.
P7Ipresent object choice.
E93experimenter designation.
Pe2remernber designation.

P71 Put name of object in the output chan-
nel. Save inputs (MEP, El). Get
name of object choice from MEP.
Place name on output list E.

-93 Experimenter checks to see if object
-.:hoice contains concept, sets value
of designation attribute yes or no
and puts ddl in Ml, D and name of
object in MI, N.

P62 Remember experimenter's designation
of the object.

Z4 React to object designation.
P96mark dimension values.
P91mark dimension
C41pop to WH
Plel or P171delete or revert di-

mensions of the
working hypothesis.

P96 Mark dimension values.
Save inputs, set number of values to
zero. Obtain experimenter's designa-
tion of the object and save it. Get
the working hypothesis and save it.
Get the value of the "from-to" at-
tribute and save the description list.
Get the "from" dimension list. Gen-.
crate dimension value list.

Sub Process Make experimenter
designation an attribute value of the
relevancy attribute. Save all (K96)
dimension values required. Reverse
115.

P91 Mark dimensions relevant-irrelevant.
Save inputs. Get object description,
get experimenter designation of the
object choice and save it. Get the
search criterion and save it. Get the
"from-to" list of the search criterion.
Get the dimension changed list and
generate it.

Sub Process Save the dimension.
Check to see if all but one dimension
value marked.

NoExit.
YesMark the dimension with

experimenter designation.
Check if done K96 Jimensions.

YesTerminate sub process.
NoContinue.

Place dimension varied description
in MI ,D, place WH in MI ,N, exit
routine.

P502 Recall set membership (should be 501).
Get value of set membership attribute
of symbol named in MEP. Save inputs,
get first symbol in MEP. Get first
value off value list of (MEP) under set
membership attribute.
If noneexit.
Put value in Ml,D.
Put symbol from MEP in M1 ,N.

[Note: The general routine underlying
this is P500 which enables one to find
the first value on We value list of at-
tribute of list . This is a
very powerful routine which isn't used
enough.]

P I 71 Revert working hypothesis back to
originaLform. Get name in MI; get
description. Obtain the value of the
"to" attribute and save it.. Obtain the
value of the "from" attribute and save
it. Generate ooth lists.

Sui) Process Replace the "to"
value on the search criterion by the
"from" value.

Create a description; make old
"from" list the value of the "to" at-
tribute.

Make the old "to" list the value
of the "from" attribute.

Hold description in working mem-
ory.

Hold search criterion in WM.
Plel Remove irrelevant dimension from WH.

Get WH from working memory; get its
description. Obtain the value of the
"from" attribute and save it. Obtain
the value of the "to" attribute, save
it. Obtain value of dimension attri-
bute and save it. Generate both lists.

Sub Process Save the dimension
value from the "to" list. Determine
if it is marked irrelevant.

NoExit sub process.
YesRemove the corresponding

"from" value of the working
hyPothesis.

Create a description, make old "to"
list the value of the "from" attribute.
Add old dimension list as value of
dimension attribute.
Hold WH in MI ,N.
Hold ddl in MI ,D.
[Note: Perhaps the class attribute
should be a varied attribute, "what,"
"from," "to" as the specific values.]

DI Can concept be presented?
QI01

all



QI01 Get name of working hypothesis.
Generate body of WH.

Sub Process Get value of desig-
nation attribute of the dimension
value.

If unmarkedexit.
If markedto next dimension

value.
If all dimension values marked,

then concept can be presented.

ZS Form a concept.
P121 Form concept.
P67Remember concept.
C 3ITrans fer concept.
P68Remember hcAm formed.

P12 1 Form concept.
Get the search criterion (WH) and
save it. Create name of concept.
Create descriptions of concept and
save it. Generate body of working
hypothesis. (Sub process)

Sub Process Save dimension
value, determine if dimension is un-
marked. If yes, exit. If no, save
value of relevancy attribute and save
dimension value. Was dimension
value relevant?

If yesadd value to body of
concept.

If noexit sub process.
Make working hypothesis the value
of the basis attribute of the ddl.
Place description in MI ,D, Place
concept in MI ,N.

Z8 Have concept designated.
P72Present concept to experi-

menter.
E94Experimenter action.
P69Remember designation.

[Note: P72 is definition of present
verb.]

112

Z6 Corrective action:
C41 Pop SC to WH.
C4 I Pop WH to cro
Q41 Find untested dimensions

(or 042)
PI81Add dimension.
C31 Place working hypothesis

name in MEP.
P64 Remember what added.

Q4 I Find untested dimensions.
Get and save copy of the focus ob-
ject (in MEP). Make list of all di-
mension values of CFO not marked
DELETE all but K9 7 of the symbols.
Find dimension corresponding to un-
marked dimension values. Create
description. Make list of dimensions
the value of the dimension attribute
(whet). Add list of unmarked dimen-
sion values as value of the "to" at-
tribute of the &II. Place name of
CFO in M1,N. Place description in
MI ,D.

Q42 Same as Q41 except that R42 used
instead of R41. R42 checks for match
of both attribute and its value, hence
to list irrelevant dimension values
one needs attribute value.

P181 Add dimensions to SC (WH in Ma ,N,
new DV list in M1,D). Get value of
hypotheses attributes of CFO and
save it (WH). Hold it in MI ,N. Get
pie description, obtain the "to" list
from the description. Generate sym-
bols on "to" list.

Sub Process Add symbol on "to"
list to the working hypotheses.
Place working hyPotheses in MI ,N.
Place description in Mi,D.

dr. 4.1
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